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The quality of preservation and richness of the plant assemblage recovered h m site
EeRb 140 demonstrate the great potential for investigating plant-use at archaeological sites
on the British Columbia Plateau, EeRb 140 is an open-air multi-component site located on a
g~aciolaucusirineterrace on the north side of the South Thompson River. It is situated witbin
the Kamloops indian Reserve #1, the homeland of the StR'emlupsemc ~ l a o p Band)
s
of
the Secwepemc First Nation. From the lithic assemblage, it appears that this site was initiaily
occupied on a temporary basis dwing the Middle Prehistoric Period, between 7,200-3,800
B.P. During the subsequent Late Prehistonc Period, between 3,8W200 B.P., the site
appears to have been accupied more extensively, probably as a çpecial purpose site used by
residents of the nearby pithouse village (site EeRb 77).
The objectives of the archaeobotany project at EeRb 140 were to identiQ the
patterning in the deposition of charred plant remains, and to compare the observai patteniing
with the ethnographic record. During the 1996 field season, sediment samples were collected
h m d l excavated contexts of EeRb 140 and processed by flotation. in the laboratory,
sarnples h m Late Period contexts were selected and sorted for ch& plant rnaterials,
Thirty taxa were identifid h m seeds, conifer needles, charcoal and vegetative tissue. Most
of these plants are h o w n ethnographically to have been important resources of Plateau First
Peoples.
The archaeobotany of EeRb 140 pmvides evidence that during the Late Prehistoric
Period this site was used for the processing and presewation of plant foods, probably for
winter consumption. The plant remains clustered in two 'hearth' features, one of which was
usai for the open-hearth drying of bemes, and aiso as a pit-oven. Among the identifled taxa,
edible plants are the most nwnerous including nine trpes of "berry foods" and a "mot food".
The plant assemblage a h includes grasses, sedges, birch bark, conifer boughs and wood,
taxa that are known ethnographicaily to have been used as fiel for processing foods andior as
raw materials for the manufacture of household items. Moreover, cornparisons of site EeRb
140 with ethnobotanical data and other archaeobotanica1 data h m the region suggest that
EeRb 140 was used for a range of activities pertaining to daily life, such as the preparation of
medicinal plants and the pmcessing of f d for inmediate consumption. Plants appear to
have been collected between June and August h m the smunding Bunchgrass, Ponderosa
Pine and Douglas-fir zones. Plant processing and presewation activities probably took place
between August and September. B a d on cornparisons with ecological, botanical,
archaeological and ethnographic data, it is argued here that EeRb 140 represents a seasonally
used work area utilisai by the residents of the adjacent village site EeRb 77.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Prehistoric Planbuse on the British Columbia Plateau

At European contact, a wide range of plants was integral to the economies,
ecological and social interactions of Aboriginal people of British Columbia's Southern
Interior. Recent research demonstrates that among hunter-gatherer groups of the British
Columbia and Columbia Plateaus, plant foods provided 50% or more of the caloric intake of
the total diet (Keely 1980; Turner 1997). Ethnohistorical and ethnobotanical sources report
that plants were essential raw materials for food, fuel, medicine, dyes, gums, and adhesives,
and for the manufacture of tools, utensils, shelter, and clothing. Plants were also impo~antto
the symbolic and social structure of Plateau societies. They played a role in gender relations,

mythology, religion, oral history, trade and linguistics. The Okanagan-Colvillepeople named
approximately 260 species of plants. Moreover, the NZaka 'pamux (Thompson) people named
more than 350 plant species and the Secwepemc over 200 species (Dawson 1891, 1875-1878;
Hill-Tout 1899-1911; Ignace 1998; Palmer 1975a; Teit 1900, 1909; Turner 1992, 1997;
Turner et al. 1980; Turner et al 1990; Turner et al. in prep).
Although the ethnobotany of Plateau peoples is extensive, little is known about the
selection, processing and utilisation of plants by these peoples prior to European contact.
This is the result of several factors. First, over the past 200 years First Nations communities
and their environments have been greatly impacted by the Uiflux of people fiom
indusûialised societies. Traditional subsistence practices changed mviftly and significantly

with European contact such that even the earliest records descnhe cultures that were already
undergoing shifis (see Dawson 1891; Hill-Tout 1899-1911; Teit 190,1909). Consequently,

we cannot assume that the ethnographic record provides a fidl record of plant-use even at the
time of contact. Further, changes to the landscape of the Southern interior since contact have
resulted in the demise of many indigenous plant species and the introduction of non-native
plants (Meidinger and Pojar 1991; Tisdale 1947).
A second critical problem with early accounts of Plateau peoples is that they are

based on ethnohistonc and ethnographic research focused on questions about social
organisation and economic strategies pertaining to hunting and fishing and therefore include
few references to plant-use. Unlike ethnohistory and ethnography, ethnobotany focuses
entirely on understanding the role of plants in the economic, social and ideological systems
of a culture. The first exclusively ethnobotanical study on the British Columbia Plateau was
made by Teit during 1908-1909 and edited and produced by Steedman in 1930 as The
EIhnobotany of the Thompson Indians of British Columbia.

The first Secwepemc

Erhnobotany was published in 1975 by Palmer. Since then, a nurnber of reports have been

published exclusively about plant-use on the British Columbia Plateau, for example Turner
(1992, 1997), Turner et al. (1980) and Turner et al. (1990) and Turner and Peacock (1995).

However, it remains unclear how representative the ethnographic accounts are, and again,
how closely this pst-contact ethnobotanical record reflects Native plant-use pnor to contact.
Finally, our lack of knowledge about pre-contact plant-use results h m the fact that,

until recently, Plateau archaeologists have rarely included palaeoethnobotanical research in
their projects. One exception is palaeoethnobotanical research completed at the Keatley

Creek pithouse village site (Lepofsky in press a; see also LepofSky et. 41 19%) which has
produced clear evidence of plant-use in the early Late Prehistoric period. Three pithouses

were sampled in order to distinguish roof deposits h m floor deposits, ideutfi activity areas
and to discem differences in the composition of the plant assemblages between the pithouses. Lepofsky (2000) identified over 80 plant taxa from seeds, charcoal and needles, buds
and bark recovered h m the bumed pithouses. From the pattemhg in plant remains over

floors she recognised discrete activity spaces including food processing and sleeping areas.
Using archaeobotanical data in addition to faunal and material evidence Lepofsky et al.
(1996) distinguished socio-economic differences between these three pithouses. Further,
Lepofsky (2000 and in press b) re-constructed site formation processes through careful
cornparisons of the discrete contexts under study. Certainly, similar archaeobotanical
research at Early and Middle Period as well as other Late Period sites could provide us with a
clearer understanding of the subsistence activities of ancient Plateau peoples.
Site EeRb 140

The overall aim of the present study is to investigate pre-contact plant-use at EeRb
140, a prehistoric, open-air site located in the South Thompson River valley on the Kamloops

Indian Reserve No. 1 of the Secwepemc First Nation. The study area encompasses the

temtory of the Secwepemc First Nation with a focus on the ancestral land of the
Stk'emlupsemc, the Kamloops Division of the Secwepemc. The Secwepemc (commonly
anglicised as "Shuswap") are the most northerly and largest Salish speaking group in British
Columbia Traditional Secwepemc territoty covers over 180,000 kilometres, approximately
one quarter of the Southem interior of British Columbia (Ignace 1998) (see Figure 1).
At European contact the Secwepemc, l i e their Plateau neighbours, were "logistical

collectors", defined by Binford (1980) as semi-sedentary people with base-camps, storage

YUKON
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Figure 1. The Study A m : Secwepemc Traditional Territory (der Turner et al. 1990:
Figure 6)4

and material surpluses who practised "logistical mobility".

Logistical mobility is a

subsistence strategy based on specialist-lead task groups securing and bringing specific
resources back to the encampment. Today the Secwepemc First Nation consists of seventeen
reserve comrnunities populated by about 6,000 îribal members (Ignace 1998).
Plateau prehistory is characterised as having three cultural periods, the Early, Middle
and Late Prehistoric Periods (Figure 2) (Sûyd and Rousseau 1996). Research has typically
focused on the Late Prehistoric Period (3,800 to 200 B.P.) which is comprised of the
Shuswap (3,800-2400 B.P.), Plateau (2,400-1,200 B.P.), and Kamloops (1,200-200 B.P.)
Horizons. Within the Thompson River Valley, numerous surveys and excavations of the
flood plain and river tenaces between Kamloops and Chase have established the antiquity of
and variability in Late Period village settlement patterns and pithouse architecture (Arcas
1990; Mohs 1981; Rousseau and Richards 1985; Wilson 1992; Wilson and Carlson 1980).
However, little is known about the Eady and Middle periods other than that people practised
a generalised and opportunistic subsistence based on the exploitation of pnmarily terrestriai
resources (Stryd and Rousseau 1996). Nicholas (Nicholas and Tryon 1999) is concemed th2t
the archaeological record of the B.C. Plateau, as it now stands, is biased towards pithouse
village sites and the semi-sedentary lifeways of the Late Period. Therefore his research is
designed to locate and investigate Early and Middle Period non-pithouse sites with an
emphasis on understanding ancient land-use activities,
EeRb 140 was identifieci and excavated by Nicholas over several field seasons
between 1991-1996. EeRb 140 is one of 60 open-air sites identified on the glaciolacustnne
terraces above the Thompson f i d plain, in the heart of Stkémlzpsemc
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Figure 2. Archaeologicai Sequence for the Mid-Fraser-Thompson River
Drainage Area (&r Sûyd and Rousseau 1996: Figure 2;
*Pdaeoclimate, &r Hebda 1995).

territory (Figure 3). Al1 60 sites fa11 within the temtory of Kamloops Indian Reserve No. 1.
Several of these sites had ken previously recorded by Hahn 1. Smith when employed by

Franz Boas as part of the Jessup Expedition in 1897. Wbile surface collecting dong these
terraces, Smith (1900) found Plateau Horizon and Shumvap Horizon points, a decayed cedar

canoe, matting-covered burials, a birch bark dish, bone tools, stone pipes, and beads.
EeRb 140 is a multi-component site situated on a south facing intermediate tenace
that slopes towards the South Thompson River floodplain (Plate 1, Appendix 1) at an
elevation of about 1,350 meters as1 {50°41'04'N 12Oo17'28"S). The site covers an area of
about 45 X 50 meters (Nicholas and Tryon 1999). Steep gulIies define the east and west
sides of the rise and separate it fiom the adjacent terraces. The south side was cut during
road work but the site was not significantly impacted.

Radiocarbon dates indicate that EeRb 140 was in use during the Late Period
between 86ûk60 and 1 6 M 0 years ago (Nicholas and Tryon 1999). However, diagnostic

artefacts were recovered here that represent al1 three Late Period horizons, suggesting that the
site was occupied continuously between 3,800-200 B.P (Nicholas and Tryon 1999).
Artefacts that are diagnostic of al1 three Late Period horizons inchde bifacial and unifacial

lithic tools, retouched flakes, "key-shaped scrapers", hatled and hand-held drills, and notched
and engraved bone artefacts. The artefact and plant assembIages m e r suggest that
specialised activities were camed out at site EeRb 140 including plant and animal food
processing, food storage, and the manufacture of lithic and bone fishing tools. in addition,
many of the Late Period components appear to have been contemporaneous with the nearby
riverside housepit village, site EeRb 77 (see Figure 3). The presence of dentalia shells h m

the coast suggests personal adonunent and also indicates trade connections (Nicholas and
Tryon 1999).
Features that are typical of the upper layers of EeRb 140 include numerous hearths
and areas of lire-altered rock and charcoal. Features that are typical of mid layers of the site
include bark-lined and unlined pits. The faunal assemblage has not yet been analyseci but
Nicholas and Tryon (1999) have made preliminary identifications of salmon and other fish,
birds and mammaIs including deer, elk, and rodents.
Nicholas and Tryon (1999) M e r maintain that the site was occupied at least as
early as the Middle Period (7,2W3,800 B.P.). This argument is based on the presence of
microblades, notched cobbles and diagnostic points fiom three distinct Middle Penod
horizons. Furthemore, the cultural stratigraphy of EeRb 140 appears to be significantly
mixed which Nicholas and Tryon (1999) amibute to the repeated use of the site over

The Goals of the Palaeoethnobotanical Investigation at Site EeRb 140
Archaeobotany and palaeoethnobotany involve the study of plant remains recovered
from archaeological sites. These ternis, as they are used here, comply with definitions laid

down by Ford (1979): mhaeobotany describes plant material recovered from archaeological

contexts while palaeoethnobotany describes the overall anthropological analysis and
interpretation of hurnan plant-use fiom archaeobotanical evidence. The most commonly

studied classes of archaeobotanical material are macroremains, pollen, and phytoliths.
Charred macroremains are the subjects of this study. They include floral materials that can

be seen with a low-power light microscope such as seeds, nuts, charcoal, and some vegetative

parts of plants including stems, leaves, tubers and roots (8icchieri 1990; Hather 1994;

Keepax 1977; MilIer 1997; Pearsa111989).
Sediment sampling and flotation look place in the field during the 1996 season.
Laboratoty analysis of the recovered plant remains took place in 1997 at the
Palaemthnobotanical Laboraîory, Department of Archaeology, SFU. Field sampling and
laboratory procedures were designed to allow for a "contextual analysis" which is the
cornparison of relative quantities of plant rernains in situations of similar preservation. This
approach assumes that the preservation bias is a constant and îherefore changes in the dative
amounts of plant remains over time and space are useful variables (Pearsall 1989). Further,

this type of analysis considers the sources of charred botanical materials and their contexts of
dqmsition (Pearsall 1988).
The study aimed to investigate questions such as the nature of plant-use and
processing, site palaeoenvironment, seasonality, and comparability with pre-contact use
reflected at other Plateau sites. in order to address these research questions, it was necessary
first to determine the vertical and horizontal distribution of plant materials throughout the

site. The sarnples analysed here represent Late P e n d contexts. Nicholas (pers. comm.)
observed that EeRb 140, Iike the other sites on the adjacent tenaces, appears to have been

more heavily used in the southem part of the terrace. Priority was thus given to contexts
ftom the southeni part of the site which contained a d o r were adjacent to in situ feahms,

(ünits 30, 3 1,32 and 33) (Figure 4). In addition, two other pairs of units were selected for
analysis for the purpose of determining plant-related activities in the north sections of the
site. Units 19 and 34, situated in the north-west part of the site, were on a slightly lower part

of the t e m e than the other squares. Units 17 and 22, situated in the north-east part of the
site, were on the topographically highest point of the tenace.

From these eight excavated 1 x 1 m units, 18 distinct contexts were identified h m
the field level sheets and profile drawings (Nicholas 1996)- Al1 excavated squares selected
for the palaeoethnobotanical study had been dug through at least two cultural layers. Each
1 x 1 m unit was excavated in 5 cm arbitrary levels with the exception of some samples fiom

the two Unit 30 features.

The Semepemc Etbnobotany Project
The palaeoethnobotanical research and archaeological investigations at site EeRb
140 are two components of the greater Secwepemc Ethnobotany Project.

multidisciplinary project

brings

together

archaeological,

linguistic,

This

ecological,

pharmacological, and nutrient research to investigate the d e of plants as food and medicine
in past and present Secwepemc communities. More ban 50 individuals participated in the
research including many Secwepemc elders. Co-principal investigators are: Nancy J. Turner
(University of Victoria), Marianne Ignace (the Secwepemc Education Institute/Simon Fraser
University, abbreviated henceforth as SEVSFU), Haniet Kuhdein (McGill University),
Ronald Ignace (of the Skeetchestn Band and SFU) and Dr. George Nicholas (SEYSFU). The
project has resulted in critical new data on the nutritional and pharmacological qualities of
plant foods and medicines (Turner et al. in prep).

1996 units subjccted to palacocthnobotanicalstudy
aiter

0

excavated "nits

other "nits exeavated b e h m 19)l-1995

Figure 4. EeRb 140 Site Map (&r Nicholas 1996).

The Organisation of this Thesis
This thesis is organiseci into seven chapters. This chapter has introducai the site and
the study area and defined the aims of the palaeoethnobotanical and archaeological
investigations. The next three chapters defme the interpretive fiamework, much of which is
based on ethnographic anaiogy. Consquently, Chapter ii reviews the ways that ethnographic
analogies are used by archaeologists and explains the theoretical approach that is taken in the
present study for selecting and applying anaIogies. The rollowing Chapter iIï describes the
Plateau physical landscape and traditional land-use practices as they are known h m the
ethnographic and archaeologicai mords. Two ethnographic models used to interpret the
plant assemblage are presented hem. The methods usai in the sampling, flotation, laboratory
analysis and identification of the floral matenals are exptained in Chapter IV.
The last three chapte~spresent the results of the analysis and the interpreiations.
Chapter V describes the floral matenals and explains rheir botanical and environmental
features and ethnographic uses. Chapter VI summarises the patterning in plant remains

among the archaeological contexts and compares the plant assemblage with ethnographic
models in order to interpret plant-use and land-use. The conc1usions of the study are
presented in Chapter VI1 which also assesses the significance of the results, evaluates the
data and provides suggestions for fùture palaeoethnobotanicai research in the area.

Li. THEORETICAL APPROACH TO ETHNOGRAPHIC ANALOGY
Introduction
The view that is taken here is that ethnographic analogy is indispensable in
archaeological explanation. Foliowing Hodder (1982, 1983), Stahl(1993), Watson (Gould
and Watson 1982) and Wylie (1982, 1985), analogy is considered to be a form of
metaphoncal thinking which is inherent in aH methods of archaeological interpretation.
Following Stark (1993) ethnoarchaeology is accepted as vital for both cross-cultural and
context-specific archaeological interpretation. Further, as Pearsall(1989: 230) States: "Most
palaeoethnobotanical interpretation is modelling based on analogy, usually ethnographic. "
Two ethnographic models, described in detail in Chapter üi, are used to interpret the
archaeobotany of site EeRb 140. The first, the Resource Availability rnodel, suggests the
plants and habitats that may have been accessible to the residents of site EeRb 140 and
indicates the months that taxa were most likely obtained, and for what purposes. The Plantuse model, considers ethnographically reporteci activities that might explain the deposition of
plants within hearth type features. This chapter aims to define the theoretical premises
behind the construction and application of these analogies.

Defining Ethnoarchaeology and Constriictiag Ethnographie Analogies
Ethnoarchaeology is a type of ethnography that addresses archaeological questions.
Ethnographie analogy is defmed as the cornparison of archaeological evidence with obsmed

ethnographic data such that unobserved human behaviour can be inferred h m
archaeological evidence (Ascher 1961; StiIes 1977).

"An analogy is essentiaiiy descriptive of a part or a whole, of form or process; once
tested for fit and incorporateci in a model it can become explanatory and even in some

cases predictive as well. if the fit is fauiiy the whole model collapses...analogies by
themselves cannot test or prove anything; they hdicate possibilities and probabilities;
they also underline improbabilitiesw(Cnwford 19825).
The history and problems with the uses of etbnographic analogy for archaeological
explication are outlined by Wylie (1982, 1985) and Stahl (1983) as well as Ascher (1961),
Binford (1967), Crawford (1982), Gould and Watson (1982), Stiles (1977)' Trigger 1982 and
Wobst (1978) and will not be repeated here.
Following Hodder (1982) and Wylie (1985), "relational analogies" are used in the
present study rather than hypothesis-based models. Relational analogies are models which
consider the relevance of comparison between the analùgy and the archaeology by identifying
the underlying principles and processes that cause similarities between the ethnographie
model and the archaeological record. Relational analogies are applied in a "contrastive"

manner in order to detennine the causeand-effect relevance of the similarities betwcen the
ecology, economy ancilor technology (Hodder 1982; Wylie 1985). In this way ethnographies
function as "base lines against which to compare evidence tiom the past" (Hodder 1982: 26).
For example, Binford's middle-range theory is a relational analogy because actualistic studies
are used to establish the cause-and-effect relevance of the analogy (Gould 1982). Hodder's
(1982) method differs fiom middle-range theory in that he uses a contextual approach insiead
of the hypothetico-deductive method (see Binford 1967, 1977 and Watson et al. 1971).
Contextuai archaeology links the functionai and the ideational. in this approach, variability
in the archaeological record is best explainai in tetms of inherent historical and contextual
factors.

To date, archaeological and ethnographie investigations into land-use and resource
exploitation on the Plateau have been dominateci by processualist ecological theories. First
developed in the 1960's, processualist archaeology encompasses the use of scientific
principles and methods to explain the archaeobgical record and one of its primary goals is to
develop a body of archaeological theory, independent of other disciplines (Binford 1967,
1977; Watson et al. 1971). Cultural ecology is the processualist approach that has most
significantly infiuenced archaeological research on the British Columbia Plateau. The theory
of culturai ecology is grounded in the concept that adaptation is the most important factor in
explainhg change and that human behaviour has an adaptive role (Hayden 1992; Palmer
1975b; Pokotylo and Froese 1983). Fdlowing M a n Steward, cultural ecology "postulates a
relationship between environmental resources, subsistence technology, and the behaviour
required to bring technology to bear upon remurces" (Moran 1979: 43).
Cultural ecology forms the basis of Nicholas' investigations at site EeRb 140
(Nicholas pers. comm.), Hayden's (1992) research in the Lillooet region, Pokotylo and
Froese (1983) excavations at Hat Creek, as well as numerous studies on the Columbia
Plateau (e.g. Chatters 1995; Lohse and Sammons-Lohse 1986). Of particular devance here
is Hayden (1992) because it is the only published study to incorporate systematic
ethnoarchaeological research on the Plateau. Significantty, the ethnoarchaeological research
was made with the Stl 'atl 'imr and Secwepemc communities of Fountain and Pavillion. This

publication is the outcome of a major collaborative project made in 19864987 by Diana
Alexander, Brian Hayden, Aubrey Cannon, Nancy Turner and Rob Tyhurst.

The Hayden (1992) volume pmvides an excellent resource for understanding
prehistoric hunter-gatherer subsistence and settiement because the researchers use traditional
ecological knowledge in order to derive testable analogies of prehistoric land-use. In terms
of questions about the relationship between plant-use and the living and seasonal movement
patterns of Plateau peoples, the most usehl chapters are those by Alexander (1992a and b)
and Turner (1992). These three chapters move tiom the general to the specific. They link
the annual subsistence activities of the Stl'atl'imr and Secwepemc with particular
environmental zones and specific types of sites. Further, the sites are linked to specific types
of contexts (features, artefacts and plant remains) that cm be expected h m specific
subsistence activities. Hence, these authors provide strong grounds for the cornparison of
their ethnographie models with the prehistoric past.
Although research canied out fiom a cultural ecological perspective has produced
very usehl interpretations of prehistoric land-use on the B.C. Plateau, it is also recognised
here that the application of ecological concepts to archaeologica1 explanation is not without
problems. Blumler (1996) for example, argues that processual archaeologists typicafly
borrow theories of ecology and evolution fiom relatively marginal ecological perspectives:
"Because scholars in neighbouring disciplines are seldom entirely abreast of scientific
data and issues, they are more likely to adhere to discarded theones that conform to
their (partly socially determined preferences). For example, although most geneticists
disrniss Mangelsdorf's hypothesis on the origin of maize, some archaeologists continue
to prefer it" (Blumler 1996: 26).
In fact, researchers fiom ostensibly very different positions within the theoretical specûum,
including Blumler (1996), Rindos (1984, 1989) and Hodder (1982, 1985), criticise cultural
ecology for foUowing a linear mode1 and baving an emphasis on adaptation. Rindos (1984,

1989) argues that the emphasis oa adaptation obscures the importance of variation in

evolutionary processes. HiIlman (19%) points out that the criteria used in ecological studies
do not necessarily address the economic concerns of hunter-gatherm.
Momver Hodder (1982) argues that a focus on adaptation precludes insights into
historic develupments, cultural receptivity and human action. Hodder is of the view that the
patterned nature of regular human practices, as represented in the archaeological record,

cannot be understwd without considering historic contingency and human agency
(intentionality). Arguing that functional values and meanings are linked to symbolic and
cultural meanings and values, Hodder (1999; and see Shanks and Hodder 1995) has more
recently argued for integrating economic, environmentai and ecological questions alongside
historic and social questions.
Bearing in mind the above arguments, the position taken in this thesis is that

patteming in the archaeological record is the result of histo~c/culturaUethnicallyrooted
behaviours as well as hctional responses to the environment. Moreover, the theoretical
position of this author accords with thai of Biumler (1996), Harris (19%), McGlade and van

der Leeuw (1997) and Sherrat (1996) who have recently argued for a move away from
environmental determinism and linear models that have an emphasis on adaptation, in favour
of a return to "a more Danvinian, selection-oriented models of cultural change in

environmental contextn (Gremiliion 1997: 8). Sigaificantly, many of these authors also
advocate a move away h m grand theories towards more regional research (Harris 1996) that
encompasses the recognition of the effects of time, place and variability on evolutionary
process.

"A metaphor for nature more in line with current ecological theory would be a

kaleidoscope, within which humans are enmeshed and have difise and ofien
codicting impacts" (Blumler 1996: 30).

In recognition of the fact we presendy know littIe about prehistoric plant-use on the
Plateau, the aim of the present study is limited to detennining the fwictional and economic
significance of plants found at site EeRb 140. That is to say that the palaeoethnobotanicai
study of site EeRb 140 encompasses consideration of the composition of the plant
assemblages, the nature of the contexts in which they were found, and what is
ethnographically known about their roIe(s) within the economies of ment Plateau peoples. It
is beyond the scope of this project to interpret the symbolic and cultural meanings of the
plants found at site EeRb 140, given what little we presently know about prehistoric plantuse in this region. To do so, based on the present data base would be merely to use analogy
to project recent ethnographies ont0 the past (see Stahl 1993; Stark 1993; Tngger 1982 and
Wobst 1978). Hopefiilly, in the fiiture, as the database on Plateau archaeobotany develops, it
will be possible to follow Hodder (1999; and Shanks and Hodder 1995) in order to link the
fùnctional and the ideational roles of plants in Plateau prehistory.
Chapter Summary

The palaeoethnobotanical study of site EeRb 140 encompasses consideration of the
composition of the plant assemblages, the nature of the contexts in which they were found,
and what is ethnographically known about their role(s) within the economies of recent
Plateau peoples. Relational analogy was selected as the best conceptual approach for linking
the ethnobotanies with the archaeology because it considers the relevance of comparison
between the analogy and archaeology. Thus, in the present study, ethnographie analogies are

selected and applied with two objectives: identiQing the similarities between the
ethnobotanies and the archaeobotany; and distinguishing the nature of the principles and
processes that might have caused those sUni1arities (Hodder 1982; Wylie 1985).

Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to provide ehgraphic models which can be used to
interpret the charred plant remains h m site EeRb 140, The first sections summarise Plateau
geography, climate and vegetation history and the present-day setthg with an emphasis on
the Thompson River Basin territory of the Sfk'emltrpsemc. This information is subsequently
incorporated into the Resource Availability model which suggests economically usehl plants
that were probably obtainable within the vicinity of EeRb 140 during the Late Prehistoric
Period. The next sections of the chapter summarise Plateau subsistence practises as they are
hown fiom the ethnographie and archaeological records. This information is subsequently
incorporated into a second model, the Plant-use model, which outlines plant-related
subsistence activities that are known to have taken place at open-air Plateau sites such as
EeRb 140. A list of Latin and common names of plants mentioned in the text is found in
Appendix 2.

The Study Area: Secwepemc Territory
This study focuses on the Secwepmc and thek Plateau neighbours within the
Southern interior of British Columbia. Secwepemc tenitory falls within the Plateau Culture
h a , a region which extends Tiom the 54' parallel dom to southem Oregon (sec Figure 1)
(Parish et al. 1996; Turner 1997). As members of the Plateau Culture Area, the Secwepemc

share similar traditions and histories with neighbouring Plateau groups (Kroeber 1947).
Chattes (1998) distinguishes four major geographic regions within the Plateau
Culture Area. Starting with the most southerly they are: the Columbia Basin, the Okanagan

Highlands, the Thornpson Plateau, and the Fraser Plateau. Tbese regions are charactensed by
rolling hills, wide river valleys and in some places, steep river valleys or canyons. Elevations
range fiom lowlands at approximately 100 m as1 to alpine regions over 3,000 m ad.
Consequently the plateau is comprised of remarkably diverse physical geography, climate,
ecosystems and vegetation (Turner 1997).
Secwepemc temtory extends from the Thompson Plateau to the Okanagan
Highlands in the southeast and the Fraser Plateau in the west (Ignace 1998). It is traversed by
the Fraser, Thompson and Columbia River systems. Stk'emlupsemc territory is situateci
within the Mid Fraser-Thornpson River drainage at the convergence of the North and South
Thompson Rivers (see Figure 3).

The soils and physiography of the Plateau were shaped by the retreating Cordilleran
Ice Sheet during the laie Pleistocene. At this time the Thompson River Valley was a series of
glacial lakes. Followîng the retreat of glaciers, lakes dried up and streams of mountain runoff carved the former lake beds into a succession of gullies and terraces. As a result, the
present-day lower and mid-altitudes of the Thompson ValIey are made up of a series of dry
sandy terraces separated by moist gullies. The soils are composed primarily of glacial till
that was re-deposited by wind and erosion during the Holocene (Palmer 1975b; Tisdale
1947). Within the Thompson River Basin, the mid-elevation terraces, including that of site
EeRb 140, are presen~ycomposed of glaciolacustrine silts and sands, capped by aeolian silts
and b e s a d s (Nicholas pers. comrn.).

Plateau Holocene history is characterised by Hebda (1995) as baving three main
climatic shifts (see Figure 2). Conditions were cold and moist until the Late Pleistocene,

when vegetation was dominated by nonaboreal plant cornmunities including grasses,
sedges, forbs and sagebnish. Pollen cores and radiocarbon dates h m Pemberton Hill Lake,
30 kilometres east of Kamioops, indicate that during this p e n d the Thompson River Basin
was covered with open stands of lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta)(Hebda 1995).
The first two miliennia of the Holocene were the hottest and driest of the last 10,000
years (Hebda 1995). Plant species which are adapted to xeric conditions, particularly
grasslands and sagebrush (Artemisia),dominated the landscape. in the Thompson River
Basin, Pinus woodlands were replaced by steppe-like grasslands and sagebrush, and at higher
elevations woodlands were dorninated by poplar (Populus)and juniper (Jun@erus)with an
oleaster (Shepherdia)understory
Between 8,000-7,000 B.P. a gradua1 cooling trend was accompanied by an increase
in moisture. By 6000 B.P. the climate was significantly moister and cooler with temperatures
on the average of one degree Celsius warmer than today (Hebda 1995). There was a slow
decline in grasslands and an expansion of upland coniferous forests composed primarily of
Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) and ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa). Nevertheless,
open grasslands and birch still dominated the area. In the Thompson River Basin, paper
birch (Betulapapyrfera), which had been widespread on the higher slopes, became common
throughout the moister sites within the vicinity (Hebda 1995).

The modem climate was established between 4,500 and 3,000 B.P. By this time the
forests expanded into mid-devations and grasslands were reduced to valley bottoms. The
relatively cool temperatures, and changing distn'bution in moisture promoted closed forests
of Douglas-k, spruce (Picea), birch, and pine (Hebda 1995).

The present day Plateau experiences some of the driest and also some of the wettest
climates in Canada. Annual precipitation is greatest in the north-east and lowest in the southWest where the terrain is overshadowed by the Coast Mountains. Lmal temperatures and
humidity Vary according to physical geography, aspect and latitude. The entire region
experiences 205-220 days of h s t annually. Snow typically covers the higher country until
April but is sparse in the river valleys (Parish et al. 1996; Tisdale 1947).
Elevation and aspect significantly affect ecological conditions such that
precipitation, temperature, soils and vegetation Vary considembly between the diffèrent
vertical zones. From the river basins up through the low, mid and high elevations, diverse
populations of plants and animals can be found within a few kilometres. Aspect affects
habitats such that adjacent but opposite slopes fiequently Vary in climate and vegetation,
Winds hrther influence climate and vegetation, especially in the higher, exposed grasslands
where they prevent forest growth (Alexander 19Wa; Tisdale 1947).

The Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification (BEC) system developed by the
British Columbia Ministry of Forests is usetùl to describe the ecosystems found in
Stk'emlrrpsemc temtory. The BEC classifies the ecosystems of British Columbia according

to their particular climate, soi1 and vegetation characteristics (Meidinger and Pojar 1991).
Secwepemc temtory encompasses nine of the fourteen BEC zones found in British Columbia

(Ignace 1998).

The temtory of the Stk'emlupsemc (Kamloops Band) covers three

environmental zones, the Bunchgrass, Ponderosa Pine and Interior Douglas-fit zones.
EeRb 140 and the neighbouring terrace sites are situateci within the Bunchgrass
(BG) zone, This is one of the smallest vegetation zones in British Columbia, occurring

exclusively within the southem regions of the province. Extending from the valley bottoms
up to 1,000 m as], the BG zone includes shrub-steppe lands, grass meadowlands and

numerous wetlands.
The vegetation of the BG zone is characterised by primarily xeric-adapted plants of

which 60% are bunchgrasses (Agopyron spicatum, Pou sandbergii and Stipa comata). Trees

are rare in this zone except for the occasional ponderosa pine or Douglas-fir (Psardotsirga
menziesii v a . glauca). Shrubs make up another 15% of the vegetation, particularly sage
(Artemisiafrigida and A. tridentata) and cornmon rabbit-brush (Chrysothamnus nauseosus).

Ferns are widespread at higher altitudes or in wetter areas. Mosses and lichens (Tortula
ruraIis and Cladonia spp.) are also widespread. The dominant wetland species include water

birch (Betula occidentalis) and cattail (Typha latifolia). Alkali saltgrass (Disrichlis striera)
dominates the saline meadowlands (Nicholson et al. 1991: 128).
The terrace crest upon which EeRb 140 is situated is presently dominated by
scattered clusters of bluebunch wheat grass (Agopyron spicatitm) and dense stands of
sagebrush. Numerous edible species inhabit the surrounding BG meadowlands including
prïckly-pear cactus (Opuntiafiagilis), "root foods" such as desert parslep (Lonratium spp.),
and several lilies such as mariposa lily (Calochortris macrocarprrs), yellowbell (Fritillaria
pudica) and fools onion (Brodiaea hyacinthina). Some rose bushes and berry producing

shmbs such as chokecherry grow in moist depressions and gullies (Nicholson et al. 1991;
Parish et al. 1996; Turner 1997).
The Ponderosa Pine ( P P ) zone is restricted to latitudes south of 51' N. It extends

over low elevations between the Bunchgrass and Intetior Douglas-fir zones. The dominant

vegetations of the PP zone are xemphytic species including ponderosa pine and bluebunch
wheatgrass. Saskatoon (Amelanchier alnfolia), is abundant here as are several p e m ' a l
Astetaceae including ymow (Achillea millefolium), rosy pussytoes (Antennaria
microphylla), arrow-leafed balsamroot (Balsamorhiza sagi'rtata), and slender hawksbeard
(Crepis atrabarba) (Hope et al. 1991a ;Parish et al. 1996).
The interior Douglas-fi (IDF) zone extends over a wider geographic area than either
the Bunchgrass and Ponderosa Pine zones, covering more than three degrees of latitude and
encompassing seven sub-zones. The uplands of the South Thompson River Valley are
classifixi within the Very Dry Hot IDF subzone which is characterised by Douglas-fir and
pinegrass (Calamagrostis rubescens). Hazelnut is found in this zone although it is presently
rare within the Kamloops area. Various root food plants are found in the upland meadows of
this zone including balsamroot (Balsamhoriza sagittata), spring beauty (Claytonia
lanceolata) and nodding onion (Allium cerntium) (Hope et al. 1991b).

The Resource Availabiliîy Model
While the climate and vegetation of the Plateau appear to have been relatively
unchangeci over the past 3,000 years (Hebda 1995), since European contact there has been a
demise in the distribution and abundance of many plant species, especially economically
important mot foods (Turner et al. in prep). For example, bittemot (Lewisia r e d i v i ' ,
plentiful in the Kamloops region at the beginniug of this century, is no longer found in the
South Thompson region (Palmer 1975a; Teit 1909). This depletion of species is largely
attn'buted to the discontinuation of Native management strategies and the introduction of
cattle. In some areas the excessive overgrazing by cattle has resulted in a loss of moisture

and a shift to a more xeric vegetation. Many econornically important species such as
mariposa lily, spring beauty and yellowbelis, are now under threat of disappearing fiom the
region (Tunier et al. in prep). These species are typicaliy out-competed by plants such as
sagebmsh which can withstand cattle grazing (Parish et al. 1996; Tisdale 1947). Therefore it
is unlikely that the present-day distribution of vegetation is identical to that of the prehistoric
periods under study.
Nevertheles, a model for resource availability is essential for determining the types
of plants that were probably obtainable by the residents of site EeRb 140. This model,
presented in Table 1, provides a list of taxa which can be compared with those recovered
h m EeRb 140 in order to determine the environments and seasons in which plants were
collecteci. This information may permit insights into prehistoric land-use, providing evidence
of the movements ofgroups over the landscape within specific times of the year. Further, the
taxa listed in the Resource Availability model can be compared with the list of plants
recovered fiom EeRb 140 in order to determine which economically significant taxa are
absent ftom the assemblage (Hillman 1989). Finally, by comparing and contrasting the
model with the archaeobotanical assemblage we can identify resources that were not locally
available, and may be indicative of trade or long-distance travel.
As noted in Chapter 1, in ibis snidy priority was given to sarnples h m the southern

part of EeRb 140, particularly contexts which contained and/or were adjacent to in siru
features having significant amounts of charred material. Features of this description were
typically situated within the upper levels of the site, contexts which have been radiocarbon
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Rrrource Avrilability Modcl: the plants and environmental wncs that wcrc l i k l y avrilable to the rcsidcnts of EcRb 140 during the Late Period
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dated to within the last 1,000 years (Nicholas and Tryon 1999). Consequently the Resource
Availability model aims to represent exclusively the Late Prehistoric Period. The model
(Table 1) is based on a nurnber of assumptions beginning with the premise that throughout
the Late Prehistoric Period, the residents of the Thompson River basin had access to the
nearby river floodplain, the mid-elevations and the uplands. Furthemore, it is understood
here that the present day conditions of climate and vegetation were established in this region
by the Late Prehistoric Period, as indicated by the pollen record (Hebda 1995).

Consequently, the range of economically useful plants and their relative yield are thought to
have been relatively constant during the Late Prehistoric Period (see Turner 1992: 414).
Finally, for the purposes of this study, it is assumed that plants were used by Plateau p u p s
in similar ways throughout the last 1,200 years.

This presupposition is based on

archaeological evidence for strong similarities between the Kamloops Horizon and the recent
"ethnographie" period in terrns of subsistence, technology and social organisation (Rousseau

and Richards 1985; Turner 1992).

The Resource Availability model (Table 1) works such that it can be read in two
different ways. The reader can focus on an individual taxon, and reading horizontally,
consider the environmental and cultural significance of that taxon. Altematively, the reader
can focus on a particular vegetation zone, and reading d o m the column, cm consider the
types of plant resources that grow within that zone. The model M e r indicates the month(s)

in which each taxon was traditionally harvested and its economic use@)by Plateau groups.
No comprehensive ethnobotanical study exists for the locaiity sumiundhg EeRb
140 but there are a nurnber of ethnobotanies of similar Plateau areas. The Resource

Availability model draws heavily on studies made with the Secwepemc by Palmer (1975a),
33

Teit (1909) and Turner et al. (in press). ûther studies that cuntnbuted significantly to the
mode1 are Meidinger and Pojar (1991) on Plateau ecosystems as weII as Turner et ni. 's

( 1 990) ethnobotany of the Maku'pamux, Turner's (1992) study of Stf 'arl'imx plant-use and

Aiexander's (1992% 1992b) models of Plateau environmental units and Stl'a/l'imr and
Secwepemc land-use.
Turner and Peacock's (1995) sîudy of Komanetkwa undoubtedly provides the best
analogy for plant resources likely to have been available to the inhabitants of site EeRb 140

during the Late Prehistonc Penod.

Komkunetkwa is a broad upland valley located

approximately eight km northeast of the present-day city of Kamloops. It is considered
appropriate for cornparison here, first and foremost because both localities encompass the
Bunchgrass, Ponderosa Pine and intenenor
Douglas-fir biogeociimatic zones, and also because
of ir relative proximity to site EeRb 140.

Both Komkanetkwa and site EeRb 140 are

siruated within S/k'emlupsemc territory on Kamloops indian Resewe #I.

Parts of

Komkanetkwa have been subject to cattle grazing.

Turner and Peacock (t995) describe Konikanerkwu as a landscape made up of
Douglas-fir woodlands, open stands of ponderosa-pine, upland meadow, alkaiine ponds and

associateci meadowlands, shrub-steppe, creek side habitats, marsh, swales and gullies. They
fuund that more than 70 culturaIly significant plants grow in the area hcluding at least 60
types of plant foods and emergency f d s , together wiih more than 17 species of traditional
mot vegetables and over 16 species of beny food.

Also identified were over 35

ethnographically known medicinai plants, 50 taxa used as raw materials for consûucting
shdter and manufacturing household items and numerous species used in ceremonid,

religious and aura1 traditions, as well as several species recognised by the Secwepemc as
animal forage.
Plateau Subsistence Systems: Economic Strategies
The ethnographies and ethnohistories report that throughout the Plateau the diet was

typically composed of riverine and land-based resources including k i t , roots, greens, fish,
mammals and birds. This broad diet was maintained by three strategies: 1) diversification of
the resource base, radiating mobility, and the exploitation of the vertical zonation of habitats;
2) resource spmialisation; and 3) exchange (Alexander 1992b; Palmer 1975a; Teit 1900,
1909; Turner 1991, 1992, 1997; Turner et al. 1990; Turner et al. in prep). These strategies,
discussed below, provided assurance for the year-round availability of food in the face of
both seasonal and interannual fluctuations in resources.

Diversification. radiating mobilitv and the vertical zonation of habitats
On the Plateau, diversification encompassed multiple strategies for exploiting the
landscape in order to obtain a wide range of resources h m different environmental zones.
Diversification was dependent on a radiating mobility pattern which involves the intensive
exploitation of a resüicted land area. Radiating mobility was accomplished by specialistlead task groups who routinely went out fiom the pithouse villages to obtain seasonally
availabie resources- During the growing season task groups, typically made up of female
rnernbers of the community, followed the sequential ripening of plant resources up the
mountainsides (Turner 1992, 1997). Task gtoups were able to take advantage of the various
climate and vegetation zones associated with different altitudes. Some resource procurernent
necessitated ûavelling to more distant places while other subsisteme activities were achieved
close to the base camp. Teit (1909) and Palmer (1975a) report that certain Secwepemc
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groups were more nomadic than others, such as the North Thompson bands who traversed a
larger area than the Fraser River and Canon bands.
The Secwepemc Calendar (produced by the Secwepemc Cultural Education Society,
Language Department, found in Turner and Peacock 1995: Table 2) describes the annual
movements of the Secwepemc. The year traditionaily began in November when people
moved into winter pit-house dwellings. They remained in winter homes until the snow
melted in the valleys (usually in March), relying on stored foods until the end of Febmary.
in March people began fishing for steelhead in the rivers and in April, as the snow melted in

the higher rnountains, deer were hunted. May is named "digging roots month". At this time
task p u p s travelled to the mid-altitudes and collected wild potato and spnng sunflower and

fished trout in the lakes. June is named "service berries ripen". In June, the first benies were
harvested, especially soapbemes and service bemes (Saskatoon), and some spear and weir
fishing for spring salmon took place in the rivers and creeks. July is named "getting ripe
month", the time that task groups, typically made up of women, followed the sequential
ripening of the bemes up the rnountains, harvesting and processing Saskatoon, strawberries,
blueberries and hucklebemes. From August through September the Secwepemc returned to
the river valleys for the fishing season which encompassed the catching, drying and storing
of salmon. October is named "deer travel month", at this tirne the Secwepemc hunted and
preserved game mat, filled the last of the cache pits and prepared their winter homes.
Ethuographic and archaeological reports indicate that the diets of Plateau groups

varied significantly according to locality. in centrai and northem British Columbia, fishing
and hunting provided a larger portion of protein and caiories in the diet than plants. On the
other han& in the south it has been estimated that gathered plant foods contributed at least
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50% or more of required calories Turner (1997).

Sanger (1969) and Palmer (1975a)

maintain that at European contact there was a heavy dependence on mot foods by the eastern
Secwepernc which they argue was because there were fewer salrnon available in that region.

Stable-carbon isotope analysis of human remains fiom the Late Period suggests that indeed,

in the Adams River area individuais subsisted on 41% marine protein while their western
South Thompson neighbours subsisted on 48% marine protein while groups in the Lillooet
region subsisted on 60% marine protein (Chisholm 1986; Richards and Rousseau 1987: 47).

In terms of Plateau plant foods, Turner (1992) for example, estimates that Saskatoon
berries alone accounted for at least five percent of the total calories consurned by the
Stf 'all'imx including those h m fish and meat. Spier (1938) reported that the diet of the

southern Okanagan may have been made up of 1/3 to 112 plant foods. Keely (1980)
estimates that the diet of Columbia Plateau groups was comprised of 10% large mammals,
30% fish, and 60% plant foods of which 48% were mots and 12% fruit.
Resource mecialisation
The term "specialisation" is used here to describe the technology, biological and
ecological knowledge essential for collecting and processing specific resources. Specialised
systems of resource management, harvesting and processing were fundamental to Plateau
subsistence. Speciaiisation required not only ecological and technical knowledge but the
organisation of efticient task groups (Palmer 1975a; Teit 1909; Turner et al. 1980; Turner et
al. 1990). Task group composition typicaily depended on a number of factors including

gender, age, ability and the task at hand. For exarnple, men were responsible for catching the
fish and women typically carried out filleting and drying. However, Romanoff (1992) notes
that fish processing techniques are presently known to both Stl 'ut1'imwomen and men, and
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that if the run is heavy, men also participate in processing. Likewise, Turner (1997) reports
that throughout the Plateau, although harvesting and processing of bemes, greens and mot
foods were traditionally carrieci out by women, men sometimes participated.
Harvesting required knowledge about the growth habits of plants. For example,
Turner (1997) reports that on the B.C.Plateau up to nine different varieties of Saskatoon
were recognised and during harvesting certain varieties w m selected over others.
"On the basis of habitat, blooming and ripening time, growth form, and size, colour
seediness and taste of the [Saskatoon] bemes, they disthguished many varieties, each
with its own particular advantages and disadvantages as a food " (Turner 1997:140)

Specific characteristics, such as the stage of npeness, also detennined how bemes were
prepared. Sorne were selected for àrying individually, like raisins, while others were rnashed
into cakes and dried (Tumer et al. 1980; Turner et al. 1990; Turner et al. in prep).
On the B.C. and Columbia Plateaus, specialised harvesting and processing acdvities
revolved around the selection and preparation of faods that are amenable to preservation.
Hum (1980) estimates that on the Columbia Plateau the annual dietary intake included 66%
stored foods and 33% k s h foods. The figures rnay be simiiar for the B.C. Plateau.
Dehydration by sun, air, and fire, were the primary methods of preservation of plant
foods as well as fish and animal products. Dehydration iypically involved two or more
stages. For example, nodding onion and black tree lichen (Bryoriafremontii)were cooked in
steaming pits before king air dried.

Also, f d s were sometimes combined during

preparation to achieve a paaicular flavour, for example: the mashing of several types of
bemes into cakes which were subsequently dried; or the combining of bemes and meats
together in stews and pit-roasting (Turner 1992, 1997; Tauner et al. 1990).

Knowledge of pit-oven technology was of cntical importance on the Plateau. Pitoven (or earth oven) processing involves constructing and lining the oven in such a way that

high temperatures are created and maintained for long periods of time without buming the
foods. Tumer (1992: 436) comments that specialised knowledge was required to select the
most suitable boughs and materials for lining pit-ovens. This type of processing was
essential for the cooking of certain root foods, particularly plants of the Asteraceae and
Liliaceae which contain otherwise indigestible carbohydrates (Konlande and Robson 1972;
Lowen 1998; Peacock 1998). While root foods were ordinarily cooked in pit-ovens, meat
and fish were only occasionally prepared in this manner.
Alexander (1992b) explains that the construction of the pit was determined by the
size of the group that used the pit, the type and amount of food to be processed, and the type
of soi1 found at the processing site (noting that smaller pits would be dug on rocky or hardpacked soils). For exarnple, a larger group of people might excavate one large pit rather than
several srnaIl pits, in order to save labour. Some roots, such as those of lilies and onions,
required only a few hours of cooking but others, such as baisarnroot and black tree lichen
required h m about 12 hours to several days. The longer the cooking time, the more hot

stones and larger pit were necessary (Alexander 1992b).
The construction of a pit oven for processing mot foods is described by Teit (1900):
"A circular hole is dug in the ground to a depth of two feet and a half, and large enough
in diameter to contain the roots to be cooked. into this hole are put four or five flat
stones - one in the centre and others around the sides. Above these in placed a large
heap of dry fir-wood, on which is placed a mal1 quantity of smali stones. The wood is
then kindled and allowed to bum until nothing but the embers remain, when the small
stones drop down to the bottom of the hole. The unbumt wood is next taken out,
leaving nothing but the ashes and stones. Enough damp earth is then shovelled in to
cover thiniy the top of the stones, and this is overspread to the depth of a half a foot or
more with the branches of bushes, such as the senrice-berry [Saskatoon], maple, alder,

etc. Next, follows a layer of broken fi-wood branches, over which is spcead a layer of

dry yellow-pin needles, and still another layer of fir branches. By this time the hole is
nearly filled up. The mot are then placed on top, and covered carefully with a layer of
fir branches. The whole is covered with earth, and a large fire of fir-wood is kindled
on top. In this way, immense quantities of rwts are cwked at one tirne" (Teit 1900:
236).

Frequently about two to three litres of water were added just before closing the pit,
creating a steaming environment (Turner and Peacock 1995). M e r closing the pit-oven a

fire was sometimes, but not always, lit on top (see Alexander 1992b). The purpose of the fire
on top of the pit is not reporteci in the ethnographic literature (Teit 1900; Turner and Peacock
1995).
Plant materials that were used to Iine the pit, including grasses or fir and pine
boughs and bramble andlor kinnickinnick branches, were apparently selected because they
added or did not add fiavour (Turner et al. 1990; Turner et al. in prep). Konlande and

Robson (1972: 194) suggest that certain plants were chosen for pit-lining because they
facilitated the cooking of the root foods. These authors explain that plant materials contain
volatile acids which are released when heated, and in pit-cooking may function to promote
the hydrolysis of certain carbohydrate(s) in the mot foods. For a comprehensive discussion
on the effects of pit-cooking on the composition of foods see Wandsnider (1997). Alexander
(1992b: 126-1291 provides a detailed report on ethnographicaily known Plateau pit-oven
technology. Peacock (1998) M e r provides a useful discussion on developments in pitoven technology on the Plateau during the Late Prehistoric Period.
A specialised knowledge of storage technoiogy was also critical to Plateau

subsistence in order to prevent the decomposition of preserved foods by insects, animals and

micro-organisms. The successful storage of foods dependeci on a knowledge of the suitable
tools, structures and materials that will enhance the preservation of specific foods. For
example, Alexander (1992b: 131) reports that both raiscd and underground cache pits were
used to store plant foods and salmon, meat however was never stored in underground pits but
typically stored in raised caches or in the rafters of houses.

In the Kamloops region underground cache pits were more typically used than
raised caches due to the convenience of having an arid climate and sandy soi1 (Alexander
1992b). Cache pits were layered with fir boughs to allow air to circulate and deter mould
growth. They were also lined with cottonwood bark, pine needles and tule to keep pests

away. luniper berries were used to protect fish from insects and grass, and pine needles were
used to deter mice and as layering to keep the fish clean (Romanoff 1992; Turner 1992,
1997; Turner et al. 1990; Turner et al. in prep).
Throughout the Plateau groups shared similar specialised land-use strategies
including the "management" of resources through controlled buming and cultivation.
Management is defined here as environmental manipulation for distinctively human purposes
and goals (Lewis 1972). Plateau resource management encompassed the in situ cultivation
of wild species and the controlled buming of selected areas in order to enhance berry bushes
and some mot food plants (Turner 1991). These methods of environmental manipulation
promoted economically important species and enhanced habitat diversity within the existing
ecosystems. Such types of management strategies fit well with the established huntergatherer-fisher economy (Wollstonecroft 1996).
Plant growth was encouraged by regularly clearing habitats of competing species
and by the removal of rocks and sticks. intensive mot harvesting with a digging stick, as
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practised on the Plateau, pmbably encomged the growth of some species of mot-foods.
Plateau people typically collected only mature roots while younger individuals were
replanted or left untouched for another harvest (Thoms 1989; Tumer et al. 1990).
Burning of selected areas of a forest works to promote a diversity in the age of the
plant comrnunities, such that a "mosaic landscape" is created (Lewis 1977: 24). in British
Columbia, landscape buming was primarily usai for the management of berry bushes
(Gottesfield 1994; Turner 1991). Turner (1991) names fifieen Aboriginal groups, including
the Secwepemc, Nluh'pamux and Stl'atl'imx, who conducted landscape burning. Plateau
uplands were bumed to prevent berry patches fiom being overgrown by coniferous forests
and to enhance the growîh of other economically important plants (Turner 1991).
Visiting and exchanae
Visiting and exchange occurred between al1 Plateau groups. Exchange systems
were based on social relationships which were maintained through trade and extended farnily
nehvorks and maniage.

Exchange among the Secwepemc bands gave them access to

resources fiom a total of nine distinct biogeoclimatic zones. Exchange with other groups,
including the Costal regions, further expanded the range of environmental zones fiom
which resources could be obtained (Tumer 1997).

Among the Seavepemc, the

Stk 'emlupsemc maintained the most active exchange system, possibly due to their favourable
geographic position at the meeting point of the two Thompson Rivers (Teit 1909).
Debates about Wby Plateau Groups Took on Diversification, RadiatingMobility and
Speciaiisation
The origins and timing of intensined resource procurement on the Plateau are rnuch

debated. Palmer (1975a) states that diversification, specidisation and exchange were social

responses adopted by the Secwepemc and other Plateau people to cope with economic
insecwity caused by the unpredictable nature of their resource base. Peacock (1998) argues
that on the Plateau, resoufce intensification, especially the mass harvesting and processing oE
mot foods, was a response to the cooling temperatures that began towards the end of the

Middle Period. Other researchers contend that it was demographic shifts that motivated
g Late
Plateau groups to take on new settlement subsistence strategies, especially d u ~ the
Prehistoric Period (Hayden pers. comm.; Lohse and Sammons-Lohse 1986; Pokotylo and
Fmese 1983; Thoms 1989). Carlson (1995, 1997) and Shyd and Rousseau (1996) attribute
the shft to riverine focused subsistence practices on the Plateau to the influx of Salishan
speaking people h m the Coast. This shifi is characterised as encompassing the intensified
harvesting of anadromous salmon, the development of storage facilities, and a more
sedentary way of life.
Nevertheless, it is generally agreed among Plateau archaeologists that, towards the
end of the Middle Period there was a shift fiom subsistence settlement systems based on
group mobility and a dependence on upland resources, to semi-sedentary settlement systems
with pit-house base-camps concentrated in the valley bottoms. Consequently there appears
to have been an aggregation of Plateau groups within limited temtoties. Under ihose
conditions, the strategies of diversification and specialisation made it possible to obtain a
wider range of resources within geographically resûicted temtories. For example, the tilliig
and controlled burning of wild plants allowed for

iri

situ cultivation of economically

important species, a strategy that fit in well with the established hunter-gatherer-fisher
economy. A radiating mobility pattern permitted groups to monitor and utilise both nearby
and distant resources throughout the seasons. The use of vertical zonation gave them access
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to several ecological zones which included numemus habitats. And finaily, trade extended
the available subsistence base beyond the home tenitory.

The Archacological and Archaeobotanical Evidence for Plant-use on the British
Columbia Plateau
Until recently Plateau archaeologists have typically assumed that plant remaitins
could not be recovered h m archaeological sites in the region (for a discussion, see Lepofsicy
in press a). Consequently prehistoric plant-use has usually been interpreted by the presence
or absence of secondary evidence, most notably digging sticks and pit-oven features (see
Peacock 1998; Richards and Rousseau 1987).
The earliest archaeological evidence of plant gathering and processing on the
Plateau is fiom the Late Perd

a srnaIl pit-oven, measuring one meter in diameter which was

recorded at the Parker Site and dated to 3,100 B.P. (Richards and Rousseau 1987). This
featwe is significant in that it demonstrates that earth-oven technology was already in use at
this time. Furthermore, it provides rare evidence of the use of upland resources during the
Shuswap Horizon. Pit-roasting technology implies preservation and storage, although foods
also have been pit-roasted for immediate consumption (Lowen 1998; Peacock 1998;
Wandsnider 1997).
Beginning around 2,250 B.P. there was a shift towards the intensive utilisation of
upland resources, in particular mid-altitude root-foods, in addition to the animals, birds and
fish exploited in the previous period (Richards and Rousseau 1987). The earliest evidence
of mot harvesting technology is an antler digging stick handle recovered in the Kamloops

area, dated to the Plateau Horizon (Richards and Rousseau 1987). The intensification of
mot processing, begînning between 2,000

- 2,250

B.P., was inferred fiom significant

changes iri the character and distniution of pit-ovens of this period, such as those found in
the Upper Hat Creek Valley, east of present-day Lillooet, and at Schiedam Flats within the
Komanetkwu area near Kamloops. Intensification of root-processing has been inferrd h m :

increases in the number of pit-oven sites; increases in the number of pit-ovens at each site;
the typically massive size of the pit-ovens themselves (up to seven meters in diameter); and

the fkequent muse of pit-oven features (Peacock 1998; Pokotylo and Froese 1983). The
intensified use of pit-ovens implies that specialised plant processing practices were in place
by this time.

This intensification of upland resource procurement, particularly root

processing in pit-ovens, has been linked with contemporaneous, large nucleated pithouse
villages in the river valleys (Pokotylo and Froese 1983).
The first direct evidence of plant-use on the Plateau was recovered by Pokotylo and
Fmese (1983) from the Upper Hat Creek Valley pit-oven sites. Analysis of the charred plant
remains h m these pit-oven contexts by M.V.Ketcheson established the identity of several
food plants: Asteraceae, Allium and other Liliaceae. Other charred botanical materials fiom
these contexts which probably represent fiel and pitsven lining include: conifer charcoal,

branches and needles as well as the branches of kinnikinnik (Arctostaphylos uva-mi)
(Pokotylo and Froese 1983: 141).

The best direct evidence of prehistoric plant-use on the British Columbia Plateau is
fiom the Keatley Creek pithouse village site. Typical of a winter village, this Late
Pcehistoric site is located on a moraine terrace (see Alexander 1992), it is situated 370 m
above the Fraser River within the Bunchgrass Zone and ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir
forests occur on the nearby moutain slopes to the east (Lepofsky in press b). The site
contains 119 circular pithouse depressions of varying dimensions (5-21 m in diameter). The
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village was continuously occupied durhg the Shuswap and Plateau Horizons (Lepofsky et al.
1996). Unlike the Upper Hat Creek pit-oven sites and those at Schiedam Flats, which appear

to be specialised activity sites, the winter village was the setting for a wide range of
activities, Therefore, it can be expected that the archaeologicalexcavation of such a site will
produce more diverse tool, faunal and plant assemblages than specialised activity sites
(Alexander l992b: 159-160).
Lepofsky et al, (1996) sampled three houspit depressions at Keatley Creek and
determined that conifer needles, clustered around the periphery of the house floors, were
evidence of the use of conifer boughs as bedding. Further, fiom the extent and number of
seed taxa recovered within and around the hearths she distinguished activity areas used b r
processing plant f i d s . Berry foods were identified fimomseeds including: Saskatoon,
cherry, wild rose, Solomon's seal, kinnikinnik, raspbenyhlackcap (Rubus), red-osier
dogwood and an unidentifieci Ericaceae (Lepofsky et al. 19%).

Charred Fuel wood

recovered fiom hearths included Douglas-fir, pine and cottonwood. No mot foods were
identified. Non-food seeds, including grasses, sedges, chenopods, prickly-pear cactus, silene
(Silene spp.), phacelia (Phacelia spp.), and stoneseed/lemonweed (Lithospermum spp.), were
interpreted as having been unintentionally introduced, although they may have been used in
medicine or technology. With respect to early reports on Keatley Creek (Le. Lepofsky
1987), Turner (1992) comments that with the exception of the chenopods, al1 identified taxa

are culturally significant to the Stl'atl'i', within whose traditional temtory the site is
presently located.
The subsistence system observed at European contact appears to have developed
during the last thousand years of the Late Prehistonc, during Kamloops Horizon (Rousseau
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and Richards 1985; Teit 1900, 1909). With the beginning of the Kamloops Phase, there was
a significant change in settlemeut subsistence patterns on the Plateau by way of a shift away

h m large village communities and a decrease in intensive mot gathering and processing
(Pokotylo and Froese 1983). After 1,200 B.P. the number of pit-oven sites found in the
uplands decreased dramatically as did the size and nwnber ofpit-oven features at each site.
Furthemore pit-oven featwes do not appear to have been re-used as Grequently as in the
previous period, Neveriheless, some early Late Period subsistence practices continued into
and through the Kamloops Phase. According to Alexander (l992b) upland basecamps were
used up to the contact period for procuring plant and animal resources. For exarnple, Mack
and McLure (19%) describe several protohistonc Vaccinium berry processing sites
excavated in the Cascade Mountain area at Big Meadow Camp in south-central Washington.
Archaeobotanical sampling of these sites yielded the h i t seed and tissue of Vaccinirrm,
fiagrnents of hemlock or cedar and the seeds and stems of Scirpus validris.
in tenns of plant-food technologies, ctrying by dehydration (sun and wind) as weil as

pit-ovens continued to be used up to the post-contact period throughout the Plateau
(Alexander 1992b; Frieberg and Stenholm 1991; Pokotylo and Froese 1983; Turner 1997).
Small pit-ovens, averaging one meter in diameter, were constructed, Iined and used in similar
ways to the larger pit-ovens of the previous penod. For example, a pit-oven feature, dated to
500-600 B.P., was identifid at the Lucky Break site at Lake Wenatchee, in the Cascade

uplands of the Columbia Plateau. This rock-lined feature, measuring 95 cm long and seven
to ten cm deep, produced an assemblage of alder, saskatoon and coniferous wood charcoal,
conifer needles and Lomatium mot tissue (Frieberg and Stenholm 1991).

The Plant-use Model
The Plant-use model (Table 2) suggests ethnographically known Plateau activities

that would result in ch&

plant cemains at archaeological sites. Using the list of taxa

provided in the Resource Availability model (Table l), the Plant-use model identifies plants

and plant parts reported to have been used in conjunction with hearth and pit-oven activities.
The pwpose of the model is to provide analogies for the types of plant assemblages that
might remain &et plant processing over hearths or in pit-ovens. The model also aims to

identifi plants that were purposehlly deposited within the feature, i.e. as lining or fuel as
well as those plants which were deposited accidentally Le. foods that fell into the flre and
subsequently became charred. The Plant-use model is designed so that the reader can focus
on an individual taxon, and reading across the table horizontally, can examine the different
ways that a plant and its constituent parts were processed and utilised. Alternatively, the

reader can focus on a specific processing method, and reading down the column, examine the
list of plants and plant parts that were processed in this manner.
Chapter Summary

This chapter has h i s h e d two ethnographic models as means for interpreting the
plant assemblage fiom site EeRb 140. The Resource Availability model aims to link the

residents of site EeRb 140 and land-use. It provides a list of economically useful plants that
were probably obtainable within the locality and Eûrther indicates the habitats and seasans
within which they were likely obtained. The Plant-use model links economically usefiil taxa,
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processing technology and hearth-type contexts. It provides analogies for ways that specific
plants and plant parts may have been used by the occupants of site EeRb 140 and suggests
how these plants may have become charred and deposited at site EeRb 140.

IV. METHODS OF SAMPLiNG, RECOVERY, IDENTIFICATION A
INTERPRETATION

.

Introduction
Palaeoethnobotanicd analysis begins with selecting methods of inquiry that are
appropriate to the research questions and the type of site under investigation. The method of
analysis used here, contextual analysis, is defmed as the cornparison of relative quantities of
plant remains in situations of similar preservation. This type of analysis encompasses
consideration of the sources of charred botanical materials and the archaeological contexts in
which they were deposited (Pearsall 1988). This approach is based on the view that the
preservation bias is a constant and therefore that changes in the relative amounts of plant
remains over tirne and space are usehl variables (Pearsall 1989).
Contextual analysis is applicable to the research questions underlying this thesis in
that it entails making controlled comparisons among contexts in order to identi@patterning
in species divenity and the distribution of taxa throughout the site (Lennstrom and Hastorf
1995). Many sesearchers (Miller 1988; Pearsall 1989) argue that it is impossible to account
for the biases that shape the archaeobotanical record and suggest that between sample
comparison, such as context analysis, is the most productive way of quantifjing and
interpreting the patterning in archaeobotanicai deposits. Between sample comparisons may
be problematical when used to compare assemblages h m different sites ancilor assemblages
that have been analysai in different mannes (Mason 1992). At site EeRb 140, however,
controlled comparisons can be made among contexts because dl samples were collected,
processed and anaiysed using the same standardisecl procedures and measurements.

Sampling Methods

Contextual analysis calls for sampling not only features but non-featwe contexts as
well. Lennstrorn and Hastorf (1995) outline a strategy for sampling al1 excavated contexts
which they argue provides for the most accurate representation of the deposition of plant
remains over time and space. This strategy incorporates sampling for plant remains which

are unique to specific contexts as well as those which are scattered throughout the excavated
areas. Furthexmore, this strategy ailows for sampling in order to identi@ the boundacies of
discrete plant processing areas. Sampling al1 contexts may be costly due to of the time
involved, however if enough samples are not collected at the time of excavation, it is usually
difficult for the archaeobotanist to r e m at a later time to collect more sediment. Given the
absence of previous palaeoethnobotanical research in the Kamloops area and the difficulty in
definingcontexts in the field at site EeRb 140 (due to the mixed cultural stratigraphy), it was
decided to follow Lennstrom and Hastorf (1995) and collect samples h m al1 excavated
contexts.
The field sampling took place in May and June 1996. The excavation ~inits

rneasured 1 X 1 m and were excavated in five cm arbitrary levels. Flotation samples were

cotlected using two methods of sediment collecting: fiom feature contexts al1 sediment was
collected; fiom non-feature contexts, five litres of sediment was collected from each arbitrary
level within the 1 X 1 m excavation units using the "composite" sampling methd.
Composite sampling, also called "pinch" sampling, entails collecting soi1 fiom ail over a
given area and combining it in one bag (Pearsall 1989: 96). The sampies were subsequently
processed by bucket flotation and samples were then selected for laboratory analysis. Due to
the fact that Nicholas (pers. comm.) had obsewed that the site was more heavily used in the

southem part of the terrace, priority was aven to samples h m the southern part of the site
which contained andor were adjacent to in situ features. These samples represent primady
Late Period contexts.

Recovery Procedures and Laboratory Analysis
In this project, simpte "bucket" flotation was used (Watson 1976). During flotation
each one-litre sub-sarnple was added to water and then poured through nested geological
screens. The "light fraction", or floating material, was poured through and collected in,
nested geological sieves of 2.00 mm and 0.425 mm. The "heavy fraction", or sinking
material, was poured through and collected in nested 1.40 and 1.00 mm sieves.
Following flotation both light and heavy fractions were laid out on newspaper and
air-dried. Light fiactions h m site EeRb 140 were ptocessed in the laboratory using standard
palaeoethnobotanical techniques (Pearsall 1989).

A Meiji EMZ-TR binocular light

microscope with a magnification range of IO-60X was used to sort the matecial. Only
carbonised matenal was examined. Uncharred seeds recovered h m a pit-feature (designated

as the Unit 30 Lower Feature) were set aside for future study. These seeds may potentially
be archaeological, given their context and the fact that they include several economically

important fiuit and nut seeds. On the other hand uncarbonised floral remains fkquently
occur in archaeological sediments and unless they can be show to have preserved by
waterlogging or desiccation, are usualiy treated as modem contaminants (Lophot and
Brussell1982; Pearsall1989).
in order to facilitate the sorting process, light hctions were tint screened through
geological sieves. Those weighing less than 25 g were screened through two nested sieves
measuring 2.00 and 0.425 mm. Those weighing 25 g or more were screened through nine
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nested sieves: 4.00, 2.80, 2.36, 2.00, 1.40, 1:00, 0.710, 0.425, and 0.212

nim.

Materials

captured in the coarser sieves (4.00,2.80, 2.36 and 2.00 mm)were sorted into the following
categones: seeds, needles, wood charcoal, vegetative tissue, charreâ birch bark, bone, sheU,
lithics, rodent coprolites, and insects. Materials captured in the finer sieves (~2.00mm) were
sorteci exclusively for seeds and needles.

Heavy fractions were scanned with the naked eye to detennine if sinkage of charred
material had occurred. It appeared that very little to none was present but to be certain, 20
sub-samples were systematically examined under the microscope. The sample size of 20 was
an arbitrary choice based exclusively on time constraints. Ten of the sub-sampies came h

m

the Unit 30 Upper Feature and four fiom the Unit 30 Lower Feature. Al1 five sub-sarnples

fiom Unit 31 Level9 were scanned as well as one sub-sample fiom Unit 34 Level 10.
The heavy fraction sub-samples were dry-screened through a 1.00 mm geological
screen and examined under the microscope. None of the 20 heavy fiactions examined
produced more than 0.04 g charcoal of pieces greater than 1.00 mm in size. Three seed
fragments were recovered in total, al1 fiom two sub-samples of a single context, (Unit 30
level 7 SS #1 and SS# 2). Thus it was assumed that little suikage occurred during flotation
and consequently only the light ûactions were sorted for plant remains. Due to time
constraints, the laboratory analysis encompassed examining between three and five subsamples per sample (most sub-sarnples representing a one-litre flotation sample).

Identification Methods
Seeds
-

For the purposes of this study, "seed" descnies various fniiting structures including:
achene, legume, nut, pyrene and caryopsis, as well as the "true seed" which descnies the
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fertilised ovule, stored nuüients (endosperm or cotyledons) and a seed coat (testa) (Fahn
1995). The critena for seed identification discussed below follow those set out by Pearsall
(1989) as well as those described in the seed identification manuals of Martin (1946), Martin
and Barkley (1961), and Montgomery (1977), Berggren (1969, 1981), and Anderberg (1994).
Identifications are based ptimarily on the visible characteristics of the seed
morphology: fom and structure. Seed morphology is highly stable and can therefore provide
celiable criteria for taxa identification (Berggren 1969; Martin 1946). In the first stages of
identification, seeds are classified by size, shape and surface characteristics. If present,
appendages such as arils, wings, pappus, spines, awns or hairs are also used in classification
The type or part of the hiting structure that the archaeobotanical specimen represents
(achene, caryopsis, nut, Stone, seed, pericarp, endocarp, cotyledon etc.) is important because
"...theceis a relationship between the manner of f i t and seed dispersal and the histological
[and morphological] structure of the pericarp [fiuit wall]" (Fahn 1995: 491).
However some seeds cm be positively identified only by examining the internai
morphology of the true seed. The internal morphology of a seed includes the shape, size and
placement of the embryo, cotyledon(s) (seed leaf) radicle (seed mot) and hilum (attachent
scar). Also diagnostic is the presence and amount of endosperm and the presence of a
micropyle (minute entrance in the testa for passage of the pollen tube) (Pearsall 1989; Martin
1946). Martin (1946: 518) explains that confident identifications can be made h m
examining the intemal morphology of seeds because "Whereas superficial charactenstics
such as shape, size colour and surface are myriad and often Vary markedly among species or
genera in the same farnily, the significant types of intemal arrangement [are] incline[d] to be

relatively few and comparatively stable". For example, some species of the Polygonaceae
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and Cyperaceae produce achenes with similar extemal morphological characteristics so that
distinguishing between these hvo families can on1y be accompüshed by observing the
position of the embryo (Hilhan pers. comm.).
Critical to seed identification is the comparison of the archaeobotanical materiai with
modem specimens (PearsaU 1989). The plant remains h m EeRb 140 were examined sideby-side with modem specimens fiom comparative collmtions housed at the Archaeology
Department at Simon Fraser University, the Institute of Archaeology at the University
College of London and fie& specimens collected in the Kamloops region in 1996.
Wood charcoal
Wood charcoal analysis is not a major component of this study. Nevertheless,
because charcoal can provide evidence about the conditions within which associateci seeds
and vegetative tissue becarne carbonised, charcoal analysis is recognised as a unique and
cntical line of evidence for the types of activities that took place at hearth and other such tire
installations (Smart and Hoffinan 1989). Charcoal can also provide important insights into
the types of environments that were nearby the site although, wood charcoal alone cannot be
used for environmenial interpretation because some wood may have been brought to the site

h m more distant locations (Keepax 1988; Smart and H o h a n 1988).
Wood charcoai studies may also provide information about cultural preferences.
Criteria for selecting fuel wood encompass more than simply the availability, abundance and
ease of collection (Keepax 1988; Turner 1988). Ethnographie studies demonsüate that
groups select fuel woods according to the type of tire that they are constmcting and the
purpose of that hte. The selection of the species firewood and even the size of the branches
will be infiuenced by the specific requirements for higher or lower temperatures, longer or
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shctrter burning times, more or less smoke, and the presence or absence of a strong scent. For
example, Populus, a slow burning wood, was preferred by interior Peoples for smoking meat
but not used for fish because the resinous scent makes the fish bitter-tasting (Turner et aL
1990; Turner et al. in prep). See Keepax (1988) for a detailed study of the heating qualities
of maple, alder, birch, Bunrs, hornbearn, hazel, hawthom, Eitonymus, beech, and ash.
Wood charcoal identification follows standard methods set out by Hoadley (1990).
Panshin and de Zeeuw (1980) and Pearsall (1989). A Meiji EMZ-TR binocular light
microscope with a magnification range of 10-60X was used to distinguish the morphological
features. A Zeiss metallurgical microscope with magnifications of 100-500X was used to
distinguish the anatomical features. The transverse, tangential and radial sections were
examined. Angiosperm wood is easily distinguished tiom Gymnospenn by the presence of
pores which form a "ring porous", "semi-ring porous" or "diffuse porous" patteming on the
transverse face (Hoadley 1990; Pearsall 1989). The genus or species of Angiosperm can also
sometimes be identified by observing the morphological features on the transverse face,
including the patteming, size and individual arrangements of the pores, the growth pattern of
the early wood to late wood transition, and the width of the rays that travel fiom the centre of
the tree towards the outside. A more precise identification of genus or species can be made
by examinhg the characteristics of the four types of cells that make up Angiospenn wood:
pores (vessels), fibers, ray cells, longitudinal parenchyma (non-specialised tissue) and
tracheids (Hoadley 1990; Panshin and de Zeeuw 1980; Pearsall 1989; Schweingniber 1986).
Gymnosperm wwds are disthguished under low magnification by the absence of

pores. They cm be tentatively identified to genus or species by characteristic morphological
features which are visible on the transverse face, including: the presencelabsence of resin
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canals; the number and distriôution of resin canals; and the early w d a t e wood growth
pattem. Identification may be m e r aided by measuring the tracheid diarneter on the
tangential face (Hoadley 1990). Several diagnostic matornical featwes are visible on the
radial section including the presencdabsence and shape of ray tracheids and the
presence/absence of spiral thickening in growth rings (Panshin and de Zeeuw 1980).
Non-wood vegetative tissue

The identification of vegetative material follows methods set out by Hather (1993).
hitially a Meiji EMZ-TR binocular Iight microscope with a magnification range 10-60X was
used to distinguish vegetative tissue fiom other archaeoboianical material. Following Hather
(1993) the criteria used to recognise non-wood vegetative tissue entai1 the following:
1) fragments are often rounded in nature, unless recently fractured, because, after
preservation sharp corners and protruding tissues tend to become removed ce11 by
cell. An exception is the protmsion of some vascular tracts that are robust enough
to resist such swrface erosion;

2) the cells themselves are visible as being spherical, or more or less isodiametric, as
opposed to being elongated like fibres, iracheids and vessels in wood fragments;
3) tissues are composed of ceHs with a distinct organization and each ce11 has a
specific relationship with those surroundhg it, This is not the case with charred
fragments of either human or other animal faeces;

4) some charred parenchymous tissues are du11 in texture but contain small dense
reflective regions representing the charred rernains of sclerenchyrnous or vascular
tissue. Such regions are easily recognisable under low power magnifications;

5) charred vegetative parenchyrnous organs ofien contain regular or irregular patterns
or cavities visible under low power microscopy (Hather 1993: 3).
A Hitachi S-570 scanniag elecîron microscope (SEM) at UCL was used to study the

anatomy of the vegetative tissue. Saanples were mounted onto specimen stubs, sputter coated
with gold using an Edwards Sputter Coater SISOB, and then examineci and photographed
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under the

SEM. Modem comparative materids were treated in the same marner and the

cesulîing images were examineci side-by-side with the images of the archaeological material.

Identification uroblems
Charring experiments demonstrate that under certain charring conditions some
seeds, charcoal and vegetative material will not survive (Boardman and Jones 1990; Hather
1993; Smart and Hoffinan 1988; Wilson 1984). For example, experiments with fùel wood

show that dry wood and wood at the centre of the fire are more likely to burn to ash than
wood with a higher moisture content and wood situated at the bottom of a fire, among the

ashes (Smart and H o h a n 1988).
Charring expenments by Wilson (1984) and Boardman and Jones (1990) in which
conditions were varied according to temperature, oxygen supply, moisture content and length

of time, demonstrate that while certain chaning conditions bias against the recovery of al1
seeds, some conditions bias against the recovery of certain taxa and plant parts more than
others. Other charring experiments by Stewart and Robertson (1971) and Smith and Jones
(1990) show that even very small differences in the moisture content of a seed can cause
considerable variation in size arnong specimens of the same species (for exampte, variations
in the overall shape of the seed as well as a reduction in the length and thickness).
Consequently, seeds and other plant parts that survive chaning may be difficult to
identify because they are distorted or in a poor state of preservation. Hubbard and al A m
(1990) use the term "distortion" specifically to descriie changes to a seed that occur during

the charring process such that characteristic morphological features are diminished or no
longer distinguishable.

The degree of distortion on al1 classes of plant remains is

significantly infiuenced by the amount of moisture within a specimen at the time of charring
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as well as the conditions of temperature and environment (Hathet 1993; Stewart and
Robertson 1971; Wilson 1984).
Hubbard and al Ami (1990) use the tenn "state of preservationl' to descnie the
degree of hgrnentation or erosion of archaeobotanical specimens that results h m
mechanical damage during deposition or post-deposition. Factors that cause mechanical
damage include: repeated werting and drying, freezing and thawing, the activities of rodents
and earthworms, the spreading toots of living plants, the weight of overburden, and the

effects of flotation and uther m v e r y procedures. The ways that charred plant materials
respond to these processes differ and are significantly influenced by the characteristics of a

plant part (Boardman and Jones 1990; Hathw 1993; Wilson 1984).

The effects of charring and taphonomic processes on vegetative (non-wood) tissue is
evan more problematic:

"Safi plant tissues generally undergo physical transformation on preservation, whether
through charring, desiccation or waterlogging. This is ohen in the form of expansion
or siuinkage of the tissues, deterioration or loss of fragile parts and îiagmentation. This
pattern of drastic changes contrasts markedly with that found in the archaeological
remains of seeds and wood. Being relatively robust, the morphology of seeds and the
anatomy and morphology of wood may change little on preservation (unless
compressed) so that classical morphological and anatomical criteria may be used in
their identification with only minor adjustments for ihe effects of charring. Howwer,
soft tissue is rarely preserved in a state that allows cornparison with modern fiesh plant
material, For this reamn it is necessary to undertake the experimental charring of those
plants that are represented in the archaeological record by bighly deteriorated and
ûagmented remains" (Hather 1993: vii-viii).

Yet, as Hather W e r explains, the manner in which a specific vegetative tissue responds to
charring is oAen diagnostic of the class of archaeobotanical remains it represents. Thus the
preparation of comparative specimens is crucial tr, determining how chaning a k c t s specific
species and different plant parts.

To date there have been no systematic archaeobotanical charring or notation
experiments with modem seeds, charcoal and plant tissue h m the Plateau. Consequently it
is not possible at this time to estimate the nurnber of taxa nor number of seeds represented by
the unidentifiable seed fragments and unidentifiable seeds fiom EeRb 140. Nor is it possible
to estimate the nurnber and types of seeds and other plant parts that may have been lost
during charring, deposition and recovery. Therefore the Resoutce Availability madel,

outlined in the previous chapter, attempts to account for what is missing ftom the
archaeobotanical assemblages.

Chapter Summary
The sampling, processing and interpretation of the sediment samples fiom site EeRb
140 encompass a contextual analysis. This process entails making controlled comparisons
among contexts in order to identiQ patteming in species diversity and the distribution of taxa
throughout the site (Lennstrom and Hastorf 1995). Contextual analysis by definition assumes
that the preservation bias is a constant and therefore changes in the relative amounts OC plant
remains over time and space are usefiil variables. At site EeRb 140 comparisons can be
made arnong the different contexts because al1 notation samples were collected, processed
and analysed in the same manner.

V. RESüLTS: THE ARCHAEOBOTANICAL ASSEMBLAGE FROM EeRb 140
Intraàuetioa

Pearsall (1989: 223) states that there are two parts to the aaalysis of
archaeobotanical assemblages: "...consideration of taxa recovered and consideration of
patteming in occurrence of those taxa, over tirne, among contexts or site areas or both".

Keeping these considerations in mind, this chapter describes recovered taxa while Chapter

VI presents the quantitative analysis and interpretation of the patteming of the taxa.
The assemblage of charred rnacroremains fiom EeRb 140 is summarised in Table 3.
Charcoat is summarised in Table 4. Twenty-six taxa have been identified to fmily, genus or
species h m seeds, and charred vegetative plant tissue and another four taxa have been
identified fiom the conifer needles and wood charcoal. Of the 13,069 seeds recovered,
12,849 have been identified and are classified into 19 known taxa. Nuts are represented by a

single pine nut and fiagments of a possible hazelnut. Fleshy bemes are represented by the
seeds

of

Saskatoon,

red-osier

dogwood, chokecherry,

raspberrykhimbleberry,

gooseberry/currant, and blueberry/huckleberry as well as the berry tissue of Saskatoon and
gooseberry/currant. Other herbaceous species identified fiom seeds are grasses, sedge,
chenopod, lemonweed, stickseed, mustard, and dock. Pondenisa pine and Douglas-fir are
represented by needles and wood cbarcoai and cottonwood/willow and cf: big sagebnish
were also identified h m charcoal.

White birch was recognised £tom charred bark

fiagments. Nodding onion buIb was identified h m fragments of vegetative tissue.
Descriptions of the plant remains are arrangecl under four headings that correspond
to the plant part representd: seed, needle, charcoal, ~d vegetative tissue. The order in
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which the taxa are listed conforms to Hitchcock et al. (1955, 1959, 1961, 1964, 1969):
conifers are listed f i t , followed by Monocotyledoaae and Dicotyledonae. Plants are
identified by both their Latin and English common names. Each taxon is discussed in tenns
of: the quantity recovered; identification criteria; the general condition of the specimens;
growing habits and habitats; biological Uifomation on h i t availability; and human uses of
the plant. illustrations of the specimens, Plates 2-26, are found in Appendix 1. Detailed
tabulations of the plant remains in their contexts of origins are found in Tables 11-18
(Appendix 3).
Seeds

The seed description scheme used here follows Martin (1946), Martin and Barkley
(1 96l), Montgomery (1977), Berggren (1969, 1981), and Anderberg (1994). These authors
use two complimentary systems of seeci description. First, descriptions of seed shape follow
the standardised botanical classification scheme for describing seed shapes devised by the
Systematics Association Committee for Descriptive Biological Tenninology (SADT),which
is described below.

Secondly, descriptions of seed surface chamcteristics foI1ow a

standardised system designed and illustrated by M. R. Murley (Stem 1992: 490). For the
reader's convenience, both the SADT scheme for describing seed shapes and Murley's
system for describing seed surface characteristics are illustrated in Figures 9 and 10, (found

in Appendix 4).

The SADT system of "symmetric plane shapes" mathematically calculates seed
shape based on length to width and thickness to width ratios. The SADT system requires
h t deîïning the overall shape of the seed so that

the longitudinal and cross sections can be

oriented and measured. Seed measurernents describe length x width x thickness. Length
measurements are based on the distance h m the base to the apex. Width measurements are
taken at right angles to the length measurement.

Thickness is the "...perpendicular

measmernent at right angles to the length and width" (Montgomery 1977: 9). Unless
othenvise indicated, the base of the seed is defined by the point of attachent. The seeds
recovered at site EeRbl40 are well presewed in that 98.8% of the intact specimens are
confidently identifieci at least to family. A "cj7' before any part of a plant name means a less
certain confidence rating due to the factors such as too few comparative specimens but that
the morphological characteristics most closely resemble the designated taxon (Pearsall 1989:
149). Seeds classified as Unknown are specimens with identifiable characteristics but no

match was found arnong the reference collections or in the literature.
Gymnospermae

Pinus

One well presewed pine seed, measuring 6.3 x 3.9 x 3.0 mm, was recovered from
the north edge of the Upper Feature of Unit 30. It is obovate in longitudinal section and
ovateklliptic in cross section. It consists of two flattened faces with a smooth surface and no
visible appendages. One margin is slightly compressed and the other is slightly convex; a
narrow grooved ridge extends fiom the top and around the base. The specimen was
compared with Abies, and Pseudotseuga menzeisii and several Pinus specimens but found to
most closely resemble the latter in size and shape. Pine seeds, also called "nuts", measure
between 3.0

- 24.0 mm, have a linear embryo, an oily-fleshy endosperm and h

m 3 -18

cotyledons (Brayshaw 1996; Martin 1946).
Four species of pine grow in Secwepemc territory Ponderosa pine (P. ponderosa)
is found in open stands at the lower elevations of the hottest regions. Western white pine (P.
monticola) grows at low to moderate elevations around Shuswap Lake, the Kootenays and
the Anow Lakes. Whitebark pine (P. albicaulis) inhabits subalpine elevations and finally
lodgepole pine (P. contorta) occws throughout sub-alpine areas down to ponderosa pine
fotests. Pine cones typically mature in the autumn of the second or third year of growth
yielding winged seeds (Parish et al. 1996; Tmer et al. in prep).
The Secwepemc, Nlaka'pamux and the Stl'criI'imx ate the seeds of whitebark pine

seeds and occasionally those of white pine. Teit (1909) reports that the Stk'emlupsemc and
the Bonaparte division of the Secwepemc ate ponderosa pine nuts. Turner (1997) maintains
that they were eaten as a snack food and did not become a staple because collecting them is
very time-consuming. Nevertheless, like other nuts, they are a good source of calories and
essential nutrients (see Kuhnlein and Turner 1991).
Ponderosa pine nuts were collected as early as May and June and Whitebark pine
nuts were collected between August and October (Alexander 1992a). The cones were dried
by sunlight, roasting or pit-cooking so that the nuts could be easily extracted (Turner 1992;
Turner et al. 1990; Turner et al. in prep). They were typically eaten fiesh or dried and stored
for winter.

Turner (1997) reports the Mako'pamux roasted them in hot ashes before

consumption. Whitebark pine nuts were sometimes eaten like a pomdge after being
pounded into a flour and rnixed with water, saskatoon bemes or mountain goat fat (Turner
1997).

CYPERACEAE
Twelve Cyperaceae achenes were cecovered fiom the upper levels of Units 17 and
30. An achene is a dry fniit in which a single seed is contained within the fruit wall or
pericarp. in an achene the seed is attached to the pericarp by the funiculus (Fahn 1995).
Cyperaceae achenes range fiom a the-angled triangular fom which are sirnilas to some
Polygonaceae seeds, especially Runiex, to a flatter, ovate or elliptic shape. The specimens
were distinguished as Cyperaceae due to their having a basal embryo while that of
Polygonaceae is peripheral (Martin 1946; Metcalfe 1971).
Four distinct types of Cyperaceae were recovered fiom site EeRb 140. They range
in shape fiom triangular to ovate (Plate 2). They are well preserved and do not appear
distorted. In the absence of adequate comparative specimens more specific identifications

are not possible at this time.
Type 1 (Plate 2a) is elliptic in longitudinal section, broadly triangular in cross-section
with a blunt base and smooth surface. It measures 1.6 x 1.1 x 0.8 mm. One specimen was
recovered fiom the base of the Upper Feature of Unit 30.
Type 2 (Plate 2b) is obovate in longitudinal section and depressed ovate in cross
section and has a flattened base. It measures 1.7 x 1.3 x 1.0 mm. The surface has a slightly
pusticulate cellular pattern. One specimen was recovered h m the Unit 30 Upper Feature
Hearth Maûix and another fiom the Unit 30 Transition Zone, at Level9.
Type 3 (Plate 2c) is ovate in longitudinal section, elliptic in cross section and has a
blunt base and measures 1.5 x 0.8 x 0.6 mm. The surface has a distinct pusticulate cellular

pattern. Five specimens were recovered h m the Unit 30 Upper Feature and one fiom the
Unit 17 Level4.
Type 4 (Plate 2d) is obovate in longitudinal section, ovate in cross section, and has
a blunt base. The surface is marked with fine ribbing, produced by the areolate ceIl pattern.
One specimen, measuring 1.3 x 0.8 x 0.5 mm, was recovered h m the Unit 30 Hearth
Feature. The other, recovered h m Unit 30 Level2, measures 1.9 x 1.3 x 0.6 mm.
Sedges that are indigenous to the Plateau include Carex, Scirplrs. Eleocharis,
Eriophorum, Trichophonrm and Kobresia. Of these genera, Curer is the largest and most

widespread. Sedges inhabit a range of environnients h m low to alpine elevations where
they occupy primarily open, marshy habitats. Scirpus lacr~strisand several Carex (C.
aquatilis, C. rosirata, C. lasioccirpa) are abundant in the non-forested wetlands of the

Intenor Douglas-fir zone, fiequently occurring in large stands along the edges of open
ponds, lakes and strearns (Hope et al. 1991). Sedges also inhabit the dry open forests and
grasslands of the Ponderosa Pine and Bunchgrass zones. They produce small brown flowers
between May and August and Eniit between July and September (Hitchcock et al. 1969).
Scirpus stems provided raw materials for weaving mats and baskets that served a

multitude of purposes in the daily lives of Plateau peoples, especially in the collecting and
preparation of foods. Woven Scirpur baskets were used for collecting mots and berries.
Mat surfaces made h m sedges were used for drying bemes and for filleting and drying fish
and meat. The stems and leaves of severai sedges were preferred for layering pit-ovens

because they did not impart a flavour to foods. Loose stems of this plant provided a
covering and lining for berry baskets and lining for cache pits and to line moccasins. The

woven Scirpus mats also functioned as mattresses, door coverings, and as wrapping for
wind-breaks and shelters (Turner et al. 1980, Turner et al. 1990; Turner et al. in prep).
There is some confiision in the literature conceming the uses of sedge rhizomes,
mots and tubers as food on the Plateau (see Steedman 1930; Turner 1978; Tumer et al.
1990). This confusion is probably due to the fact that Plateau groups typically apply a single
name, "bulcush", to cattail (Typha larfoliu) as well as several species of Scirpiis. While the
rhizomes, leaf-bases and flower spikes of cattail were occasionaily eaten, Turner (pers.
cornm.) concludes that sedges were not used as food in this region.
POACEAE
Grasses of at least ten different types were represented by 438 seeds recovered

throughout the site. Plate 3 (a-j) illustrates some of these seeds. Grass seeds are a type of
h i t known as a caryopsis (grain), a hiting body similar to an achene but in which the
ovary wall is fiised to the seed coat. Grass seeds are distinguished by the lateral placement
of their embryos, a characteristic found only in the grass family (Martin 1946; van Ziest
1968).
The identification beyond the family level is not possible here for several reasons.
First, the grass family is among the largest of the flowering plant families, and secondly wild
grass seeds are very similar to each other so that the distinction between types is difficult
(Nesbitt 1997). Another difficulty is that too few comparative specimens fiom the Plateau

are available for cornparison. Finally, the illustrated manuais provide lirnited descriptions of
grass seeds, mainly showing spikelets and flarets rather than caryopsis (see Martin and
Barkley 1961; Montgomery 1977; van BarneveId et al. 1980).

As noted in Chapter iiI, grasses are common in most Plateau habitats, especially the

Bunchgrass zone. Plateau grasses are predorninantly perennials which are in h i t between
July and September (Hitchcock et al. 1969). Species that occur in the drier sandy soils and

rocky slopes of the Plateau include Str'po comata, S. hymenoides, Elymus cinenrs and
Festuca scubrella. Distichlis stricta occurs in the alkaline wetlands. in the moister upIands
the most common species are Poa pratensis, St*a spartea and Agropyron repens (Hitchcock

et al. 1969; Parish et al. 1996).

Grasses were used for a variety of purposes on the Plateau. Like sedges, they were
fiequently used for food preparation. The stems provided the lining for pit-ovens and
sutfaces for drying bemes. For example, the Secwepemc and the Niaka'pamux dried
soapberries on a mat made h m timbergrass (Calamagrosris mbescens) which was
suspended on a rack above a small fire. The dried bemes were later stored for the winter
ofien with grasses stems still attached (Turner et al. 1990; Turner et al. in prep). Grass
stems were dso used to clean fish and for stringing foods for drying. The leaves and stems
were spread on floors of living areas and used as decorative imbrication on split cedar-mot
coiled baskets (Turner et al. 1980, Turner et al. 1990; Turner et al. in prep).

BETULACEAE
cJ Coryfuscornuta Marsh.

Five specimens identified as cf: Coryltu cornuta (hazelnut) "nutshell" were
recovered the Unit 30 Upper Feature (Plate 4a-d). One semi-intact specimen contained a
single seed within an intemal chamber. This "nutsheli" specimen is broadly obovate in
longitudinal section, transversely elliptic in cross section and measures approximately 2.5 x

3.4 x 1.7 mm. Tbe outer surface, visible in Plate 4% is heavily furrowed along the length.

The surface of the intenial seed chamber, show in Plate 4c, is smooth and sbiny.

A cross-section of the "nutshell" is illusbtated in Plate 4b. The specimen is p o m s

towards the outer edge and denser towards the centre. The (outer) prous atea appears to be
the hypanthium (the floral tube that sumiunds the ovary) which is fused to the (inner) dense

tissue of the pericarp. This form is typical of hiting structures that develop h m an iderior
ovary (Hillman pers, comrn.). The shiny surface on the inside of the cavity is the endocarp,
the innemst layer of the ovary.
A (possibly) immature seed was recovered h m within the seed chamber of the
above descnbed 'nutshell' specimen. The s e 4 is obitriangular in longitudinal section,

transversely linear in cross section and measures 2.4 x 2.0 x 1.7 mm. Plate 4d shows the
testa and embryo, no endospenn is apparent.
The identification as Coryitris is based on: the type of hiting structure, the inf&or
ovary; the one-chambereâ, one-seeded nut or nutlet; and the absence of endospem in the

ovule (Martin 1946). Unfortunately, the identification of these specimens as CoryIus
remains uncertain due to lack of sufficient comparative specimens. A limited compatison
was made with modem, uncharred C.cornuta specimens. The shape and surface texture of
the archaeobotanical specimen is similar to that of C. cornuta but C. cornitta is distinctly

larger (1 x 1 cm). Nevertheless, the size of the archamlogical specimen may be misleadhg
because this h i t is possibly eiiher immature or maIformeci (Hillman pers. comrn.).
The "nutshell" also was compared with several Coryius species from other parts of

North America and fuund to be somewhat similar in morphobgy but substantially different

in anatomy. Interestingly, the specimen most closely resembles a Carpinus nutiet in size,
shape and anatomy but Carpinus is not native to the British Columbia Plateau (Hitchcock et
al. 1964).
Hazelnut is widespread throughout British Columbia It inhabits moist but well-

drained environments such as rocicy slopes around lakes and streams a . grows both in open
areas and shady thickets. On the Plateau, it is most common in the interior Douglas Fir
zone. Interestingly, Mathewes and King (1989) propose that the influx of hazelnut by 4,300
BP, as evident from the pollen record, may be the result of human dispersal.
Hazelnut begins flowering in catkins in February and March. By July the h i t
appears as a tubular-shaped husk within which the nut has begun to form within the

hypanthium. Hazelnuts reach maturity in the autumn (Lyons and Merilees 1995).
Hazelnuts were popular trade items on the Plateau. Among the Secwepemc the
major hazelnut traders were the North Thompson Band who exchanged the nuts at annual
gatherings (Teit 1909). In fact, Turner et al. (in prep) state that hazelnuts were a favourite
fmd of the Secwepemc. Al1 Plateau groups collected hazelnut in the autumn, usually in

October. Lîke pine nuts, they were sometimes raided h m rodent caches. The husks were
buried in wet mud for about ten days in order to promote their decay. The nuts were tben
stored in their shells or the nutmeat was pounded into a pulp which was mixed with other
foads. The Lakes Okanagan prepared a cake by mixing hazelnuts with bear fat, sometirnes
adding other ingredients such as hucklebemes andlor rneat. These cakes were either laid by
the fire tu dry or preserved in an animal intestine (Twner 1997; T m e r et al. 1980)
Hazel wood was used by Plateau groups to make artow shah. The Secwepmc

hazel wood to make digging sticks. The rmts and inner bark of the shrub were also used to
produce a blue dye (Parish et al. 1996; Turner et al. 1990; Turner et al. in prep).

POLYCONACEAE
Rumex

Two Rumex achenes were recovered in fair condition fiom the Unit 30 Hearth
Feature. The specimens are elliptic in tonginidinal section, very broadly triangular in crosssection, and measure 0.8 x 0.5 x 0.5 mm (Plate 5). The identification as Rumex is based on
the sharply triangular shape, acutely pointed apex, brittle, smooth and shiny p e n c q and the
peripherally located embryo (Martin and Barkley 1961). Due to the absence of comparative
material, a more specific identification could not ôe made.

Rumex, commonly known as dock, occurs throughout the low and middle altitudes

of the province and R. acetosa ssp. alpestris grow between low and alpine altitudes. Docks
are perennials that prefer moist environments, They have small flowers that bloom between
April and September and they fruit betweenJune and September (Hitchcock et al. 1964).

The leaves of R. acetosella were chewed by Nlaku 'pamrlr for their tangy, sour taste.

Throughout the Plateau various Polygonum and Eriogoniim were prepared as a medicinal tea
and used topically as a poultice for nuining sores and swelling (Turner et al. 1980; Turner et

1990; Turner et al. in prep).

Chenopodium c$ cupitatum

in total 11,015 chiured specimens were recovered h m Units 17, 30 and 32- Most

of these seeds (n

=

11,000) were recovered h m the Unit 30 Hearth and underlying

Ttaasition Zone. The specimens are in various states of preservation and many bave lost
their pericarp. They were easily identified due to the presence of a distinct peripheral
(coiIed) embryo encircling a substantial amount of endospem, as show in Plate 6. The
seeds are circuIar in longitudinal section and transversely elliptical in cross section and
average 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.4 mm and compare favourably with C. capitatum. The specimens were
also compared with C. macrocarpum which is distinctly larger. A fim species identification
has not been made due to the fact that the taxonomy of Chenopodium on the Plateau remains
uncertain (Lepofsky pers. comm.).
Most Chenopodium which presently grow along roadways and in disturbed sites
throughout the province have been introduced. The single reportai indigenous Plateau
species is strawbeny blite (C. capitatum) an annual that is common in low to mid altitudes.

It blooms between June and August and fruits in August, producing tiny fleshy h i t , each
containhg a single achene (Hitchcock et al. 1964; Pa"sh et al. 1996).
It is widely known that the Secwepemc, as well as other Plateau peoples, used

strawberry blite as a dye. However, Plateau ethnographies contain contradictory accounts
regardhg whether or not this plant was used as a food. Teit (1909) states that the Chilcotin
ate the h i t of C. macrocarpum but according to Hitchcock et al. (1964) this species is not
indigenous to the region. Kuhnlein and Turner (1991) argue that instead, it was the h i t of
C. capitatum that was occasionally eaten by some Chilcotin and Kfunaxa people. ûther than

these two sources, Chenopodium is not reporteci as a food on the Plateau. in fact, Turner
(1997:186) says that the fiuit of strawbeny blite was avoided because "...ifyou eat them

p u will get very fat, as if you are pregnant, and your iZ.iendswill laugh at you."

At site EeRb 140, the Upper and Lower Features of Unit 30 produced significant
numbers of uncharred cf: strawberry blite seeds. Because this is a study of charred plant
remains, these specimens are not included in this analysis. It should be noted that both
charred and uncharred Chenopodium seeds have been recovered in hi& fiequencies at the
Keatley Creek pithouse village as well as other prehistoric sites throughout North America
(Lepofsky et al. 19%). As a result of experiments in the harvesting and processing of
several Chertopodium species, Seeman and Wilson (1984) conclude that the large numbers
of these seeds found at archaeological sites result h m mass collecting activities.
"Much of the inefficiency of the mass collecting method can be attributed to the large
amount of potential seed food wasted due to the fact that al1 the seeds on a giveri stalk
were not harvested, but only those which were readily separable via flailing. Perhaps
the yield fiom this method could be substantially increased without any additional
energy input by simply letting the cut plants dry before attempting to separate the
seeds fiom the stalks. That either this or the cutting method was actually used
prehistorically in the eastern United States is evidenced by the stored sheaves of
Chenopudium fiom the 'Ozark Bluff-Dweller Culture' rock shelters" (Seeman and
Wilson 1984: 309).
However, unless fire was being used for drying the plants, the above explanation does not
account for the high numbers of charred seeds found in archaeological sites. Lepofsky et al.
19%) suggest that at Keatley Creek Chenopodium seeds may have been accidentally brought

into the pit-houses due to being unintentionally harvested with other resources.
BRASSICACEAE

In total 221 charred mustard seeds were recovered h m Units 17, 19, 30 (Upper
and Lower Features) and Unit 32. The specimens are narrowly elliptic in longitudinal
section, elliptic in cross-section and the attachment end is apicuIate. These seeds are small,
averaging 1.0 x 0.3 x 0.5 mm. A radicle ndge is visible which dips below the attachent

point. The surface is distinctly marked with cellular reticulations, as shown in Plate 7. The
specimens possess a folded embryo with two cotyledons and Iittfe endosperm, characteristic
of many Brassicaceae (Berggren 198 1;Martin 1946).
Mustards are widespread throughout the grasslands and open spaces of the Plateau.
Many native species, such as Arabis, and Draba, occupy sub-alpine and alpine elevations.
Widespread at low to mid elevations, Erysimum inconspicuum inhabits aikaline soils,
Lepidium densijlorum and Descurainia are found in disturbed soils while Rorippa palustris

grows in disturbed wetlands. Mustards include annual, perennial and biennials and they are
among the first plants to flower in the early spring. They produce a small flower with four
petals in white, yellow, pink or purple. They ûuit between early surnmer and September,
producing silicles or silique (rounded or elongated seedpods having a thin partition down the
middle) containing true seeds (Hitchcock et al. 1964; Parish et al. 19%).
Mustards were used exclusively as medicines by Plateau peoples.

The

Maka'pamux treated sores with a powder made from roasted mustard plants and similarly,
the Okanagan-Colevillô treated sores with a mustard poultice. The Okanagan-Colville also

chewed the raw mots of mustards as a treatrnent for diarrhoea and heartbum and aIso made a
mustard tea to treat diarrhoea and kidney and bladder problems (Turner et al. 1980; Turner
et al. 1990)

Ribes

Twenty well-preserved seeds and two Ribes miits were recovered h m the Upper
Feature of Unit 30. Four seeds also were recovered h m the Lower Feature. The seeds,

such as the one illustrated in Plate 8, are irregular in longitudinal shape and transversely
elliptic in cross-section, have a rugulose surface and an average size of 1.4 x 1.2 x 0.8 mm.
The specimens were compared to various Grossulariaceae and Ericaceae including
Ribes and Gaultheria. These genera are the most relevant for comparison based on size, a

tendency to have an irregular shape, and a rugulose to reticulate surface pattern. Both
families have linear embryos. The specimens were identified as Ribes due to their size,
texture and in particular, their distinctly "irregular" shape which Martin (1946) explains as
due to a "fleshy-firm" endosperm and Anderberg (1994: 20) attributes to a "gelalinous
epiderrnis". The charred bemes were identified by their shape and size, their enclosed seeds
and the placement of their seeds within the fruit tissue.

Ribes is the only genus of the Grossulariaceae that occurs in Nofi America. This
genus includes currants and goosebemes which are berry-producing shnibs that grow to
between 1.5-3.0 m tall. They are widespread throughout the province, growing in coastal to
alpine environments On the Plateau the currants include R. a~ireirm,R. ceraim. and R.
hzidsonianum; the goosebemes include R. clivaricatum, R. inenne. R. irrigurim, R. lacitstre,

and R, oxyacanfhoides(Hitchcock et a&.1961; Parish et al. 1996). Most Ribes inhabit moist
forests but desert currant (R. cereum) grows in the driest regions, between lowland altitudes
and sub-alpine levels. While desert currant ripens as early as June, other Ribes ripen
between early July and August, depending on the species and the elevation (Lyons and
Merilees 1995).

On the Plateau goosebemes were preferred over currants. In fact, currants were
rarely eaten except for the black (R. americanuum) and desert currants. They were typicaIIy

eaten k s h but the Makakmicx stored raw black currants, in baskets that were buried in the
ground (Turner et al. 1990).
Goosebemes were eaten fiesh and preserved and stored for winter. Prior or after
drying they were mixed into cakes with bittermots, saskatoon bemes a d o r mountain
bluebemes. The Stl 'atl'imxate R. laastre fiesh but preserved the green R. inerme in bags or
dned them to be reconstituted later (Turner n.d.). Also, the Lakes Okanagan prepared a hot
dnnk with the juice of R. iwiguum using hot rocks as a heating element (Turner et al. 1980).

Palmer (1975: 63) reports that the Secwepmc ate the swamp goosebeny (R.
lacztstre) for "health and strength". The Okanagan made a medicinal tea h m the leaves,

branches and the inner bark of this species (Turner 1997; Turner et al. in press). The
Nlaka'pamtrr made a medicine to treat tuberculosis fiom the root of the R. htrdsonianiim, a

tonic for treating stomach ailments fiom the mot of R. divaricatum (Turner et al. 1990).

ROSACEAE
Amelanchier alnifdia Nutt ex Roemer

In total 797 seeds of Saskatoon (also called serviceberry) were recovered
throughout the site (Plate 9a-d). The seeds are elliptic in longitudinal view, lunate on one
margin and straight on the other and transversely elliptic in cross section. They average

3.3 x 1.7 x 1.2 mm. Many of these seeds are perféctly preserved but some appear somewhat
swollen andtor have a pustulose pattern on the otherwise smooth surface (Plate 9a). Seeds
altered by depositional damage appear somewhat angular but generally retaîn their
characteristic shape (Plate 9b). Furthemore, 26 charred bemes (pomes) were recovered in
complete and semi-complete state, some of which contained seeds (Plate 9d). In addition to

the relatively intact bemes, some "mashed" plant material, shown in Plate 9c, was identified
as Saskatoon berry tissue when seeds were found embedded within the fiuit.

Saskatoon is a shmb, typically growing to seven meters tall, that is widespread
throughout North America, inhabiting latitudes between the southern Northwest Temtories

as far south as New Mexico. A. alnijolia is the only species of this genus that grows in the
southem hterior of British Columbia (Hitchcock et al. 1961). It is abundant in Secwepemc
territory, occurring at low to mid elevations in well-drained soils of either moist or dry
forests of Ponderosa Pine and interior Douglas-fir zones. Saskatoon blooms in April and
May, the h i t npens between late June and late July (Hitchcock et al, 1961).
Hitchcock et al. (1961) recognise five varieties of Saskatoon, three of which occur
on the Plateau. in contrast, the Interior Salish identifL up to nine varieties of Saskatoon,
which attests to the economic importance of this h i t for Plateau peoples. [ndeed Turner
(1988, 1992, 1997) maintains that without question Saskatoon was the most important fiuit
among al1 Plateau groups. It figured prominently in the diet as well as in belief systems,
having a role in numerous first h i t ceremonies, myths and oral histones.

Secwepemc

named their eighth calendar month (June) "service-berries ripen" (Teit 1909: 5 18)
Saskatoon berries were an impottant flavouing in many Plateau for soups and meat
dishes. They were dso mashed into cakes with other berries. Berry cakes were eaten in dry
chunks or soaked and boiled with other ingredients such as salmon, meat or other plant foods
(Teit 1909; Turner 1997)
Saskatoon bemes were presemed in large quantities for winter consumption.

Turner (1997: 30) reports that an Interior Salish fiunily typically stored more than 50 kg for

wuiter use. Individual benies were sun-dried Iike raisins on mats of grasses or sedges, or
stning to dry. Aiso berries were boiled in baskets heated by hot rocks and then the pulp
mashed and made into cakes. Sometimes the cakes or individual bemes were dried on racks
over a fire (Turner 1997). Other methods of preparation and consumption are reporteci by
the Carrier, the Plateau neighbours directly to the north of the Secwepemc:
"Saskatoon is the one the old-timers dried for winter. The way they dried them was by
braiding the branches into a mat and placing the bemes on top of a layer of leaves. As
a fire burned undemeath them, they kept pouring water over them. This they would
eat in the winter. Then too, some of them would ûy the dried bemes, knead them and
put them on the thimblebeny leaf to let it dry. in the winter they would eat this with
bear grease" (Carrier Linguistic Cornmittee 1973).
Saskatoon bark and twigs were boiled or inhsed to make medicina1 teas. For
example, Nlaka'pamux women drank a decoction of Saskatoon and bitter cherry twigs for
birth control (Tuner et al. 1990). Saskatoon is a hard wood, the branches and twigs were
u s d to make tools such as digging sticks, fire drills, tool handles and "spreaders" for drying
salmon (Parish et al. 1996).
Prunus virginiana L.

Seventy-two chokecherry stones were recovered fiom Units 19,34,33,32 and both
features of Unit 30. The stone or endocarp is elliptic to broadly elliptic in longitudinal
section and transversely elliptic to broadly transversely elliptic in cross section. It measures
approximately 4.9 x 4.0 x 3.0 mm (Plate IOa-d). Pmnus stones are easily recognised by
their relatively large and thick endocarp, single seed charnber, distinct ridge on one margin,

and a puncticulate inner surface (Martin and Barkley 1961; Montgomery 1977). The

specimens were distinguished by their shape h m the two other indigenous species p h
cherry (P. pemylvanica) and bitter cherry (P. emarginata).

Chokecherry is a large shrub that is widespread within moist sites at low to mid
elevations on the southern Plateau. It bears racemes of small white flowers that are insectpollinated. The dark purple chemes (drupes) ripen in late August and September (Hitchcock
et al. 1961; Parish et al. 1996).

Turner (1997) maintains that chokecherry was second only to Saskatoon as the
preferred h i t on the Plateau. Interior peoples ate the berries k s h and also preserved them
for the winter. Like Saskatoon, they were dried individually, either in the sun or over a fire,
and mashed into cakes which were dried and later re-constituted. Parish et al. (1996) report
that the Secwepemc drank chokechenyjuice for health. The Okanagan used the dn'ed bemes
for a medicinal tea to treat coughs (Turner1997), while the Secwepemc made a decoction
h m the bark to treat coughs (Turner et al. in prep).

Rosaceae
Three Rosaceae achenes were recovered h m Unit 30, two fiom the Upper Feature
and one fiorn the Lower Feature (Plate 1 1). They are elliptic in shape, composed of two flat
faces that join produchg a groove at the margins, and have pointed bases. One specimen,
recovered h m the centre of the Upper Feature, is elliptic in longitudinal shape and
ûansversely elliptic in cross section, m e a h n g 2.7 x 2.0 x 1.5 mm. It is rounded at the top

and pointed at the base with a groove encircling the margin. A slight flattening of the
margin near the seed base appears to be an attachment scar.
The other two specimens diffèr h m the k t in that they are more elliptic in
longitudinal shape and pointed at both the base and apex. They are narrowly elliptic in
longitudinal section and tranmersely elliptic in cross-section, One specimen, measuring 2.0

x 1.3 x 1.0 mm, was recovered h m the Upper Feature of Unit 30. The other, s h o w in

Plate 11, measuring 1.7 x 1.O x 0.8 mm, was recovered fiom the Lower Feature of Unit 30.
The endocarp of this specimen is lined with crosswise cellular iinear striations, which
according to Martin and Barkley (1961) is characteristic of Rosa. Too few comparative
specimens from the Plateau were available to make a more specific identification.
Wild rose shrubs are typically found in open areas within the low to mid elevations
on the Plateau. Most indigenous species prefer moister habitats such as floodplains,
lakesides, gulleys and creeksides but R. woodsii grows on dryer ground, typicalIy occumng
within the grasslands and open forests (Parish et al. 1996).
Rose hips, flowers, stems and leaves were al1 economically usefiil for Plateau
people. The petals of some rose species were occasionally eaten (Turner et al. in press).
The outer nnd of rose hips, especially those of R. gymnocarpa, were eaten but p i m d y
during penods of shortage. Hips were typically collected in the fail but can be found on rose
bushes throughout the winter (Turner et al. 1980; Turner et al. 1990).
Plateau groups more ofien used rose plants for technological, ntual and medicinal
applications than as food (Kuhnlein and Turner 1991; Turner 1997). The leaves and
branches were commonly used to line pit-ovens in order to flavour food. Ritual and
rnedicinal teas and washing water were made fiom the stems, branches petals, leaves, and

inner bark (Turner n.d.; Turner et al. 1980). Also, a type of tobacco was made h m the
dried, toasted and powdered leaves and bark of R. gymnocarpa (Parish et al. 1996).

Rubus

Thirty-three Rubus achenes were recovered in total fiom the Upper and Lower
Features of Unit 30 and from Unit 32. They measure on average 1.8 x 0.9 x 0.7 mm. Rubus
achenes are easily identifieci by their eliiptic to ovate longitudinal shape and coarsely
reticulate surface (Plate 12) (Martin and Barkley 1961; Montgomery 1977).

The

identification below genus is not possible due to the fact that the available comparative
collections do not encompass al1 of the many Rubus found in the region.
The genus Rubus includes s h b s that are found in low to alpine elevations in moist
soils. They are fire tolerant and although rhey typically occur in disturbed areas, some
species such as R. idaeus do not survive well where cattle have been introduced. Rubus that
grow in Secwepemc territory include several raspbemes (R. idaeus, R, pubescens, R.

acaulis, R. chamaemonrs and R. pedatus), thimbleberry (R. parviforus), and blackcap (R.
leucodermis). Like other Rosaceae, Rtrbics are insect-pollinated. They produce aggregated
h i t made up of clusters of tiny drupes which ripen in June and July (Hitchcock et al. 1961).
Rubus h i t s were popular on the Plateau. They were eaten fiesh and also presewed
for winter either dried individually or mashed into cakes. in the spring, Rubtrs shoots were

collected, peeled and eaten tkesh (Turner 1997). Thimbleberry leaves were used by the

Secwepemc as lining in pit-ovens (Turner et al. in prep).

CORNACEAE
Cornus stoloniferra var. occidentdis Michaux

Thirteen red-osier dogwood endocarps (stones) were recovered fiom Unit 17 and
the Upper and Lower features of Unit 30 (Plate 13). The stones average 2.6 x 3.0 x 2.4 mm
and are ûansversely broadly elliptical in both longitudinal and cross-sections.

They

contain two seed chambers. The specimens were identifiai to species and variety by the
longitudinal n i s (nerves) that

nin

h m the top to the bottom, a characteristic that

distinguishes them as C. stolonifera var. occidentalis h m var. stolon$era (Hitchcock et
al. 1961: 589).

Red-osier dogwood is a shnib with distinctive reddish bark that reaches one to four
meters high. It is widespread in North America, growing in moist habitats along with
poplar, birch and willow. On the Plateau it occurs at low to mid elevations along the banks
of creeks, lakes and swarnps as well as moist upland clearings (Hitchcock et al. 1961; Paxish
et ai. 1996). Cornus blooms in June, bearing clusters of mal1 greenish-white flowers. The

h i t is a drupe which matures by August, becoming white to blue-tinged in colour
(Hitchcock et al. 1961).
Red-osier dogwood bits were eaten by the Nlakajpamux, Stl'arl'imx, Okanagan,
Secwepemc and Ktunaxa but were avoided by Athapaskan peoples. They were pthered

fiom August until October. Although these h i t s were generally considered bitter they were
eaten fresh in small amounts or more cornmonly pounded and mixed with other bemes
(Tunier 1997; Turner et al. 1980; Turner et al. 1990; Turner et al. in prep).
Some groups stored red-osier dogwood h i t s by mashing them into cakes which
were either dried on rocks or mixed with Saskatoons and dned on a rack over the fie. When

these berries were mashed the seeds were leA in the mixture. The cakes were later reconstituted by soaking before they were eaten. Another cecipe reportai by the Nlaku'pcrmux

called for mixing red osier dogwood, wild rose fniits and wild mushtooms (Turner 1997;
Turner et al. 1990). According to Stl'utf'imelder Chatlie Mack (1977) the Lower Stl'atl'imr

of Pemberton did not eat the fleshy h i t but instead ate only the stones as a sort of "peanut".
The leaves andlor inner bark of red-osier dogwood were used as ingredients in
Plateau 'tobacco' mixtures (Turner 1997). The Secwepemc sometimes used the branches to
line cooking pits and for dfing salmon (Palmer 1975a; Twaer et al. in prep). Several
groups used the branches to construct sweat lodges, fish traps, poles and salmon stretchers.
The hits, inner bark and leaves also were used medicinally, for example the Nlaka'pamtrr
and the Okanagan-Colville ate the b i t fiesh to eliminate intestinal woms and the
Secwepemc used the h i t s as a mouthwash (Parish et al. 1996; Turner et al. 1980).
ERICACEAE

Five charred seeds identified as belonging to the Ericaceae farnily were recoverd

h m EeRb 140, four h m the Upper Feature of Unit 30 and one h m Unit 19. Plate 14
shows one of the specimens. The seeds average 1.Sx 1.0 x 0.8 mm and range h m an

irregular ta elliptic shape in overall longitudinal section and are triangular in cross-section,
The dorsal side is lunate and the ventral side is straight. The embryo is linear and
surrounded by fleshy endosperm. The specimens were identified as Ericaceae based on their
size and characteristic wedge shape which results h m a i l e placentaton (Hitchcock et aL
1959). They were cornpareci with several Ericaceae, including Arctostuphirlos tîva-trrsi and

Gaiiltheria, and although similar in shape, they differ in morphological characteristics.

Ericaceae produce edible berries. On the Plateau these include kinnikinnick,
creeping snowbemy, blueberries, hucklebemes and cranberries. They were typically eaten

raw, dried for winter or used to flavow meat (Turner 1997).

Vaccinium

Three intact seeds identified to the genus Vacciniumwere recovered h m the Upper
Feature of Unit 30 (Plate 15). The specimens are elliptic to obovate in longitudinal shape,
transversely elliptic in cross-section and average 1.5 x 1.3 x 0.8 mm in size. One margin is
lunate (convex), the other is sûaight or compressed and has a ridge. The seeds are covered
by a fim testa marked by a distinct reticulate cellular patteming. They are not identified
below genus because too few reference specimens are available.
The genus Vaccinium includes bluebemes, hucklebemes, bilbemes, cranbemes,
and grousebeny. Six species inhabit the Plateau: V. parvifolium and Y. myrtilloides in low

to mid altitudes; V. ovalifolium in low to subalpine forests; Y, caespitosum in low to alpine
altitudes; and V. menibranaceum and V, scoparium in mid to alpine altitudes. In general
Vaccinium species prefer wetter ground, typically moist open coniferous forests or clearings,

although Y. myrtilloides inhabits drier, more sandy environrnents. These hre-adapted
deciduous shrubs flower in May and June. They produce small globular-shaped bemes
which ripen between July and September, depending on the elevation. Berry-collectors took
advantage of the vertical zonation of habitats, following the sequential ripening of bemes
fiom low altitudes to uplands as the season progressed (Brayshaw 1996; Hitchcock et al.
l%4 Turner 1997).
Plateau peoples ate Vaccinium h i t s kesh and dned them for winter use. Bemes
were laid out to dry in the sun on a mat over a &, mashed and made into cakes; or boiled,

kneaded and dried over a rack (Turner 1997). Some groups dried the bemes by placing
them on a smouldering log. According to Mack and Mclure (1996) in the Cascade UpIands

of south central Washington, Vaccinium berries were initially sun-dned on reed mats for two
or three days and subsequently:
"The next step involved the selection of a suitable log, one that was sufficiently dry
and decayed to maintain a smouldering fire. Trees were sometimes felled for this
purpose. A trench was excavated dong one side of the log, and a sloping moud of
earth was built up dong the edge of this trench, opposite the log. Beargrass was
reportedly spread over the sloping face of the mound, and a tule mat was laid
lengthwise across it. Rocks were gathered and arranged dong the base of [the] trench,
holding the mat in place. Children collected the firewood needed to ignite the log.
Bemes were spread over the mat, and the log was set on fire. To ensure even drying, a
woman would stir the bemes with a long, oar-like wooden paddle over a period of six
to eight hows. Dried berries were then packed into baskets and carried to camp, and
again spread on mats in the sun to complete the dcying process. Berries would
reportedly keep up to a year in storage " (Mack and McLure 1996: 2)+
Turner (1997) describes a slightly different drying method used by Secwepemc women who
cwked the bemes over a fire hvice before drying them in the sun.
BORACINACEAE

cJ Lappda
Ninety-one c$ Lappula achenes were recovered fiom Units 19, 34, 32 and the
Upper and Lower Features of Unit 30 plate 16). The specimens average 1.5 x 0.6 x 0.7 mm
in size. The seeds are narrowly ovate to ovate in 1ongitudinaI section, elliptic to ovate in
cross section and pointed at the top. They were identified as cf Lappula (stickseed) based
on the lunate or cuwed dorsal side and the characteristic thin ridge down the centre of the
ventral side fonned by the attachent scar. Some specimens possess the remnants of
marginal bristles or a coarsely pitted surface that is also characteristic of Lappula. Several
Apiaceae seeds have sixnila marginal bristles but differ h m the specimens in both seed
shape and size (Hitchcock et al. 1959; Martin and Barkley 1961; Montgomery 1977).
Further identification cannot be made due to the absence of adequate comparative materials.

The genus Lappula includes tapmoted annuals, winter annuals, perennials, and a
few bienniais that occur in dry, often disturbed sites at low elevations. They Fruit between
June and August, producing tiny achenes (Parish et al. 1996). The single ethnobotanical
reference to this plant (Turner et al. 1990) reports that the Nlaka'pamuir may have used it

medicinally.
Lithospermum ruderale Dougl. ex Lehm.
Three charred achenes identified as Lithospermlrnr rriderale were recovered Eiom

Unit 34. The specimens average 2.5 x 2.0 x 2.0 mm, they are ovate with a pointed tip,
having a circuIar shape in cross-section and a smooth surface. Only charred seeds are
considered here however it is noteworthy that uncharred L. ruderale achenes were recovered
ftom Unit 34 and the Unit 30 Lower Feature. The achenes of this family are known to
preserve on archaeological sites without charring (Hillman pers. comm.). L. arvense, an
introduced species, is the only other plant of this genus to grown on the Plateau. The smooth
surface of the archaeological specimens distinguished them h m the seeds of L. arvense,
which have a rugose, coarsely pitted surface (Montgomery 1977).

L. niderale, cornrnonly known as lemonweed, or stoneseed, is a taprooted perennial
that occurs in lower elevations of the hot rainshadow valleys of the southern Plateau. It
grows in the gullies between the tenaces in the South Thompson River valley, flowering in

May and fiuiting in June (Hitchcock et al. 1959; Parish et al. 1996).
Stoneseed was primarily used in medicine, technology and ritual. Turner et al.
(2990) report tbat the Nlaka'pamrrx ate the taproot of this plant. The rmts were used by
several Plateau groups to make a red or yellow dye and the Maka'pamrrx the seeds as

decorative beads (Parish et al. 1996).
ASTERACEAE
Artemisia

Artemisia cypselas, 108 in total, were recovered fiom Units 17, 19 32 and Upper

Feature of Unit 30 (Plate 17). A cypsela is an achene composed of two carpels, typical of
the Asteraceae (Lawrence 1995). These specimens are obovate in longitudinal section,
transversely elliptic in cross-section and measure 0.8 x 0.5 x 0.4 mm. They are identifid as
Artemisia based on their shape, size, surface markings of fine longitudinal striations, and an

absence of pappus (Montgomery 1977). A more specific identification is not possible due to
the absence of adequate comparative specimens.
The most common Artemisia within the Kamloops area is big sagebrush (A.
tridentata), a shrub that prefers clays soils, typically inhabiting Plateau grasslands.
Artemisia typically fniit in August and September (Hitchcock et al. 1955). Plateau peoptes

made use of the leaves, branches and bark of A. tridentata but not the tiuit. The bark was
made into clothing and the leaves and branches were primarily used in medicine and ritual.
Teas were brewed to treat colds, consumption or emaciation and for soaking sore feet. In
cases of unconsciousness, the ammatic sage leaves were held under the nose of the patient.

The leaves also served as a furnigant, the branches being placed on top of a hot stove and

allowed to smoke (Palmer 1975a; Turner et al. 1980; Turner et al. 1990).
Asteraceae

The Upper Feature of Unit 30 produced two Asteraceae cypselas (Plate 18). Ttie
specimms average 0.8 x 0.4 x 0.3 mm and are obitriangular in longitudinal section and

transversely elliptic in cross-section. Tbey appear to bave a pappus or awned tip and the
seed swface is finely veined.
Asteraceae are widespread throughout most Plateau environments, especially in
open forests and meadows. Many are taprooted or rhizomatous perennids, the most
common in this region being the various yellow "sunflowers", thistles (Cirsium spp.) and
knapweeds (Centaurea spp). They typically flower in late April and May and h i t in June,
producing cypselas which in many species have pappus or awns (Hitchcock et al. 1955).
Plants of this farnily were important Plateau resources as food and medicine.
Balmsamroot (B. sagittata) greens were eaten both raw and steamed, the achenes were
pounded into a flour and the woody taproots were roasted in pit-ovens. The roots of thistle
(Cirsium) were also pit-cooked and eaten. ûther species provided medicinal substances

including: Aster conspicuus. A. filiaceus, Arnica latrolia, A. cordfolia, Solidago spathdata,
Gaillardia aristata (Turner et al. 1980; Turner et al. 1990; Turner et al. in prep).

Unknowa Seed Types
Two Type 1 seeds were recovered h m the Upper Feature of Unit 30 (Plate 19).
The specimens average 1.3 x 0.7 x 0.3 mm. The longitudinal shape is elliptic and the crosssection is mangular or wedge-shaped; one margin is rounded and the other straight, being
narrow and flattened in cross-section. They resemble Empetrum in shape and size and the
presence of a small bump dong the straight margin which Martin and Barkley (1961: 177)
descnie as an "umbilicus-like protnision" on Empetrum seeds. The absence of comparative
materials preclude W e r identification. It shouId be noted however that Empemm n i p m
(crowberry) is known to grow in the region, inhabithg the moist and marshy areas of the

mid-altitudes up to the aIpine areas. S e v d Plateau groups, including the Carrier and
Aihapaskan, ate crowberty mixed b h with bear grease or re-cunstituted h m died cakes
(Paristi et al. 19%).

Three Type 2 seeds were recovered h m Unit 30 (Plate 20). These seeds are very
broadly obovate in longitudinal section and circular in cross section. They measure
approximately 0.8 x 1.O x 1.0 mm, resembling Galium (Rubiaceae) in size, shape, in having

a hollowed-out centte and a reticulate/nigose surface pattern. The specimens cannot be
identifid due to the absence of comparative materials. Several Galium grow in the study

area, for example Galium bureale occurs on gully edges but it has no reported use on the
Plateau (Turner 1992, 1997; Turner et al. 1990; Turner et al. in prep). G.trifolirrm grows in
the higher elevations of the Bunchgass zone. It was used as a scmt and a charm by the

Secwepemc while the Okanagan made red and blue dyes h m the m i s (Parish et al. 19%).
Seventeen Type 3 seeds were recovered h m the Unit 30 Upper F e a m (Plate 21).
The specimens measure 1.5 x 0.6 x 0.2 mm and have an overall elliptic shape. One rnargin

is rounded, the other curves slightly inwards and has a mal1 pmûusion similar to that of the
Empetntm-type described above. These seeds are longer and thimer than the Type 3 and the

surface is smooth raîher than rugulose.
Five Type 4 seeds were recovered bom the Unit 30 Upper Feature. These seeds are
elliptic in longinidinal shape and traosversely elliptic in cross-section, meauring 2.8 x 1.5 x
0.8 mm. One specimen, shown in Plate 22, has the remnant of a testa or posshly an ad. It

is composed of two large cotyledons with littie or no wdosperm, resembliag some species of
Fabaceae. However, the cotyledon surface has an elongated cellular patternhg which is not

characteristic of Fabaceae (Butler pers. comm.).

Furthemore the specimens lack the

prominent radicle ndge that characterises Fabaceae (Gunn 1981).

Coaifer Needles

Pinrs ponderosa Dougl. ex Laws

Ponderosa pine needle fragments, 123 in d l , were recovered h m Units 17,22, 19,
34 and the Upper and Lower Features of Unit 30 (Plate 23a-b). They were distinguished

fiom Abies, La&, Picea and Pseudotsuga menziesii by their characteristic cross-section: an
overall triangular shape with a convex crescent foming the upper surface. Brayshaw (1996:
64) describes the P. ponderosa needle cross-section as shaped like "...a îhird of a circle..."

This distinct shape, illustrated in Plate 23b, is due to the growing pattern of P. ponderosa
needles which grow in bundles of three. When examined in cross section an entire bundle

makes up a complete circle (Brayshaw 1996: 68). Of al1 the conifers in the region,
ponderosa pine have the longest needles, which range between 7-10 cm (Hitchcock et al.
1969; van Barneveld et ai. 1980). Each needle has a pointed tip.

P. ponderosa is the most common tree in the hotter parts of the Plateau. It prefers
dry soils and tolerates extreme temperature conditions. This conifer is distinguished by the

straight, reddish-bcown trunk with a ridged, plate-like tex-

and very long, bundled

needles. The mature trees are fue-adapted (Hitchcock et al. 1969; Parish et al. 1991).
Ponderosa pine needles were used for lining pit-ovens. They also semed as layers
between stored foods in cache-pits and as mats for drying benies. They pmvided numerous
household uses such as insulation for the walis of houses (Teit 1909, Turner et al. in prep).

Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirbel) Franco
Douglas-fir needle hgrnents, 10,182 in total, were recovered h m ail un*& (24a-b).
The specimens were comparai with Abies, La-, Picea and Pinus needles and distinguished
as P. menziesii based on their relatively flat silhouette in cross-section, the characteristic

groove on their upper surface, the prominent midvein on their lower surface, and the
somewhat blunt tip that is visible on some specimens, as shown in Plate 24a (Hitchcock et
al. 1969: 131-132).
Douglas-fir is widespread on the southem Plateau. The Interior variety glatica,
grows to a height of 40 m. The bark of mature trees is reddish-brown and deeply furrowed.

The needles measure two to three centimetets in length. The cones are distinct, having a
three-pronged bract at the tip of each s a l e (Parish et al. 1996; van Barneveld et al, 1980).
Douglas-fir was highly valued by al1 Plateau groups. It tigures prominently in
Plateau mythology and ritual, and also is frequently used in place names (Palmer 197Sa; Teit
1900, 1909;Tumer et al. 1980). The needles and branches served a variety of purposes
including layering in pit-ovens, bedding as well as floor covering for houses and sweat
lodges. The needles were used in medicinal teas and decoctions. The branches were also
used in purification rituais for scrubbing the skin and to make an infusion for cleansing and
bathing (Turner et al. 1980; Turner et al. 1990; Turner et al. in prep).
Wood Charcoal
A small amount of charcoal was analysed fiom four contexts: the three features in
units 32 and 30 and the Unit 30 Transition Zone (Table 4). More than 85% of the total
charcoal recovered at the site was found in these four contexts. The two hearth features

produced roughly the same amount (g) of charcoal. Of the 295.92 g. recovered from the
flotation samples, the Unit 32 Hearth produced 103.53 g and the Unit 30 Hearth feature
produced 100.52 g. The Unit 30 Lower Feature produced 36.69 g and the Unit 30 Transition
Zone produced 17.10 g.

Cymnospermae
PINACEAE
Pinus m
c$ ponderosa Dougl. ex Laws

Pinus cf ponderosa charcoal was recovered kom al1 contexts of Unit 30 and fiom

the Unit 32 hearth. The transverse face has a gradua1 early wood/late wood growth pattern
and resin canals. The radial face has smooth ray tracheids and fenestrifom cross-field
pitting (Hoadley 1990; Panshin and de Zeeuw 1980).
Ponderosa pine is a self-pnining tree which rnakes it easy to collect. Plateau gniups
valued the wood as hel because it makes a quick, hot, smokeless tire. Rotting pine wood
was preferred for smoking hides and meat.

in the spnng the inner bark was peeled and

eaten. Pine mes alsu provided raw materials for Plateau groups, for example, sheets of
outer bark were used to construct surnrner dwellings and to manufacture containers (Palmer
1975a; Turner et al. 1980; Turner et al 1990; Turner et al. in prep).
Pseudotsuga nrentiesii (Mkbel) Franco

Douglas-fir charcoal was recovered fiom al1 three contexts of Unit 30 and the Unit
32 Hearth. This species is recognised under high magnification (100-500X)by spiral
thickening of the tracheid walls, which is particularly visibb in the longitudinal tangentid
section. Further anatomical characteristics are the abrupt early w o d a t e wood transition,

the presence of resin canals in the transverse section, and srnooth ray tracheids and piceoid
cross-field pitting in the radial section (Hoadley 1990; Panshin and de Zeeuw 1980).
Douglas-fir branch wood and twigs provided fbel for pit-cooking. The rotten wood
and bark were preferreâ for smoking hides. Douglas-fir wood also provided raw materials to
construct shelters and to make equipment (Parish et al. 1996; Teit 1909; Turner et al. 1980;
Turner et al 1990; Turner et al. in prep).
Angiospermae

SALIACACEAE

PopuludSalix
Popultis/Salir charcoal was recovered h m al1 excavated levels of Unit 30 and .hm
the feature in Unit 32. Specimens were identified as Populus/SalrX based on the following
characteristics that are visible in transversal section: diffuse porous patteming; the absence
of large rays; mal1 pores; pore arrangements composed of longitudinal pore multiples; the
pores are less than one diameter apart; and the rays are one ce11 in width. In addition, visible

-

in tangential view under hi& mapification (100 500 X) are simple perforation plates
(Hoadley 1990; Panshin and de Zeeuw 1980). Popths is distinguisbed h m Salir based on
the presence of homogeneous rays, seen in tangential section while in Salk the rays are

heterogeneous (Schweingruber 1986). Nevertheless it is hard to differentiate between these
two genera because the rays are often dificult to detect in the tangential sections of charred
specimens. To M e r complicate the issue, while Populus trees are more widespread in the
study area than Salir the= are a large number of Salk shnibs native to the area. Moreover,
Schweingruber (1986) states that is not possible to dikentiate the wood of Salk shrubs

h m trees by îheir anatomy.
Thm are approximately 24 native Salir (wiIluw) in Secwepemc temtory (Parish et
al. 1986), s e v d of which have economic uses (S. plnnifolia, S. bebbiana, S. scouieriana

and S. sitchensk). Willows inhabit alpine to low elevations, typically growing in moister

areas dong streams and in swamps and wetIands. Two species of Populus are common in

the Secwepemc temtory, P. balsamifera (black cottonwoad) and P. rremttloides (trembling
aspen) which is more common in the north. Cottonwood is widespread at low to mid

elevations but is also found in moist subalpine sites. It grows on damp, gravely, sandy soils,
such as the banks of rivers, lakes and marshes that are common in the Bunchgrass zone
Trembling aspen prefers moist sites in low to subaipine altitudes (Brayshaw 19%; Parish et
al. 19%).

Willow wood was prefemd by Plateau groups as a fùel for smoking meat and fish
because it did not impart an unpleasant taste. Willow sticks and leaves were used in making
berry-drying racks. The i ~ ebark
r of S. scouleriana was usai to make twine and could be
woven into mats.

Because they are flexible, willow branches were used to fabncate

implements and also hunes for structures such as sweat lodges (Parish et al. 1996; Turner et
al. in prep). S. sitchensis was used in a decoction for stomach problems (Parish et of. 1996).

Aspen and cottonwood were prefened fiels because they arc slow buniing. As noted

earlier, Poprrlus was used for smoking meat but not fish because it imparts a minous, bitter
taste. Like pine, Douglas-fit and birch, decaying aspen and cottonwood were used by
Interior Peoples to smoke bides and mmt. The Secwepemc, Stf'atl'imr and Nlukajpamta
used cottonwood bark, coIlected in the spring, to make containers. Cottonwood bark was

also used by the Secwepemc to line cache pits as it protected the contents fiom rodents.
Equipment such as tent poles and drying racks were made from aspen and cottonwood
branches, and the Secwepemc used the ashes of cottonwood ashes as a laundry detergent
(Turner n.d; Turner et. al. 1990; Turner et al. 1990; Turner et al. in prep).

Ariemisia cf: Mentata Nutt.

Ariemisia cf: tridentata charcoal was recovered from the Unit 30 Hearth and

Transition Zone contexts of Unit 30. The wood is diffuse porous, having simple perforation
plates, squarkh ray cells and small pits in the ray walls (Panshin and de Zeeuw 1980). The
specimens compared favourably with A. tridentata.

However, a more confident

identification c m o t be established due to the lack of comparative specimens of other taxa
such as A. triprtita.

Big sagebrush is a low shrub, reaching 0.5 m in height and grows on clay soils in
low to mid elevations. It has a twisted trunk and branches, a thin shredding bark, and small
strong-smelling Ieaves. Since the introduction of cattle and the discontinuation of controlled
buming, sage has become widespread throughout the dry grasslands and open forests of the
southem Plateau (Tisdale 1947; Turner et al. in prep).
Sage waod is available year-round. It is highly flarnmable, making it an excellent
kindling. Plateau peoples spun the sage bark and then wove it into mats, bags, and clothing

(Turneret al. 1990).

Other Charred Wood

Beîula pcipycifeera Marshall
Birch bark was sorted as a separate category fiom the charcoal during Iaboratory
analysis. This was done because, while charred wood was typically expected to have been
introduced to the hearth features as fuel, charred birch bark most likely served other
functions. A h , birch bark is easily recognised during the sorting process as the hgments

are large in cornparison with charcoal and tend to be curled or in small mlls. In total 2.3 g of
charred birch bark was recovered in srnall amounts h m Units 17, 19. 34, 33, 32 and ail
contexts of Unit 30. Uncharred birch bark, 9.73 g in total, was also recovered throughout the
samples. Large sheets and mal1 rolls of uncharred birch bark also were collected during
excavation.
White birch (Betirla papyrfera) is a deciduous tree that is easily distinguished by
the white bark and horizontal h o w e d lines that circle the trunk. Mature trees grow up to

20 m in height. On the Plateau trees occur in moist sites at low to mid elevations and are
common in the Interior Douglas-fir zone. The hiting catkins yield srnaIl winged nutlets
(Hitchcock et al. 1969; Parish et al, 1996).
White birch bark was an important raw materiai for Plateau peoples because it was
strong and waterproof and could be removed h m the tree in large sheets. It was typically
harvested in the late spring, early summer (Turner pets. comm) aithough apparently it was
sometimes collected in the f d (Turner n.d.; Turner et al. 1990). Water b k h (B.
occidentalis) also grows in Secwepemc tenitory but was rarely used because the bark is less

pliable and more difficultto remove fiom the tree (Turner et al. in prep).
Birch bark was a valuable raw material, used in the manufacturing of containers,
roofmg, temporary shelters, baby cradles, splints for broken bones, and canoes. Due to its
preservative qualities, birch bark was widely used by Plateau groups for lining food storage
pits. Woven birch bark trays were used to protect f d s during pit-cooking (Turner et al. in
prep). Apparently the Secwepemc were renowned among interior peoples for their birch
bark baskets (Teit 1909). The papery exterior of the bark was considered good kindling.
The Secwepemc apparently preferred birch wood for smoking hides because of the colour
that it produces in the hides (Parish et al. 19%; Turner et al. in prep).

Charred Vegetative Tissue
Angiospermae
LILIACEAE
Allium cernuum Roth

The Upper Feature in Unit 30 produced 0.34 g of nodding onion tissue and an
additional 0.01g was recovered &omthe underlying Transition Zone. These fiagrnents were
initially recognised as bulb tissue due to their being composed of sheathing layers of
epiderrnal tissue. The epidemal tissue was recognised by the network of sharply reticulate
and elongated rectangular cells (Hather pers. comm.).

Examination of the anatomy

confirmed the absence of secondary thickening which is typical of the bulb tissue of many
monocotyledons, including AIIium (Hather 1994).
The specimens were compared with the bulb tissue of several species of the Lily
family known to have been economically important on the Plateau including: nodding

onion, mariposa lily (Calochorttrs macrocarpus), yellow glacier lily (Erychronium
grundflorum) and blue camas (Camassia quamash). The latter does not grow in the region

but was obtained fiom the Southem Okanagan of Washington (Turner 1997: 66).
The archaeological specirnens match the sub-epidermal tissue of nodding onion
bulb, having elongated rectangular shaped cells that interlock in a brick-wall like pattern and
being devoid of intercellular spaces. An archaeological specimen and modem A. cemuum
tissue are compared in Plate 25a-b. The identification as A. cemuuni bulb tissue is supported
by illustrations of Liliaceae bulb tissue found in Hitchcock et al. (1960: 739-760).
Nodding Onion, a perennial with a strong onion scent, grows throughout British
Columbia It inhabits open spaces on dry, sandy soils a d o r rocky ground. On the Plateau
it occurs at mid elevations, typically inhabiting Douglas-tir woodlands. It grows to 50 cm
tall, flowers between mid-May and mid-July and sets seed in late July (Hitchcock et al.
1%9).

Nodding onion was an important resoutce for al1 Plateau peoples. Most groiips
harvested it prior to and aAer it was in flower, usually between May and July. The bulbs
were eaten raw but more ofien eaten d e r cooking. The bulbs were roasted in an open fire or
steamôd in pit-ovens overnight and subsequently dried and stored for the winter months.
They were re-constituted before consumption (Turner 1997; Turner et al. 1990; Turner et ab
in prep).

ROSACEAE
Amelanchier alnifolia Nutt. ex Roemer
Tissue tiom Saskatoon berry fiuits was recovered fiom unit 30. The total weight is

less than 0.01 g. The matenal was identified by the presence and placement of A. alnifliu
seeds, and also by compiuisions with reference material. The tissue has a finely rugulose
surface pattern. On some specimens the surface are&shown in Plate 9c, appears blistered.

Unknown Vegetative Tissue Type 1
In total 5.4 g of this vegetative tissue were recovered in small arnounts throughout

the site, except for Unit 31 (26a-d). Unit 32 produced the largest amount, 3.5 g. while
another 1.6 g came fiom the Unit 30 Upper Feature.

Morphologically this matenal

resembles a thickened leaf with distinct upper and under sides charactensed by the remnants
of epidermal tissue. At low magnification (50X) the overall surface area appears smooth but
in some cases it is ridged and hmwed. Some specimens have crater-like depressions, such
as that iiiustrated in Plate 26%possibly caused by something pressed against them during

chamng. Under higher magnification (SûûX), a honeycomb, reticulate celIular pattern
becomes visible, made up of individual cells with an elongated hexagon shape. However,
this "surface" tissue is probably sub-epidennal material, the true surface having been bumed

off during charring (Hather pers. comm.). The specimens were compared with Pinics cane
scales and various mot and stem materials but this was not conclusive.
Chapter Summary

This chapter has described the seeds, needles wood and vegetative tissue identified
h m site EeRb 140.

It is hoped that these descriptions will be usefül for other

palaeoethnobotanicalresearch the region. Most of the taxa identifiai here are known to have
had economic uses to Plateau groups as food, medicine, fiiel, andfor raw materials for
manufacturing tools and other household items. The following Chapter Vi interprets how
these plants were used at site EeRb 140.

M. QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE GNALYSIS OF TüF, PLANT REMAINS

Introducüon
This chapter begins by explainhg the methods of enurneration used to tabulate the
raw data. Subsequently, standardised density mesures are used to identiQ trends in the
spatial and vertical distribution of the charred botanical remains throughout the contexts.
Finally, standardised abundance measures are used to evaluate the association between the
different taxa within each context, to compare the contexts, to interpret the activities that
took place at EeRbl40, and to consider how the occupants interacted with their environment.
Methods of Tabulation
The first step in describing the archaeobotanical assemblage is selecting an
appropriate method of tabulation. Many researchers believe that there is no way to adjust for
problems such as hgmentation and other biases in the archaeobotanical record. It has been
argueci that counts and weights should be discardeci in favour of fiequency mesures, for
example ubiquity analysis which indicates the number of samples in which a taxon occurs
within a set of samples (Jones 1991; Pearsall 1989; Popper 1988). However, Jones (1991)
observes that rnost foms of statistical analysis used in the interpretation of archaeobotanical
data require Cully quantifid (numerical) descriptions. For this reason counts and weights are

used here to tabulate the raw counts of the seeds, needles, charcoal and vegetative tissue.
A Eiindarnental problem in numerical description is determinkg how to standardise

seed counts. Published reports are ofken unclear about the methods of tabulation usai in their
seed counts.

In particular, the word "specimen" or "seed" is often used without an

explmation of whether equal value has been given to seeds and seed hgments or if seed

cou& are based on estimates such as "minimum number of individuals" (MNI) used by
zooarchaeologists to rduce bone counts (see Jones 1991). Each method of numerical
description has its bises. Jones (1991) points out that because plant parts Vary in numbers

and types significantîy more than animal bones, standardiseci MNI counts for plant remains

are more difficult to establish. Instead, Jones (1991: 65) suggests that the best way tr,
standardise counts is to use "minimum numbers of plant parts" based on a diagnostic feature
ofthat plant part. For example, in gras seeds, the most diagnostic feature is the embryo tip.
Unfortunately, many seed types recovered from EeRb 140 do not split apart in a way
that facilitates unambiguously defining which paR of the seed a fragment reptesents. For

example, chokecherry stone fragments are easily identified to species by their morphological
characteristics but given the distortion and eroded condition of many specimens, it is ofien
impossible to discem which part of the stone a kgment represents (see Plate 10). For this
ceason it is not possible to count these seeds according to the "minimum numbers of plant
parts" based on a diagnostic feature. On the other hand, a single chokecherry stone has the
potential to produce a larger number of reçognisable pieces than smaller seeds such as
mustards or Ribes. in this case, to cowt each fragment as one specimm couM bias the
counts more than making estimates. Bearing these problems in mind,

it was

decided that

MM method would pmvide the ieast bias. Consequently, the raw counts of seeds and bemes
incoprate estimates of the "minimum numbet of individuais" Fmm a11 identified fragments.
Following Lqofsky et al. (19%) conifer needle counts represent the total number of
hgrnents. Charcoal and vegetative tissue are represented by weights, as is standard in

archaeoùotanicd reports due to the hïgh number and size range of hgments (Peatsall1989).

The raw counts for each excavation unit are enumerated in Tables 11-18 in Appendix 3.
Spatial and Cbronological Distribution of Plant Remains: Density and Richness
The patteming in charred plant remains was assessed according to species richness
and density measures. Species nchness is defined by Lepofsky et al. (1996: 49) as "the
number of species present in a given assemblage". To evaluate species richness, the analyst
must first consider the effects of sample size (Lepofsky et al. 1996). Consequently,
cumulative fkquency gtaphs were made for each sample to detemine changes in the number
of seed taxa among the sub-samples. Three examples of these graphs are show in Figure 5.
The graph works such that the total number of identified taxa is calculated for the first subsample and subsequently, each new taxa is added for the remairing sub-samples. When the
curve levels off, such that no new taxa are added, the sarnple size is considered adequate.
This method is based on the assumption that the sub-sarnples were randomly chosen for
analysis. This method is a good way to make a rough calculation but can be improved by
randomly re-ordering the sub-samples, repeating the procedure until al1 possible
configurationsare represented, and then calculating the mean (Jack Nance, pers. comm.).
in the f h t two exarnples of Figure 5, the sample collected h m 5- 10 cm bs of the

Unit 30 Hearth levels off at three litres, however the sample h m 16-25 cm bs of the Unit 30
Hearth does not level off but continues to rise through the five litres. The third example,
representing the Unit 30 Lower Feature at 50-55 cm, bs, levels off at two litres.

The tesults showed that while a sample size of three litres is sufficient for the nonfeature contexts and the Unit 30 Lower Feature, a sample size of five Litres is not sufficient
for the more species-rich levels of the Unit 30 Hearth Feaiure. (Note: tbis procedure was not

Figure S. Cumuiative frequeney grapb comparing sub-simples from Unit 30.
D repreents the sample h m the Hearth f e a m at 5-10 cm bs.
reptese~sthe
sarnple fiom the Hearth at 16-25 cm bs. A reptesents the Lower Feature sample 6om
50.55 cm bs.

applied to the Unit 32 Hearth because al1 the sediment collectcd h m tbis féature is analysad

in this stuiy.) Nevertheless, the cumulative fiequencies confnii the diihtion between the
species-rich and species-poor contexts, indicating that increased sampling will c o n t h or
fkher d e n this gap. Consequently, bearing in mind that increased samplhg wouid
provide f9t a more confident assessrnent of the spccies richness of the Unit 30 Hcarth

feature, it is accepted here tbat the sample sizes are adequate fôr determinhg the pattexning

in species richness aabong the diffaeut contexts. Thus species riches, iudicated on Table

5, was obtained by tabulating the nurnber of identified taxa represented in each context
(excluding charcoal identifications).
Standardised density measures were calculated from the amount of chacred botanical
remains recovered per litre of original sediment fiom each context (Tables 5 and 6). This
formula is based on the asswnption of comparable deposition, preservation and recovery
rates (Miller 1988: 73). Seeds, seed fragments, needle hgments, berries and buds are
quantified by counts, and charcoal, vegetative tissue and birch bark are quantified by weights
(g). Densities of less than 0.1 are designateci as present (P). Chenopodium cf: capitarum has

the highest density and is analysed on a separate table (Table 6) as othenvise the numbers are
so high that they ovesshadow the distribution of other taxa.

Horizontal (matial) distribution
in Tables 5 and 6 archaeological contexts are arranged according to both their
geographic location over the site and the depth of the deposit. The relatively high density of
ch&

botanical materials and higher species rkhness in the south part of the site support

observations by Nicholas (see Chapter 1) that activity areas are concentrated within this area.
Certainly the high density of charrd plant remains within the southem part of the tenace
suggests that this zone was more intensively used for activities invohing fire or discard (see
Miller 1988; Pearsall 1983). Density can also reflect discard patterns but it is argued here
that the recovery of these plants from hearth features indicates that burning (in situ)activities
took place here. Furthemore plant-use activities appear to have been concentrated within
the

features

found

in

Units

30

and

32

as

the

adjacent

non-feature Units 33 and 3 1 yielded very low amounts of plant rernains. interestingly, nonfeature units h m the north part of the site (units 17, 22, 19 and 34), while significantly
poorer in plant remains than the featwe-bearing units, produced greater taxa richness and
density of material than non-feature contexts h m the sauth area (Units 33 and 31). One
possible explanation for this pattern is that plant remains in the non-feature contexts within
the north part of the site resulted fiom intentional dumping, while plant remains from the
non-feahue contexts that were adjacent to the Unit 30 and 32 features, resulted from the
unintentional scattering of material h m these feahues. It is also possible that the areas
around the hearth were swept clean subsequent to use.
Due to the absence of in-situ features in Units 17, 22, 19, 34, 33 and 31, 1 also
considered the effects of topographic factors such as slope and run-off.

Given the

aggregation of plant materials as well as artefacts within these contexts (Nicholas 1996), it
was concluded that topographic factors do not explain the origins of the deposits.
Nevertheless natural factors, such as run-off, may have affécted the scattering of materiai
during deposition andor pst-deposition.

Vertical ~chronoloeical)distribution over the site
The interpretation of chronological change in the charred botanical material is limited
because, on the whole, two of the t h e stratigraphie layers of site EeRb 140 are analyseci
here. However, useful insights are possible h m the vertical patteming. The density
measures (Tables 5 and 6) show that the charred plant retnains are concentrated within the
upper levels of Units 30 and 32 in the south part of the site. This patteming mggests an

increase in the intensity of activities involving 6re during the later occupation of the site ( s e

Miller 1988; Pearsall 1983). Again, it is possible that this paneni indicates increased
dumping activities. Nevertheless, given îhat the plant remains (including charcoal) are

coucentrated within the hearth features, it is argued here that the archaabotanical patterning

of these features is the resuIt of in situ burning activities and not dumping.
Feature Contexts: Unit 30
Unit 30 (Plate 27) contained three distinct contexts: an upper Hearth Feature, a
Transition Zone and a Lower (Pit) Feature (Figure 6). The vertical distribution in Unit 30, as
shown in Table 5, demonstrates a greater density of plant rernains and greater taxa rïchness
in the uppmost context, the Hearth Feature. The concentrations of charred plant remains
decrease with depth. No taxa occur in the lower contexts that do not occur in the Hearth.

The Hearth (Figure 7) occupied the north edge of the excavation unit between 5-35
cm bs. It contained significant amounts of charcoal, bumed w w d and FCR. A concentration
of deer bone was recovered at 30 cm bs (JSicoIas 19%). Among al1 contexts examined in

this study, this feature bas the highest plant taxa richness (n = 27) and the greatest density of
plant remains in al1 classes of maierial except vegetative tissue and charcoal.
The Transition Zone lies ai 35-50 cm bs. This context appears to be an "overlapwarea
between the Hearth and Lower Feature (Nicholas 19%). The patteming in the plant remains

of the Transition Zone is more similar the overlying Hearth than the underlying pit feature in
terms of the intensity of activities involving fke. It is second only to the Unit 30 Hearth in
taxa nchness (n = 17) and in the density of seeds and needles.

The Unit 30 Lower Feature, a bark-lined pit, occupied the north haM of the square
between 5 6 8 5 cm bs. Figures 6 and 8 illustrate this feature. The side walls and base of the
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pit were lined with birch and ponderosa pine bark strips. There is no evidence for an in situ
fire within this feature (Nicholas 1996). The pit contained significant amounts of unchaned
seeds that appear to have been preserved by desiccation. Unchmed seeds are not analysed
here but a preliminary identification determined the presence of Saskatoon, strawberry blite,
red-osier dogwood, lemonweed, grasses, pine nuts, chokecherry and Rubus.

in sum, the vertical patterning in Unit 30 suggests that plants were charred within
Hearth Feature and later became rnixed into the lower levels. This interpretation accords
with observations by Nicholas and Tryon (1999) that the sîratigraphy here is mixed which
they attribute to the repeated re-use of the site over time. Nevertheless, the charred matenal

in the lower levels may be due to other factors such as secondary deposition or bioturbation.
Feature Context: Unit 32
The Unit 32 Hearth (Figure 9) was located approximately two meters south of the
Unit 30 Hearth. This unit was excavated to a depth of 40 cm bs and three layers were
identified. The hearth, situated within Layer iI at 10-15 cm bs, contained a high
concentration of charcoal and charcoal stained soi1 as well as FCR and burnt wood. Animal
bone and an unchaned bircti bark roll were recovered fiom the uppermost part of the hearth,
at the boundary between Layer I and Layer II (not visible in Figure 9). Chert and basalt
microblades were scattered in the area around the hearth (Nicholas 19%). Chaned plant
remains were concentrated within the Hearth and the overlying Layer 1. Ahnost no plant
material was recovered kom the areas sunounding and below the hearth.
Cornparison of Unit 30 and Unit 32 Hearth Features
The Unit 30 and Unit 32 Hearth deposits exhiiit distinctly ciiffereut patterning which
suggest that these two feahires were used in different ways and for different pwposes. The
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Figure 9. Plan View of the Unit 32 Hearth Feature at 10 15 cm bs.
(after Nicholas 1996).
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Unit 30 Hearth deposit is significantly deeper than that of the Unit 32 Hearth.
Concentrations of plant cemains in the Unit 30 Hearth occupied at least 30 cm in depth
(possibly extending down another 15 cm into the Transition Zone) while in the nearby Unit
32 Hearth feature, the concentrations of plant remains occupied a depth of five cm (possibly
10 cm if including the overlying Layer 1). The depth of the Unit 30 charred botanical
deposit indicates either the very intensive use of this feature and/or the repeated use of this
feature. Moreover, the mixing of substantial arnounts of charred rnaterial into the layers
below the Unit 30 Hearth suggests that this featuce was used intensively and/or re-used. in
contrast, the Unit 32 Hearth is relatively shallow and the charred botanical rernains are not
rnixed into the layers below the feature. Consequently it is inferreci here that the Unit 32
Hearth was used less intensively than the Unit 30 Hearth or for different types of activities.
in tenns of species richness, the number of identified taxa is four tirnes greater in the

Unit 30 Hearth than the Unit 32 Hearth (Table 5). The Unit 32 Hearth yielded relatively high
concentrations of gras seeds (7 seednitre), charcoal (25.1 gilitre), and Unknown Vegetative
Tissue Type 1 (0.8 glitre). Charred birch bark is absent h m the Unit 32 Heath feature and
conifer needles occur here only in small arnounts (>O.2/litre). in contrast, the Unit 30 Hearth
produced less charcoal(3.0 g/litre) but comparatively high concentrations of conifer needles
(287.8 fiagmentsllitre), birch bark (0.1 g/litre) as well as high concentrations of a relatively

wide range of seeds.
Non-feature Units
Only the upper and second layers of the non-feature units 17, 22, 19 and 34 are
examined here. Given the absence of hearths ancüor other features and the relatively low

densities of plant remains and charcoal in these units (Tables 5 and 6) it appears that in these

areas the charred plant remains resulted kom secondary deposition, such as dumping of
debris h m hearths. Furthemore, given the mixing of deposits at EeRb 140, it is also
possible that these contexts represent disturbed features (Nicholas and Tryon 1999).
Units 19 and 34, situated within the north-west of the site, produceci relatively more
charred plant remains fiom their lower layers than their upper layers. This suggests that
plant-related activities, including secondary deposition, decreased in this area of the site
during the later occupation. Recently Nicholas and Tryon (1999) reporteci an uncharred
unlined storage pit in Layer iü of Unit 19 at a depth of 65-70 cm which has been
radiocarbon dated to 860 k 60 BP. This layer is not examined here due to time constraints.
Units 17 and 22 are within the north-east of the site. The absence of features and the
relatively low amounts of chaned seeds, charcoal and other materials suggest secondary
deposition. The upper and lower levels are similar in species richness but the density of
charred botanical material increases slightly in the upper levels. Consequently, this area
appears to have been uszd somewhat more intensively during the later occupation of the site.
Plant-use at Site EeRb 140: Abundaace

Following Pearsall (1988) standardised abundance measures, represented by
percentages, are used to assess the distribution of plant types among the diflerent contexts at
site EeRb 140 (Table 7) for seeds, vegetative tissue and needles. Abundances are not
calculated for wood charcoal, which is quantifid by ubiquity in the following section. The

aim of using abundance measures is to reduce the biases that affect archaeobotanical
assemblages by cornparhg of relative quantities of plant remains in situations of sùnilar

Tabk 7.

Abundance {%) of taxa throughout the archaeologicalcontexts and accordine to their elbawra~hicallvrcwrted u s a

L.

preservation. Converting abundance measures to a percent normalises the data such that
contexts of different sizes are comparable (Pearsall 1988). Seed abundance was detennined
by 6rst tabulatiag the total number of seeds recovered fiom a given context and then
calculating what percent of tbat total each taon represents. Needle wuencies were
determined h m counts and vegetaîive tissue fiequencies were determined h m weights (g).
For the purpose of assessing the sources of the charred botanical remains recovered at
EeRb 140, in Table 7 plants are classified according to their archaeological context of origin
and their ethnographically known uses as fwd, medicine, technology or as having multiple
uses. Bearing in mind that many plants have multiple uses, in Table 7 plants are classified
according to their most commonly reporteci PIateau use@) (as referenced in Table 7). For
example, Brassicaceae and Rumer are classified here as medicinal plants aIthough in other
parts of the world their greens, rwts andlor se& are commonly used as food andfor
condiments. Most taxa identified just to the family level are classified into "plants having
multiple potential uses" because a plant famiIy typically encompasses many different species
that may potentially serve a multitude of different human uses. Nevertheless, several plant
families are known to have served a single use on the Plateau and are therefore classified as
such in Table 7. Among the plant remains recovered fiom EeRb 140 these taxa include
grasses and sedges, which are reported as used exclusively in technology, and mustards
which were used only for medicinal putposes (Palmer 1975a; Turner et al. 1980; Turner et
al. 1990; Turner et al. in prep).

Cf:strawberry blite is classified w i W the "multiple potential uses" category. This
is due to the fact that even though most Plateau ethnobotanies report that strawbeny blite

was used exclusively as a dye, some reports indicate that it was used as a food (see Chapter
V). In Table 7 cf strawberry blite abundances are omitted fiom the Unit 30 Hearth and

Transition Zone contexts because the numbers are extremely high and otherwise obscure the
overall patteming within these contexts. Nevertheless, consideration has to be given to the
fact that Cf:strawberry blite is the most abundant seed taxon in the Unit 30 Hearth,
comprising 86% of the overall seed abundance.
Moreover, cf. strawberry blite clusters in the Unit 30 Hearth in high densities (321.2
seedlitre) but is relatively spme or absent h m the other contexts jsee Table 6). The high
concentration of this taxon in the Unit 30 Hearth may in part be due to the large number of
seeds produced by a single Chenopodium plant (Hitchcock et al, 1964) or to seed rain
(Pearsall 1989). Nevertheless, that does not explain how the plant got into the feature in the
first place nor why it is relatively absent h m the other contexts. Given the fact that
strawberry blite clusters discretely and in large concentrations within this single feature, it is
inferred here that this pImt was introduced as a result of hman selection. Notwithstanding
the controversy regarding the use of strawberry blite as food in the Southem Interior (see
Chapter V), it is argued here that at EeRb 140 cf: strawberry blite probably served as food or
medicine or as a condiment or for Lining pit-ovens.
On the other hand, in addition to food processing activities, the Unit 30 Hearth

feature may have been used for preparing raw materials for domestic use. It is possible that,

as reported in the ethnographies, at site EeRb 140 strawberry blite was being used to dye.
Indeed several other taxa were identifid at EeRb 140 that were used to make dyes on the
Plateau including: hazel, red-osier dogwood, lemonweed and ponderosa pine (see Table 2).

Feaîures: Unit 30 Hearth (Upoer Feature)

The Unit 30 Hearth is the only context which pduced evidence for in situ plant-food
processing activities. (Indeed, Table 7 shows that most of the other contexts produced higher
abundances of f d plants than plants having medicinal, technological and other but in nearly
al1 cases these appear to represent secondary deposition). 'ïhe abundance measures (Table 7)
indicate that 46% of the seeds recovered fiom the Unit 30 Hearth represent food plants,
prharily "ôeny foods" (n = 6) and nuts (n = 2). A "root food", nodding onion, accounts for

5.3% of the non-wood vegetative tissue. Other economicaily useful taxa represented in the
seed assemblage include: 15% medicinal, 21% technology, and 6.4% plants of multiple

uses.
When compared with the Plant-use model (Table 2) the composition of the plant
assemblage in the Unit 30 Hearth suggests both pit-oven and open hearth processing
activities. Open hearth processing is inferred fiom the association of "berry foods",
rnedicinal plants and grasses and sedges recovered here. Berries alone total 45.9% of the
identified seeds fiom the Unit 30 Hearth. Mashed and whole bemes were also recovered
hem. The Plant-use model indicates that berries were typically processed by drying over or
near the fire, or else boiled or steamed. Moreover, Turner et al. (1990: 29) report that food
presewation activities typicaily involved a hearîh even if only for the purpose of creating
smoke to deter flies and other insects.
Plateau ethnographies report that bemes were dried whole on mats over an open fire,

mashed into cakes (ofien with other bemes) and then dried, or boiled in bark containers
(Turner 1997). Mashed and whole berries were recovered h m the Unit 30 Hearth,

including Saskatoon and current/gooseberry. Until we better understand the effects of

diffefent types of processhg on the morphology and anatomy of Plateau food plants, it is not
possible to infer processing methods h m the condition of the archaeobotanicaî specimens,
Indeed, no composite material resembling mashed berry cakes was recovered.

Ethnographie sources M e r report that berry-drying mats were typically made tiom
grasses and sedges (Teit 1900, 1909; Turner et al. 1980; Turner et al. 1990; Twner et al. in
prep). Consequently, the relative abundance of grasses and sedges (21%) may support the
interpretation that this feature bctioned as an open hearth for berry drying. The argument
for open hearth processing is tùrther supported by the presence of the medicinal plants
Brassicaceae, cf: Lappula and Rumex, representing 14.9% of the relative seed abundance in
this context. Medicinal plants were usually boiled, steeped, or dried directly over a fire.

In the Unit 30 Hearth Feature, pit-oven technology is suggested by the association of
pine nut, nodding onion tissue, Douglas-fir needles, grasses and sedges. This interpretation
is supported by the feature dimensions (approximately 80 cm wide by 40 cm deep) which
accord well with those of ethnographically known Plateau pit-oven technology (Teit 1909:
236; Turner and Peacock 1995). Pit-oven cooking was used primarily for pmcessing mot
foods, but it was occasionally used for cooking meat. As noted earlier, deer bone was
recovered h m this feature. Moreover, while bemes alone are not reported as having been
processed by pit-cooking, berries and berry juice were sornetimes added as flavouring to
meat (Turner 1997; Turner

et

al. 1990). Finally, a single rwt food, nodding onion,

represents 5.3% of the relative abundance of the non-wood vegetative tissue recovered fiom
the Unit 30 Hearth (Table 7)- Such small amounts would be expected if some of the outer

layers of the onion were "cleaned" and tossed into the feature as debris, as described by
Turner (1992).
Nevertheles, the interpretation of the function of the Unit 30 Hearth is camplicated
by the fact that, according to the ethnographies, grasses, sedges and noddhg onion can be

linked to both pit-cooking and open hearth processing. Grasses and sedges were used as

mats for drying becries as well as lining for pit-ovens, and Turner (1997: 62) ceports that
several grasses were specifically hitcvested for pit-cooking nodding onion. Furthemore,
nadding onion was sometimes roasted in open hearths and other times in pit-ovens (Turner
1997: 62).

More definite evidence of pit-oven processing in the Unit 30 Hearîh is inferred h m
the large concentration of conifer needles recovered h m this feature (Table 5). According
to the Plant-use model, while conifer boughs and pine needles were used for lining pit-ovens,
unlike grasses they were not used in open-hearth food processing. Table 7 indicates that the
Douglas-fir needle fragments constitute over 99.3 % and ponderosa pine needIes 0.6% of the
relative abundance of conifer needles in this feature. This pattern corresponds well with

Teit's (1909: 236) description of pit-oven construction in which a layer of yellow pine
needles (ponderosa pine) is interspersed between two layers of Douglas-fir branches within
the upper layers of the pit. Significantly, ponderosa pine needles were concentrated within
the Unit 30 Hearth and absent fiom the crintexts surrounding Unit 30.

The best explanation for the taxa found in the Unit 30 Head is that on some
occasions the feature was used for open hearth processing, and at other times it was used as a
pit-oven. For example, the pit-oven may have been required to prepare f d for immediate

consumption such as the nodding onion and the deer bone recovered here. At other tirnes the
open hearth may have been used for drying bemes and medicina1 plants. For sake of
consistency, throughout this study the Unit 30 upper feature is referred to as the "Unit 30
Hearth" even though it appears to have also been also used for pit-oven processing.
Unit 30 Lower Feature
The preliminary identification of the uncharred birch and pine bark in this kature
supports Nicholas' (Nicholas and Tryon 1999) interpretation of the Unit 30 Lower Feature as

a storage pit. This interpretation is upheld by ethnographie accounts which report that, in the
Kamloops region, underground cache pits were the primary means of storing fish and some
plant foods (Alexander 1992b). This argument is tùrther supported by the presence of the
necessary conditions for cache-pit preservation here including the arid climate, sandy soi1

and the birch and conifer bark lining. However, the large number of uncharred beny seeds
found in this context cannot be explained by the ethnographies which report that dried bemes
were typically in stored above ground in baskets so that air could flow fieely around hem
(e.g. see Turner et al. 1990: 29). Altematively, the uncharred seeds may represent secondary

debns brought fiom other parts of the site, for example, if the residents of site EeRb 140 reused the existing storage pit as a rubbish dump. Moreover, this uncharred plant assemblage
may represent a rodent cache. Fuhue analyses of this assemblage (not included here) may

better explain these desiccated seeds.
As noted earlier, the density of charred plant remains and number of charred taxa
movered h m the Unit 30 Lower Feature, combined with lack of evidence of buming
within this feature, suggest that they were deposited by secondary deposition or bioturbation.
As in the overlying Unit 30 Hearth, charred berries dominate the seed abundance,

representing 60.6% (Table 7).

Fragments of nodding onion tissue are also present.

Medicinal plants account for 5.8% of the seed assemblage and plants used in technology
represent 11.7% of the seed assemblage. No taxa were found here that did not occur in the
overlying contexts.
Unit 32 Hearth Feature
The relative abundance of seeds representing food plants (46%) is low in the Unit
32 Hearth Feature while there is a greater abundance of seeds (grasses) representing

technology (76.3%) (Table 7). However, with the exception of a single Douglas-fir needle
fragment, grasses represent the only non-wood taxa used in technology. Charred birch bark
is absent here. Significantly, there is a high abundance of Unknown Vegetative Tissue Type
1 which constitutes almost 70% of the vegetative tissue found in this feature.

Within Unit 32, the Hearth Feature and the overlying Layer 1 appear to have resulted
fiom separate events. Certainly the Unit 32 Hearih exhibits a greater intensity of fire than
Layer 1, as inferred from the relatively high densities of charred seeds, charcoal and
vegetative tissue (Table 5). Also, the patteming in Layer 1 is the reverse of that of the
Hearth, with edible bemes (40%) and medicinal plants (40%) dominating the seed
abundance measures (Table 7). Conversely, in the Hearth edible bemes and medicinal plants
add up to less than 16% of the total seed abundaoce while plants used in technology
represent 76%. Finally, within the Hearth Feature, the Unknown Vegetative Tissue Type 1
represents alrnost 70% of the ch&

vegetative matenal, while in Layer 1 the Unknown

Vegetative Tissue Type 1 accounts for 36.1%. Compareci with other contexts examineci hem,
the patterning of the Unit 32 Layer 1 is more similar to the other non-feature contexts.

Consequently, it is inferred here that this layer resulted h m secondary deposition.

Com~arisonof the Unit 30 and Unit 32 Feahues
The differences between the patternhg of the Unit 32 and Unit 30 hearths support the
interpretation (seabove) that these two features were used for different purposes. in
contrast with the Unit 30 Hearth, the Unit 32 Hearth has a relatively high abundance of
Unknown Vegetative Tissue Type 1 and low amounts of berry seeds, medicinal plants, cf:
strawbeny blite and conifer needles (Table 7). The fact that Unknown Vegetative Tissue
Type 1 was also recovered fiom the Unit 30 Hearth where plant-processing has been
identifiai, suggests a possible link between this material and food processing activities.
Therefore it is possible that the Unit 32 Hearth was used for processing plant foods.
The Unit 32 Hearth produced significantly more charcoal (25 g /litre) than the Unit
30 Hearth (3.2 gtlitre). The enormous différence between these two charcoal deposits

suggests that activities associated with the Unit 30 Hearth required the bwning of less wood
than activities associated with the Unit 32 Hearth. Altematively, if indeed the Unit 30

Hearth Feature was used as a pit-oven, then burnt wood and charcoal would have been
removed prior to filling the pit with the foods to be cooked (see Chapter iii). Certainly the
compmtivety lower density of charcoal found in Unit 30 suggests that the final use of the
Unit 30 Hearth involved little wood burning. It is also possible that at EeRb 140 al1 hearths
were reguIarly cleaned out before re-use. in this scenario, the fact that the Unit 32 Hearth
was not cleaned out may indicate that it represents a single undisturbed episode.
Non-feature Contexts
in the previous sections it was determined the non-feature contexts of site EeRb 140

(found in Units 17, 22, 19,34, 33, 3 1) represent secondary deposition or disturbed deposits.
Most seed taxa fiom these contexts represent food plants (Table 7). Consequently fiom the

patteming in seed abundance it inferrd here that plant food processing was the primary

focus of plant-related activities throughout site EeRb 140. The non-feature deposits are more
similar to îhe Unit 30 Hearth than the Unit 32 Hearth in tems of the range and types of taxa
represented. The Unit 30 Hearth and the non-feature contexts producd higher percentages
of seeds representing food plants than seeds representing other categories of plant-use. This

pattern varies slightiy in context within the north-east, Units 17 and 22 where plants used in
technology dominate the lower level seed abundance and foods and medicina1 plants are on

par in the upper levels.
Wood Charcoal

Ubiauity
Wood charcoal was analysed exclusively fiom the three features. In consideration of
the large amount of fragmentation that occurs with wood charcoal (Srnart and Hohan
19881, presence or ubiquity analysis was used to analyse the patteming in wood charcoal

taxa instead of abundance (Table 8). A ubiquity score, represented by a percentage, indicates
the number of samples in which a taxon occurs within a set of samples. Ubiquity measures
are a way to standardise the data such that cornparisons can be made between feature
contexts but the distribution of each taxon is evaluated independently (Popper 1988: 61).
Eight saniples each were examined h m the Unit 30 Hearth and Lower Feature. Three
samples were examined h m the Unit 30 Transition zone and the Unit 32 Hearth. Each

sampte containeci ten specimens.

Tabk 8. Ubiquity: wood charcoal taxa among the feature contexts

I
Pinus (pine)
P. menzbii (Douglas-Tir)
P o p u l d a i k (Cottoawood~Willow)
A. cf: tridentata (big sagebrush)
Unidentifiab k conifer
Uaidentiîiable deciduous
Unidentifiable
'# of sampki aia)yxd

volume of charcoal (g)
volume of sediment (1)

Presence in %
Unit 30
Unit 30
Unit 30 Transition Lower
Hearth
Zone
Feature
1O0
25
100
37.5
25
25
12.5

100
66.6
100
33.3
33.3

83.1
25
100

33.3

83.1
50
83

8
100.52
30.9

3
1 7.09
1I

8
35.75
30

Unit 32
Heartb
1O0
33
1O0

3
103.5
4.12

The Unit 30 Hearth and Transition Zone showed similar patterning, producing almost
the same list of taxa with sùnilar ubiquity scores. However, the Transition Zone obtained a
significantly higher ubiquity score for buglas-fir than did the Hearth. and no unidentifiable
deciduous specimens were found here. This pattern is possibly due to the relativeiy small
sample size. The Unit 30 Lower Feature differed fkom the other two Unit 30 contexts. First,
while

cf: big sagebrush was absent here, it was present in approximately one third of the

samples examined Erom the overlying Unit 30 Hearîh and the Transition Zone. Furthemore

there was a greater fiquency of unidentifiable wood charcoal in the Lower Feature.
With the exception of the cf: big sagebrush, the trends for each of the three other taxa

are consistent throughout these four contexts. No cf: big sagebmsh nor unidentifiable wood
charcoal were recovered fiorn the Unit 32 Hearth. Pinus and Popt~lus/SnliXhave high

-

ubiquity scores (83-100%). P. menziesii has a score of 25% 33% in the feature contexts.
Phvsicd character and condition of the wood charcoal
The interpretation of the physical conditions of the wood charcoal fiom site EeRb
140 is limited by the absence of data on the effects of different Fue conditions on the

anatomical and morphological characteristics of Plateau wood taxa. NevertheIess f?om the
character and condition of the charcoal some observations are possible. Branch wood was
comrnon among charcoal h m the Unit 30 and Unit 32 hearth features. Many hgrnents
recovered fiom the Unit 32 Hearth are highly shhy and distorted, charactenstics which
suggest intensdy hot, moist conditions (Hather 1993). A h , al1 the charcoal in the Unit 32
Hearth was in an identifiable state which suggests little mechanical damage.

observation supports the (above) suggestion that Unit 32 was undisturbed.

This

Charcoal h m the Unit 30 Lower Feahire was more difficult to identiQ because the
fragments are more eroded than specimens h m the other two features. This condition may

be due mechanical damage resulting from the repeated re-use of the feature a d o r the weight
of the overbwden. Furthermore, over the cenninnines
the repeated wetting and àrying, fieezing
and thawing and/or bioturbation may have fiagmented the charcoal (Keepax 1988; Smart and
Hoffman 1988).
Ethnom~hicand archaeolo~icalcom~arisonof the charcoal
As shown in the Plant-use mode1 (Table 2), Populus. Willow, pine and Douglas-Br
were used for a variety of purposes on the Plateau and were preferred for the processing of
plant and animal foods as well as smoking hides. Populus and Douglas-fir were selected by
Plateau groups for their slow-burning properties. Populus and willow were preferred for
smoking meat, willow is preferred for smoking tish because it does not impart a bad fiavour.
Douglas-branches and boughs were favoured as fuel and lining for pit-ovens. Pine and sage
were selected for the5 tendency to produce a hot, fmt fire. Furthermore, pine branches are
easy to collect because pines are seif-pruning trees. Sage was typically used as kindling
(parish et aal. 1996; Teit 1909; Turner et al 1990; Turner et al. in prep).
hterestingly, in the Unit 30 Hearth pine has a significantly higher ubiquity score than
Douglas-fir wood.

in contrast, den=

concentrations of Douglas-fir needles were

representeà than pine needles. This suggests that pine was the preferred fiel wood, but that
Douglas-fù- boughs were selected over pine for lining of the pit-oven. This pattern accords
well with that of Plateau food prucessing technology as known h m the ethnographie record
(Alexander 1992b; Teit 1909; Turner n.d.; Tumer et al. in prep).

Seasons Represented by the Archaeobotanical Assemblage
Table 9 shows the abundance (%) of seed taxa throughout the archaeological contexts
and accordiig to the months that they are reported to have been harvested on the B.C.
Plateau. From Table 9 it is inferred that EeRb 140 was primarily used h m mid to late
summer. Berry foods such as Saskatoon, Ribes and Rubus were iypically harvested in late
June and July in the low to rnid elevations. Bemes growing at higher elevations ripen later,
thus a large part of the berry harvesting could have taken place towards the end of the
summer within the upland zones. The presence of chokecherry and red-osier dogwood,
which ripen in late summer, indicates that some processing took place as late as August or
September. The immature state of the cf: hazeinut suggests that it was collected some t h e
d e r July and prior to October. Furthemore, some species recovered at EeRb 140 may have
been collected and partially preserved ear!ier in the s u m e r and processed again later in the
season. For example, nodding onion and ponderosa pine nuts can be collected as early as
May and Saskatoon bemes as early as June. The occupation of EeRb 140 dwing the mid to
late surnrner accords with ethnographicatly known land-use and harvesting practices
(Alexander l99îa and b; Turner i 997).

Land-use: Environments Represented by the Arcbaeobotanical Assemblage
Table 10 classifies the seed taxa h m EeRb 140 throughout the archaeological
contexts and according to the environmental zones in which they are most commonly found.
The interpretation of this table is hampered by the fact that many plants grow in several
zones. Furthemore, the interpretation of the environments represented here is also tirnited
by the fact that it is not possible to discm the specific habitats of plants identifid only to the

Table 9. Abundance (74) oîseed taxa throughout the archaeologicalcontexts and according to the monlhs within whicb they were harvested on the

* Sced rbuadimcc wis dctcrmincd by iïrsl abulitiag ihc mumbcr otrnds rccovcrcd tram igivca coatcxt, idahca cikulitiag wbil prrccai OC iim: total cicb tixon reprcwats.
** Indicita tbrt (bis Truit ripcas r t tbis tinc and in the subwqucat montbs, depcnding oa :Le spccin and iltiiuâe.

family or genus.
According to Table 10, most seeds recovered fiom EeRb 140 represent taxa that can
be found within the Bunchgrass and Ponderosa Pine Zones, in the low to mid elevations that

surround the site. Likewise, the charcoal ubiquity analysis (Table 8) indicates a greater use
of arboreal taxa that are common in the low to mid elevations (Pinw and possibly
Populus/Salk). However the use of the upland zones is also indicated by the presence of

nodding onion tissue, hazelnut and Vaccinium seeds and Douglas-tir wood and needles.
Cbapter Summary

From the horizontal patterning of plant remains at site EeRb 140 it is evident that
activity was concentrated within the front of the site. The vertical patternhg shows that there
was an increase in the intensity of activities involving fire during the later occupation of the
site (Miller 1988; Pearsall 1983). Certainly the nurnber of identified taxa and the density of
charred plant remains increase within the upper levels of the site.
The list of plaiits found at EeRb 140 corresponds well with lists of plants of
economic significance on the Plateau. A majority of the seeds represent taxa that npened
and were harvested from mid to late summer (late June - August). Most taxa could have

ken obtained h m the vegetation zones surrounding site EeRb. Nevertheless some use of

the uplands is suggested by the presence of nodding onion, hazelnut, Vaccinirim and

Douglas-fir.
The three features examineci here evidently represent distinctly different types of
plant-use activities. The Unit 30 Heart. is the only context in which in situ plant food

processing can be identifieci. The archaeobotany of the Unit 30 Hearth suggests both pit-

oven and open hearth plant-food processing activities. The charred plant remains found in
the Unit 30 h w e r Feahm, a bark-lined storage pit, are interpreted as a secondary deposit or,

the results of bioturbation or mixing of materiais h m the overlying hearth feature. The Unit
32 Hearth is distinct in terms of the composition and condition of the plant assemblage.

There is no clear evidence for food processing in this feature. Reiatively hi& concentrations
of grass seeds and vegetative tissue were recovered h m this hearîh, in particular Unknown
Vegetative Tissue Type 1. From the condition of the charcoal, the Unit 32 Hearth appears to
have experienced intenseIy hot, rnoist conditions.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION: THE FRUT OF TEEIR LABOUR
The purpose of this î b ù chapter is to summarise and evaluate the results of this
study. The chapter begins by addressing the research questions outlined in Chapter 1. The
significance of the study is then discussed.

Subsequently the methods of sampling and

analysis are assessed. Through the course of this research a number of problems have
emerged that need to be addressed in order for Plateau researchers to better interpret
palaeoethnobotanical assemblages at prehistoric sites in this region. Consequently the final
section provides suggestions for future palaeoethnobotanical research within the South
Thompson River region.

Plant Foods and Processing
Fmm the context compaxison of the seed abundance measures it is inferred here that
plant food processing was the primary focus of plant-related activities at site EeRb 140. Nine
of the 30 plants identified at site EeRb 140 are ethnographically known Plateau food plants:
A. cernuum, A. alnifolia, C. stoloni/éra, cj: CoryIus, Pinus, P. virginiana, Ribes, Rubus, and

Vaccinium.

The plant processing activities in the Unit 30 Hearth appear to have

encompassed both open-hearth and pit-oven methods. In the Unit 30 Hearth, processing for
the purpose of preservation of food and medicind plants, by drying them on mats over an
open hearth, is suggested by the association of beny seeds, medicina1 plants, grasses and
sedges. In addition, the use of this feature as a pit-oven is suggested by the association of
pine nut, nodding onion tissue, Douglas-fir and pine needles, and grasses and sedges. The
pit-oven may have been used to pmcess food for preservation or to prepare food for
immediate consumption. The intetpretation of this feahue as a pit-oven is supportai by the

depth of the feature and the relatively low density of charcoat fouad here in cornparison with
the adjacent Unit 32 Heatth. In addition, charred fragments of birch bark, recoveted h m the

Unit 30 Hearth, may be the remains of containers or wrappings br foods during pi€-cooking.
Wood charcoal identified h m both the Unit 30 and Unir 32 Hearth contexts include
Douglas-fir, Pinur and Popuius~iiow,which are known have been preferred fiels in
preparation of food and medicine and the smoking of hides.
The archaeobotany of the Unit 32 Kearth is distinct fiom the Unit 30 Hearth in ternis

of the dimensions of the deposit, the density of the charred plant remains, species richness,
species abundance, and the density and condition of the charcoal, The Unit 32 Hearth plant
assemblage was dominateci by reiatively high amounts of charcoal, vegetative tissue and

gras seeds. The "glassy" condition of the wood charcoal indicates a hot, moist fire. The
relatively intact specimens of branch wood among the charcoal suggest that the Unit 32
Hearth was undisturbed subsequent to use, and thus may represent a single episode of use.

Frorn cornparisons with the Unit 30 Hearth feature and also the Plant-use model, it is inferred
here that the Unit 32 Hearth was not used for berry processing or pit-cooking. Nevertheless,

we cannot rule out the possibility ihat this feature was used to process plant f d s .
Plants Brought onto the Site for Non-food Purposes or by Accidental Means

According to the Resource Availability model (Table 1) Artemhia, Asteraceae,

mustard, strawberry blite, dock, stickseed, lemonweed, grasses, sedges, and wiId roses grew
in close proximity to site EeRb 140 during the Late Prehistoric. Consequently the argument
cannot be disregardeci that bey may have been deposited here accidentally andior by naturd
means such as seed r d . On the oîher band, the leaves and stems of mustards, stickseed and

dock are known to have been used exclusively for medicinal purposes on the Plateau.

Therefore it is feasible that at EeRb 140 these seeds became charred and deposited when the
vegetative parts of the plants were dried over the fire as described in the Plant-use mode!.
However it is also conceivable that in during the Late Prehistoric Penod these plants were
used in ways not reported in the ethnographies, for example the argument that is fowarded
here is that they may have been used as condiments for flavouring fish or meat or as lining in
pit-cooking.
Although the accidental introduction of the grasses and sedges cannot be ruled out, it
is argued here that these taxa were intentionally introduced into the features. The clustering
of grasses and sedges within the hearth features (Table 4) and their association with other
plant materials (Table 6) conespond well with ethnographically known pit-oven and berrydrying plant processing activities (Table 2). The ethnographies report that the leaves and
stems of these plants were used for lining pit-ovens and as mats for drying bemes.
As noted earlier, cf. strawberry blite is the most abundant seed taxon in the Unit 30

Hearth, comprising 86% of the overall seed abundance. The large quantity of cf: strawbeny
blite seeds in this feature may be the result of natural factors, such as seed rain. It can also
be argued that cf: strawberry blite was selected accidentally when other herbaceous resources,
such as grasses, were collected (see Lepofsky et al. 1996). However, the fact that these seeds
cluster discretely and in large concentrations within this feature, and are relatively absent
elsewhere, strongly suggests that this plant was introàuced as a result of human selection fur

use as food, medicine, as a dye or as a condiment or lining for the pit- oven. The

interpretation of cf: strawberry biite as food, medicine, a condiment and/or for lining a pitoven, diverges significantlyh m reported Plateau uses of this plant.
Land-use: Environmenb and Seasonality

The taxa recovered h m site EeRb 140 represent low, mid and upland habitats h m

within the Bunchgrass, Ponderosa Pine and Douglas-Er vegetation zones. Plants were
collected from nverine and lacustrine areas, as well as h m îhe drier, Artemisia steppe of the
lower altitudes and the open coniferous forests of the mid altitudes. [t has been argued in
previous chapters that, with the exception of nodding onion, Vaccinium, hazelnut and
Douglas-fir, al1 plants found at EeRb 140 were obtainable within the vegetation zones that
swround the site (Table 9)- The pmximity of these harvesting grounds to site EeRb 140
supports arguments by Turner (1992) and Pokotylo and Froese (1983) who contend that on
the Plateau, plant processing typically took place near to the collecting areas. Nevertheless,
the density of Douglas-fir needles within the Unit 30 Hearth suggests that the group who
used EeRb 140 were willing to travel to more distant zones to collect preferred processing
materials. This accords with ethnographie observations that a good deai of time and energy
was expended for collecting fiiels and materials for pit cooking. For example Turner (1992)
and Alexander (1992b) q o r t that the gathering of materials and constnicting of pit-ovens
took two between one and seven days, depending on the quantity of material to be processed
and the other activities that took place at the same tirne.
Most of the plants identifiai h m seeds at EeRb 140 are known to npen in mid to late

summer, between late h u e and late August, depending on the elevation in which they grow.
The first Saskatoon f i t could have been hawested within the lower elevations in June.

They may have been collected later as the ethnobotanies report that harvesters followed the
sequential ripening of the bemes up the mountains and collected and processed bemes
including Saskatoon, blueberries and h ~ c k l e b ~ e sMost
. likely task groups retuxned h m
the uplands to the river valleys for the fishing season during August and September, as
reporteci in the ethnographies (Alexander 1992b;Turner 1992, 1997). The aggregation of
people in the Thompson River Valley in late summer would have shifted the focus of
economic activities ont0 the nearby low and mid elevation habitats near to the winter villages
and river tenaces.

Plants such as red-osier dogwaod and chokecheny were probably

harvested in the lower elevations at this tirne.
Based on ethnographie models, the interpretation forwarded here is that the
archaeobotany at site EeRb 140 represents the activities of task groups, probably made up of
women who collected food plants throughout the Bunchgrass, Ponderosa Pine and Douglasfir zones between June and August. Plants were brought to EeRb 140 to be processed and
preserved for winter consumption. Subsequently the preserved plant foods were probably
taken to the nearby winter village where they were stored for winter use. It is likely that these
plant-processing activities on EeRb 140 took place between August and Septernber in tandem
with nearby fishing and fish presewation activities.
Gender

Questions about gender were not among the original research problems outlined at the
beginning of this study (see Chapter 1). NevertIieless the results of the analysis and,
compatisons with the ethnographies, indicaie that several things can be said about gender at
site EeRb 140. Women's çpecialised piant-processing activities are strongly suggested by

evidence for berry-drying and pitsven cooking of a mot food (Alexander 1992a; Palmer
1975b; Teit 1900, 1909; Tumer 1992, 1997; Turner et al. 1980; Tuner et al. 1990).
Furthemore, harvesting and other plant c o k t i n g activities, typically reported to be the
responsibility of female task groups, are suggested by the range of plants represented at the
site (Alexander 1992a; Palmer 1975b; Teit 1900, 1909; Turner 1992, 1997; Turner et al.
1980; Turner et al. 1990). Thus, we c m situate women at EeRb 140, as well as recognise
their presence through the three environmental zones that surround the site.
The identification of women's activities at site EeRb 140 has significant implications
for fùture gender-based archaeological research in this region, beginning with the role of
women's production as it relates to the procurement, processing and control of critical
resources (Jackson 1991). If we can make distinctions between archaeological features and
sites according to gender, we rnay also be able to detennine how men and women
difkrentially affected site formation processes (Brumbach and Jarvenpa 1997a). Moreover iT
we can determine the patterning in men's and women's activities over the landscape, we will

also be better able to recognise links between gender and the spatial organisation of labour
and the distinct d e s of men and women as they sbctured prehistoric Plateau subsistence
settlement systems (Brombach and Jarvenpa 1997a and b; Jackson 1991).
Plants tbat are Missing from the Assemblage
A nurnber of plants are absent h m the EeRb 140 plant assemblage that are known to

have been processed by open-hearth andior pitsven methods. Cornparisons between the list

of plants found at site EeRb 140 and the Resource Availability mode1 (Table 1) indicate that
early surnrner food plants (mid-May - mid-June) as well as those harvested in the f d

(ûchber) are poorly represented in the assemblage. Particularly conspicuous by their

absence are eady summer species which probably grew within the meadowlands and shrubsteppe around the site including: prickiy pear cactus, yellowbell, chocolate tips, desert hog-

f m e l and bitteroot. Also missing Çom the assemblage are plants that are more abundant in
the uplands including soapberry, strawberry, kinnikinnik, balsammot, spring beauty,
Solomon' seal, and black tree lichen. Most of these taxa are ethnographically known to have

been processed by drying over or near hearths or in pit-ovens, sirnilar to the techology used
at EeRb 240. Consequently, if they were processed at EeRb 140, it is feasible that these taxa
would have become charred and preserved in sirnilar ways to the specimens that have been
recovered. The absence o f upland pIants at site EeRb 140 can best be explained by the fact
that they were probably not brought to EeRb 140 but instead pmessed near to the places
where they were collecied (Turner 1992; Pokotylo and Froese 1983). The relative absence of
early summer and autumn npening taxa suggests that the contexts exarnined here were not

used for plant processing during these time periods. It is possible that these "missing" plants
were processed at other terrace sites within the locality that have not yet been examined for
plant rernains. in sum, the relative absence of early summer and autumn npening plants, as
well as the low nunibers of upland species, support the interpretation that the archaeobotany
at EeRb 140 represents mid to Iate summer activities and that most plants were collected

h m the low to rnid elevations surroundhg the site.
Exchange andlor loag-ùistance tnvei
A cornparison of the plant assemblage with the Resource Availability mode1 shows
that some plants found at EeRb 140 may have been obtained by exchange or travel. Indeed,

hazelnut and huckleberry/blueberry may have been collected Corn the Douglas-6r uplands,
approximate a two hour walking distance h m site EeRb 140. Nevertheless, ethnographie
reports indicate that in this part of Secwepemc tenitory, huckleberry was more abundant near
Nisconlith Creek, to the east of presentday Kamloops (Tumer et al. in prep). Furthemore
the ethnographies also indicate that hazelnut was typically suppliai to Secwepemc groups by
the Chua Chua band, on the North Thompson River.
Finally, if the single pine nut that was recovered tiom Unit 30 is indeed ponderosa
pine, it may have been collected h m îhe nearby uplands. However, the identification of this
seed as whitebark pine would indicate trade or travel further afield, for exarnple, towards

Dog Creek towards the north-west. The identification of this seed as white pine might also
indicate long-distance connections with groups in the north and eastem parts of the region
(Teit 1909; Turner et al. in prep).
Comparison of the EeRb 140 Plant Assemblage with those of Other Plateau Sites

This section aims to aâdress questions concerning how the charred botanical material
h m site EeRb 140 compares with what we know of pre-contact plant use reflected at other
Plateau sites. Cornparisons are made behveen EeRb 140 and four other Late Prehistonc
Plateau sites: the open-air pit-ovens of Upper Hat Creek near Lillooet (Pokotylo and Froese
1983) and Lucky Break on Lake Wenatchee in the Cascades of Washington State (Frieberg
and Stenholrn 1991); the open-air beny processing places excavated in the Big Meadow

Camp in the Cascade uplands of Washington State (Mack and McLure 1996); and the
Keatley Creek pithouse village site (Lepofsky 2000, in press a & b; Lepofsky et al. 1996).
As it is not possible to make between sample cornparisons here, general cornparisons are

made between EeRb 140 and these sites in tenns of the types of activities represented and the
number and types of plants recovered.
EeRb 140 and the two pit-oven sites al1 produced ethnographically known root foods,
&el wood and materials used to line pit-ovens. The Upper Hat Creek pit-ovens, dated to the
early part of the Late Prehistoric, produced Asteraceae, Allium and other Liliaceae (food
plants), conifer charcoal (fuel wood), and conifer needles and branches and the branches of
kinnikinnik (materials used to line pit-ovens) (Pokotylo and Froese 1983). The site EeRb 140
Unit 30 Hearth more closely resembles the Late Prehistoric Lucky Break site feature which
has been interpreted as a roasting pit for biscuitmot (Lomatium) (Frieberg and Stenholm
1991). Like the Unit 30 Hearth, this deposit occupied a space between 10 - 30 cm below the

surface and was lined at the bottom with charcoal and fire-cracked rock. It yielded Lomatium
root and a lily seed (representing food), Saskatoon, alder and coniferous wood (fuel), and
coniferous branches and needles (pit-oven lining) (Frieberg and Stenholm 1991).
Similarities are also apparent between site EeRb 140 and the Big Meadow Camp
Vaccinium processing sites, excavated by Mack and McLure (1996). Big Meadow yielded
seeds and fiuit tissue of Yaccinium, seeds and stems of Scirptrs validus (interpreted as
matting), and fragments of willow and Douglas-fir charcoal (interpreted as fuel wood). The
plant assemblages and contexts of both EeRb 140 and the Big Meadow Camp indicate that

berries were dned on reed and grass matting in proximity to a hearth-type feature.
As stated in Chapter Di,Plateau winter villages were seîtings for a range of activities.
Consequently it can be expected that the Keatley Creek village pithouses will contain more
diverse plant assemblages than the plant-processing sites (Alexander 1992b). indeed, fiom

sarnpling the three pithouses, Lepofsky (2000) recovered over 80 plant taxa h m seeds,
charcoal and needles, buds and bark.
There are some similarities between the plant assemblages recovered h m the floors
of the Keatley Creek pithouses and the features h m site EeRb 140. In both sites
P o p u l d a l k , Pinus and Douglas-fir dominate charcoai assemblages, Moreover, in both
sites edible berries were recovered in association with charcoal concentrations, including
Saskatoon, red-osier dogwood, Ericaceae, Rubus, Ribes, rose and cherry (Lepofsky et al.
19%). Food plants recovered h m site EeRb 140 that were not found at Keatley Creek
include the bulb tissue of nodding onion and the seeds of hazelnut, pine, and Vacciniirm.
Other sced taxa that occw only at EeRb 140 include Artemisia, Asteraceae, mustards, dock
and stickseed. Unlike EeRb 140, at Keatley Creek the conifer needles included a large
number of ponderosa pine needles. Taxa found at Keatley Creek that do not wcur at EeRb
140 include kinnikinnik, pnckly pear cactus, phacelia, silene and Solomon's seal (Lepofsky et
ai. 1996).

Several taxa that occur at both sites appear to have been used in different ways anaor
to have been introduced by different means. Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine needles were
distributed around the periphery of the pithouse floors, which Lepofsky et al. (1996)
interpreted as sleeping areas. Most of the grass and chenopod seeds were also found in these
"sleeping areas". Lepofiky et al. (1996) argue that the grasses and conifer needles were used
as bedding materiais, and that the chenopods were introduced accidentally when the grasses

were collecteci- Lepfsky (2000 and in press b) also argues that the lemonweed, silene,
phaceiia, CarerrlScips and pnckly pear cactus seeds were brought into the pithouses

accidentally or by natural factors. While charred birch bark was found at EeRb 140, none of
the birch bark found at Keatley Creek was charred.

in sum, the archaeobotany of site EeRb 140 has strong similarities with the four other
Late Prehistoric sites examiaed above. The plant assemblage is similar to those of the
specialised root processing and berry processing sites. However, in terms of taxa richness,
the wide range of plants recovered at EeRb 140 is more similar to the pattern of activities that
would be expected of a habitation site, such as that of the Keatley Creek winter village site,
than h m a specialised processing site (Alexander 1992b). As well as food plant, EeRb 140
also produced plants known to be used in the preparation of medicine, the manufacture of
raw materials such as dyes and possibly basketry, and materials used in the smoking of hides

(Tables 2 and 6). The processing of f d s for immediate consumption may also have taken
place at EeRb 140 given the presence of plant foods found in association with deer bone.
Consequently, in addition to the processing and preservation of plant foods for winter use,
EeRb 140 appears to have encompassed a range of activities of daily life.
It is thus inferreci here that EeRb 140 was a kind of a seasonally used work area.
Furthermore, given that EeRb 140 and the nearby pithouse village site EeRb 77 produced
contemporaneous archaeological components (Nicholas and Tryon 1999), it is likely that
EeRb 140 was used in the mid to late summer by members of this riverside cornmunity, This
interpretation accords well with the ethnographically known hunter-gatherer-fisher
subsistence settlement system in this region of the Plateau (see Alexander 1992b; Turner and
Peacock 1995). That is to say that this group probably followed a radiating mobility pattern
(see Chapter m),such that task groups went out h m the winter village, or possibly summer

lodgings located near the village, to collect, process and preserve seasonally available
resources and then bring them back to the village for winter use.
Signincance of the Results of tbis Study

This research has provideci a valuable step in understanding pre-contact plant-use at
non-pithouse sites on the B.C. Plateau. This project is significant in that it successfiilly
illustrates the integration of the ethnobotanies with the arcbaeology. The ancient plant
remains recovered h m EeRb 140 have been linked to ethnobotanies and ethnographies in
order to reconstmct the activities and movements of the occupants of EeRb 140 within their
surrounding environments. The results suggest that this p u p intensively exploitai the
nearby, surrounding three environmental zones and al1 their microhabitats. They appear to
have practised subsistence similar to that of recent Plateau peoples using the strategies of
specialisation and diversification, vertical zonation and trade or long-distance havel.
It is hoped îbat this study will be a useful resource for other researchers working on

the Plateau. The detailed descriptions and illustrations of the archaeobotanical specimens,

presented in Chapter V and Appendix 1, are intended as a step in cataloguing
archaeobotanical specimens h m the British Columbia Plateau and establishing clear
identification criteria. Ultimately, the significance of this

study is in the quality of

presemation, density and richness of the plant assemblage recovered from EeRb 140.
Furthemore, the rich plant assemblage h m site EeRb 140 demonstrates the great potential
for studying plant-use at arcbeological sites thughout the Plateau.

Evaluatioa of the Data and Suggestions for Future Research in the Area
The sarnphg and analysis used in this study were satisfactory h that they provided
usefid means for addressing the research questions. Neverîheless there are some weaknesses
in this study and consequently there are changes that I would make in future projects,
beginning with methods of sampling and analysis. The greatest problem encountered in this
projet was that tirne constraints limited the nwnber of sarnples and sub-sarnples that could
be analysed, As a consequence, as observed in Chapter VT, too few sub-samples were
analysed to adequately assess the species richness for the Unit 30 Hearth. Furthemore, few
samples were examined from the lowest levels of the site. Clearly more efficient ways of
collecting and anaiysing the archaeobotanical samples are necessary. For example, it may
prove more expedient to follow field sarnpling methods suggested by van der Veen (1984)
which encompass collecting al1 sediments fiom al1 features and random sample the nonfeature contexts. in another example, Toll ( 1988: 37-38) describes a sub-sampling system
that permits larger samples to be analysed in a relatively short tinte.

This method

encompasses a two-level sampling procedure: the first stage involves scanning a large
number of sampIes; the second stage entails the detailed sorîing of a more limited number of
samples.
Another methodologicai change that is suggested here is that a 250p geological seive
be used

in place of the 425p screen in

all fiiture flotation at EeRb 140.

Recently

archaeobotanists have agreed on the fact that maIl seeds might p a s through the 425p seive
size. Given that plants such as the mal1 seeded Typha latifiolia provided food and raw
materiais on the Plateau (Turner 1997), clearly the adoption of the 250p seive is necessary.

The final methodological change tbat 1 would suggest is that in future charcoal
analysis should encompass cornparisons between hand-picked and floated materials. This
method will ensure that taxa wbich might not survive flotation can be recovered. Likewise,
srnail Gagments that cannot recovered by hand-picking will be recovered in flotation.
A critical problem for archaeobotanists working on the Plateau is that the available

reference collections are limited. in particular, we need to collect the seeds, roots and
vegetative parts of native species of the grasses, sedges, rushes, mustards, pines, hazelnut,
sunfiower farnily, the carrot family, and roses. Furthemore, in order to produce specimens
for our comparative collections, controlled experiments are needed in the charring of
specimens of Plateau seeds, vegetative tissue and wood charcoal. Likewise, conüolled
experiments are needed in order to understand harvesting and processing technology used by
Plateau groups and to reproduce the types of debis that result fiom different plant processing
methods. This "debris" will provide useful comparative material that may facilitate the
identification of the unidentitied vegetative tissue and unidentified seeds recovered fiom site
EeRb 140 as well as other sites in the region.
Finally, Plateau archaeologists ar,d palaeoethnobotanists need to work together to
incorporate palaeoethnobotanical sarnpling and analysis into the research design of al1
archaeological projects on the Plateau.

Ideally, standardised sampling and andytical

procedures would be developed and maintaineci on al1 projects throughout the region.
Consistent sampling methods would permit inter-site studies and a regional analysis of the
possibly diverse prehistoric land-use practices carried out throughout the Plateau over the
millennia.
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APPENDIX ONE

Plate 1. Site EeRb 140. View k m the Thompson River flood phin towards the termes. Mount Peter is in
the background (photo by author)
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Plate 2. Cyperaceae achenes.
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Plate 3. Poaceae caryopses. P
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Plate 3. Poaceae caryopses (continueâ).

Spimen 1, whole "nutshell",
external view.

4b. Specimen 1, "nutshell" cross-section
showing hypanthium fùsedto dense
pericarp tissue.

4c.

Specimen 2, inside srirf8ce of
'hutshell" (en-).

4d. "Seed" @oorlypreserved) recovered
fiom within the "nutshell" Specimcn t

Plate 4. cfi Corylus cormita nutsheii and seed.
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Plate 5. Rumex achene.

Plate 6. Chenopodium achene.

.m..*...

Plate 7. Bmsicaceae s d .

I O .
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Plate 8. Ribesseeà.

96 Bcny tissue withsceds.

Plate 9. Allfefmhieralnfloliuseed and berry tissue.

lob. Half s t m sbowing the thick
endocarp, single seed chamber
and the ndge aIong the m e n .

Plate 11. Rosaceae achene.

Plate 12. R u h achene.

Plate 13. Cormrs stolon@ra Stone
(endocarp).

Plate 14. Eric-

seed.

Plate 15. Vaminium seed.

Plate 16. cf;Lappula achene.

Plate 17. Artemisia cypsela.

Plate 18. Asteraceae cypseh

i..

Piate 19. Unknown Seed Type 1.

Plate 20. Unknown Seed Type 2.

Plate 21. Unlw,wn Seed Type 3.

Plate 22. Unknown Seed Type 4.

View of lower surFBce of

ponderosa pine needle fiagrneni.

23b. Cross-sectionof ponderosapine
necdle Sagrnent wiîh the lower
surfice king up.

Plate 23. Pinus ponderosa needle ndgments.

24a Exsmplc of îhc ways that
Daugias-tir nede fragmaii.
Vicw of typer d c e .

24b. Crcissccthof Douglas-fit
ndle m
e
n
twith î k uppcr
swhx facing up.

Plate 24. Pseudotsuga mennèsii needle hgmenîs.

25a, Modeni Allium cernuum bulb tissue (cherrod).

Plate 25. Allium cernuum tissue, Cornparison of vegetative tissue recuvered h m site EeRb 140 (25b)
with modern A. cernuum bulb tissue.

26a Surface view.

26b. Cross-sedion

Plate 26. Unknom Vegetative Tissue Type 1.
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APPENDiX TWO

APPENDK 2: Latin and Common Names of Plants Mentioneà in this Tbesis

Latin Name

Common Name

Abies lasiocarpu
Acer glabrum
Achika rnilleflium
Agoseris ghuca
Agopyron spp.
Allium cernuum
Alnus crispa
Amelanchier alnifolia
Antennariu microphyilo
Arabis sep.
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi
-4rnica cordifolia
Artemisia dracunculus
A rtemisiafiigida
Artemisia !ridentata

subalpine fir
Rocky Mountain maple
yarrow
mwntain dandelion
bunçhgrasses/wheatgrasses
nodding onion
green dder
Saskatoon
rosy pussytoes
wild cress
kinnikinnik
arnica
wild tarragon
northern wormwood
big sagebrush
the AsterlSunflower family
showy aster
arrow-leaféd balsammot
Oregon-grape
water birch
papa birch
the mustard family
fools onion
biack tree lichen
pinegrass
mariposa lily

Asteraceae

Aster conspicuus
Balsamorhita sagittata
Berberis aqu~olium
Betula occidentalis
Berula papyrifera
Brassicaceae
Brodinea hyucinthina
Bryoriujkmontii
Calamagrostis rubescens
Calochortus macrocarpus
Calypso buibosa
Carex spp
Carpinus spp.
Chenopodiumcapitaizim
Chrysozhamnusnauseosus
Cladonia spp.
Clayronia lanceolaia
CIematis figusticiflia
CIematis occidentalis
Cornus stolonrera
Corylus cornura

calypso
sedge, s w a p hay

hombeam
strawberry blite
cornmon rabbit-brush
cladonia
spring beauîy
white clematis
western clematis
red-osier dogwood
hazelnut

APPENDUS 2.

continued.

Latin Name
Crataegus douglasii
Crepis atrabarba
Delphinium nuttallianum
Distichlis stricta
Draba spp.
Eleocharis spp.
Elymus spp.
Empterum nigrum
Epilobium angustrolium
Equisetum spp.
Ericaceae
Etysimum inconspicuum
Erythronium grandij70rum
Festuca spp.
Frageria virginiana
Fritillaria lanceolata
Fritillaria pudica
Galium spp.
Gaultheria hispidula
Goodyera oblong#iolia
Heracleum lanatum
Heuchera cylindrica
hniperus communis
Juniperus scopulorum
Koeleria macrantha
Lappula spp.
Ledum spp.
Letharia vulpina
Lewisia rediviva
Ligr~sticumcanbyi
Lilium columbianum
Lithospermum ruderale
Lomatium dissectum
Lomatium macrocarpum
Lonicera involucr~ta
Mentha arvensis
Opuntiafiagilis
Osmorhiza chilensis

Common Name
black hawthom
slender hawksbeard
delphinium
alkali saitgrass
draba
rush
wild rye grasses
crowberry
fireweed
horsetail
the Heath family
smdl wallflower
yellow glacier lily
fescue
wild strawberry
chocolate Iily
yellowbell
bedstraw
creeping snowberry
rattlesnake plantain
cow-parsnip
alumroot
dwarfjuniper
Rocky Mountain juniper
prairie koeleria
stickseed
Indian tea
wolf lichen
bittemot
wild lovage
tiger lily
lemonweed, stoneseed
chocofate tips
desert hog-fennel
black twinberry
Canada mint
pcickly-pear cactus
sweet cicely

Latin Name
Penstemonftuticosus
Perideridia gairdrzeri
Phacelia spp.
Picea engelmannii
Pims albicaulis
Pinus contorta
Pinus monticola
Pinus ponderosa
Poa sandbergii
Populus balsamijëra
Populus tremufoides
Potentilla anserina
Prunus virginiana
Pseudotsuga menziesii
Ranunculus gluberrimus
Ribes spp,
Rosa spp.
Rubus spp.
Rumex spp.
Salir spp.
Sambucits racemosa
Scirpus spp.
Shepherdia canadensis
Silene spp.
Sium suave
Srnilacina racemosa
Srnilacina srellata
Spirea beîulifalia
Stipa comata
Symphoricatpos occidentalis
Taus brevif lia
Thuja plicata
Torritla mralis
T ' a latijolia
llrtica dioica
Vaccinim spp.
Viburnum opullrs
Zigadenus venenosus

Cornmon Name

shmbby penstemon
wild cmway
waterleaf
Engelmann spruce
whitebark pine
lodgepole pine
Western white pine
ponderosa pine
Sandberg blwgrass
cottonwwd
trembling aspen
silverweed
chokecherry
Douglas-fir
sagebrush buttercup
currant and gooseberry
wild rose
wild raspberry, thimbleberry, btackcap
dock
willow
red elderbeny
bulrush, tule, sedge
soapberry
campion
water-parsnip
false Solomon's-seal
star-flowered false Solomon's-seal
Bat-topped spirea
needle-and-thread grass
waxbrry
Western yew

Western red cedar
rusty steppe moss
cattail
stinghg nettle
blueberry, huckleberry, cranberry
highbush cranberry
deathcamas
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Figure 11. Types of Seed Surfaces (Original Drawhgs by Mmaret R. Mulev.

